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University of Maine Self-Study
II
Date: 2/15/2019
1. Corporate name of institution: University of Maine
2. Date institution was chartered or authorized: 1865
3. Date institution enrolled first students in degree programs: 9/21/1868
4. Date institution awarded first degrees: 1872
5. Type of control:
               Public                                              Private
               X State                                             n Independent, not-for-profit
               n City                                              n Religious Group (Name of Church)
               n Other (Specify)                             n Proprietary
               _______________________        n Other: (Specify)
                                                                       _______________________________
               
6. By what agency is the institution legally authorized to provide a program
of education beyond high school, and what degrees is it authorized to
grant?
The University of Maine System of Trustees are authorized to grant bachelors, masters
and doctoral degrees by acts of the Legislature of the State of Maine:  1865 P&S.L.C.532,
and 1967 P&S.L.C.229, as amended, 1969 P&S.L.C.238.
7. Level of postsecondary offerings (check all that apply)
     n Less than one year of work
     X At least one but less than two years (UMM)
    n Diploma or certificate programs of at least two but less than four years
     X Associate degree granting program of at least two years (UMM)
     X Four- or five-year baccalaureate degree granting program
     n First professional degree 
    X Master’s and/or work beyond the first professional degree
     X Work beyond the master’s level but not at the doctoral level
    (e.g., Specialist in Education)
     X A doctor of philosophy or equivalent degree
     n Other doctoral programs 
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8. Type of undergraduate programs (check all that apply)
     n Occupational training at the crafts/clerical level (certificate or diploma)
     n Occupational training at the technical or semi-professional level (degree)
     n Two-year programs designed for full transfer to a baccalaureate degree
     X Liberal arts and general
     X Teacher preparatory
     X Professional
     n Other__________________________________________________________________________________
9. The calendar system at the institution is:
     X Semester         n Quarter        n Trimester        n Other ____________________________________________
10. What constitutes the credit hour load for a full-time equivalent (FTE) student each semester?
      a) Undergraduate 15 credit hours/minimum of 12 credits
      b) Graduate 9 credit hours/minimum of 6 credits
      c) Professional N/A
11. Student population:
       a) Degree-seeking students:
                                                                   Undergraduate               Graduate             
                                                               UMaine       UMM                UMaine              UMaine/UMM Total
       Full-time student headcount            8126              343                  994                           9,463
       Part-time student headcount             735              137                  679                           1,551
       FTE                                                  8,463.3           374               1,016.1                        9,853.4
      b) Number of students in non-credit, short-term courses: 90
12. List all programs accredited by a nationally recognized, specialized accrediting agency.
        Program                         Agency                                                                                              Accredited    Last                Next 
                                                                                                                                                        Since              Reviewed       Review
        Art Education, B.A.         National Association of Schools of Art & Design (NASAD)                2013              2010              2020
        Art History, B.A.              National Association of Schools of Art & Design (NASAD)                2013              2010              2020
        Studio Art, B.A.              National Association of Schools of Art & Design (NASAD)                2013              2010              2020
        Studio Art, B.F.A.             National Association of Schools of Art & Design (NASAD)                2013              2010              2020
        Music, B.A.                     National Association of Schools of Art & Design (NASAD)                1969              2015              2024
IV
12.  List all programs accredited by a nationally recognized, specialized accrediting agency continued
Program                               Agency                                                                                                       Accredited   Last            Next 
                                                                                                                                                              Since            Reviewed   Review
Music Education, B.M.          National Association of Schools of Music (NASAM)                                   1969            2010           2024
Music Performance, B.M.      National Association of Schools of Music (NASAM)                                   1969            2010           2024
Music Education, M.M.         National Association of Schools of Music (NASAM)                                   1969            2015           2024
Music Performance, M.M.     National Association of Schools of Music (NASAM)                                   1969            2015           2024
Engineering Physics, B.S.       Accreditation Board of Engineering and Technology (ABET)                      1949            2012           2018
Computer Science, B.S.          Accreditation Board of Engineering and Technology (ABET)                      1995            2018           2024
Psychology, Ph.D.                  American Psychological Association (APA)                                                1975            2012           2019
Forestry, B.S.                          Society of American Foresters (SAF)                                                           1937            2013           2023
Forest Operations,                 Society of American Foresters (SAF)                                                           1937            2013           2023
Bioproducts, and                  Society of Wood Science Technology (SWST)                                              1993            2013           2024
Bioenergy, B.S.
Forestry, M.F.                         Society of American Foresters                                                                    1989            2013           2023
Nursing, B.S.                          Commission on Collegiate Nursing Education (CCNE)                               2000            2010           2020
Social Work, B.A.                   Council on Social Work Education                                                              1990            2012           2019
Social Work, M.A.                  Council on Social Work Education                                                              1990            2012           2019
Food Science and                  Accredited Council for Education in Nutrition and Dietetics (ACEND)        1920s          2012           2022
Human Nutrition, B.S.            
Food Science and                  Accredited Council for Education in Nutrition and Dietetics (ACEND)        1993            2012           2022
Human Nutrition, M.S.          
Speech-                                 Council on Academic Accreditation (CAA)                                                 1988            2014           2021
Language Pathology, M.A.    
Business Administration       Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB)               1974            2015           2020
in Accounting, B.S.                 
Business Administration       Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB)               1974            2015           2020
in Finance, B.S.                      
Business Administration       Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB)               1974            2015           2020
in Management, B.S.             
Business Administration       Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB)               1974            2015           2020
in Marketing, B.S.                  
Business Administration,      Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB)               1974            2015           2020
M.B.S.                                    
Elementary Education, B.S.    Council for the Accreditation of Educator Preparation (CAEP) formerly
                                             known as National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education           1987            2014           2020
Secondary Education, B.S.     Council for the Accreditation of Educator Preparation (CAEP) formerly
                                             known as National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education           1987            2014           2020
Early Childhood                    Council for the Accreditation of Educator Preparation (CAEP) formerly
Education, B.S.                      known as National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education           1987            2014           2020
Physical Education, B.S.         Council for the Accreditation of Educator Preparation (CAEP) formerly
                                             known as National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education           1987            2014           2020
Art Education, B.S.                 Council for the Accreditation of Educator Preparation (CAEP) formerly
                                             known as National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education           1987            2014           2024
Athletic Training, B.S.             Commission on Accreditation of Athletic Training Education (CAATE)       2005            2010           2021
Bioengineering, B.S.              Accreditation Board of Engineering and Technology, ABET                        2012            2018           2024
Chemical Engineering, B.S.    Accreditation Board of Engineering and Technology, ABET                        1950            2018           2024
Civil Engineering, B.S.            Accreditation Board of Engineering and Technology, ABET                        1936            2018           2024
Electrical Engineering, B.S.    Accreditation Board of Engineering and Technology, ABET                        1936            2018           2024
Computer Engineering, B.S.   Accreditation Board of Engineering and Technology, ABET                        1991            2018           2024
Mechanical Engineering, B.S.    Accreditation Board of Engineering and Technology, ABET                        1936            2018           2024
Construction Engineering     Accreditation Board of Engineering and Technology, ABET                        1989            2018           2024
Technology, B.S.                     
Electrical Engineering           Accreditation Board of Engineering and Technology, ABET                        1983            2018           2024
Technology, B.S.                     
Program                               Agency                                                                                                       Accredited   Last            Next 
                                                                                                                                                              Since            Reviewed   Review
Mechanical Engineering        Accreditation Board of Engineering and Technology, ABET                        1979            2018           2024
Technology, B.S.                     
Survey Engineering               Accreditation Board of Engineering and Technology, ABET                        2005            2018           2024
Technology, B.S.                     
Engineering Physics, B.S.       Accreditation Board of Engineering and Technology, ABET                        1949            2018           2024
Chemistry, B.S.                       American Chemical Society (ACS)                                                              1941           2014           2019
University of Maine at Machias
Environmental Recreation     National Recreation and Parks Association                                                1990            2014           2019
and Tourism Management,
B.S.                                        
Elementary Education, B.S.;   Maine Department of Education                                                                1909            2014           2019
Secondary Education, B.S.     
13. Off-campus Locations. Off-campus Locations. List all instructional locations other than the main campus. For each site,
indicate whether the location offers full-degree programs or 50% or more of one or more degree programs. Record the full-time
equivalent enrollment (FTE) for the most recent year. Add more rows as needed.
                                                                                                                 Full Degree                   50%–90%            FTE
A. In-state Locations
The Hutchinson Center (remote instructional location)                                                              X                   67.9 
Maine Business School (Graduate School of Business), Portland           X                                                      52 
B.  Regional Branch Campus                                                                                                                            
University of Maine at Machias                                                              X                                                             424.8 
14. International Locations: International Locations: For each overseas instructional location, indicate the name of
the program, the location, and the headcount of students enrolled for the most recent year. An overseas instructional
location is defined as “any overseas location of an institution, other than the main campus, at which the institution
matriculates students to whom it offers any portion of a degree program or offers on-site instruction or instructional
support for students enrolled in a predominantly or totally online program.” Do not include study abroad locations. 
Name of program(s)                                                       Location                                                  Headcount
N/A
V
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15. Degrees and certificates offered 50% or more electronically: For each degree or Title IV-eligible certificate,
indicate the level (certificate, associate’s, baccalaureate, master’s, professional, doctoral), the percentage of credits
that may be completed online, and the FTE of matriculated students for the most recent year. Enter more rows as
needed.
Name of program(s)                                                                                                 Degree level     % on-line     FTE
       UMaine Online Programs                                                                                                                                                      
       Political Science                                                                                                                  Bachelor’s            100%             4.8
       Surveying Engineering Technology                                                                                      Bachelor’s            100%             15.13
       University Studies                                                                                                               Bachelor’s            100%             15.00
       Master of Business Administration                                                                                      Master’s              100%             26.83
       Master of Education, Curriculum, Assessment and Instruction                                            Master’s              100%             19.33
       Certificate of Advanced Study, Curriculum Assessment and Instruction                              CAS                     100%             2.66
       Master of Education, Instructional Technology                                                                    Master’s              100%             13.72
       Certificate of Advanced Study, Instructional Technology                                                     Certificate of 
                                                                                                                                                   Advanced Study   100%             0.67
       Master of Education, Literacy: Individualized                                                                      Master’s              80%               0.33
       Master of Education, Special Education — Dual High Incidence + Low Incidence             Master’s              100%             1.33
       Master of Education Special Education – Low Incidence                                                    Master’s              100%             4.56
       Master of Education Special Education – High Incidence                                                    Master’s              100%             21.67
       Master of Education Special Education – Early Intervention                                               Master’s              100%             25.33
       Certificate of Advanced Study Special Education                                                                Certificate of 
                                                                                                                                                   Advanced Study   100%             1.33
       Master of Arts in Teaching Secondary Education                                                                 Master’s              ≈ 70%           0
       Master of Arts Interdisciplinary Studies (Maine Studies)                                                     Master’s              100%             4.11
       Master of Social Work                                                                                                         Master’s              90%               35.17
       Master of Science in Information Systems                                                                          Master’s              100%             0.83
       Master of Science in Spatial Informatics                                                                             Master’s              100%             0.33
       Professional Science Master of Bioinformatics                                                                    Master’s              100%             4.00
       Professional Science Master of Engineering and Business                                                  Master’s              100%             6.78
       Ph.D. Biomedical Engineering                                                                                             Doctoral              80%               0
       Ph.D. Biomedical Science                                                                                                    Doctoral              80%               0
       UMM Online Programs                                                                                                                                                         
       Psychology and Community Studies                                                                                    Bachelor’s            100%             13.53
       Business and Entrepreneurial Studies                                                                                 Bachelor’s            100%             9.20
       Bachelor of College Studies                                                                                                Bachelor’s            100%             6.67
       Teacher Education                                                                                                               Certificate           100%             5.87
16. Instruction offered through contractual relationships: For each contractual relationship through which
instruction is offered for a Title IV-eligible degree or certificate, indicate the name of the contractor, the location of
instruction, the program name, and degree or certificate, and the number of credits that may be completed through
the contractual relationship. Enter more rows as needed.
Name of contractor                      Location                       Name of program            Degree or certificate     # of credits
N/A
17. List by name and title the chief administrative officers of the institution. See table on p. VIII.
VI
VII
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18. Supply a table of organization for the institution. Supply a table of organization for the institution. While
the organization of any institution will depend on its purpose, size and scope of operation, institutional organization
usually includes four areas. Although every institution may not have a major administrative division for these areas,
the following outline may be helpful in charting and describing the overall administrative organization: See tables on
pages IX to XII.
19. Record briefly the central elements in the history of the institution: The University of Maine was
established in Orono in 1865 under the provisions of the Morrill Act. The Maine legislature passed a bill to create the
state’s land grant institution on Feb. 24, 1865. Gov. Samuel Cony signed it the next day. The first board of trustees,
chaired by Hannibal Hamlin of Bangor, addressed the Maine people three months later, noting that “it is by the
union of scientific knowledge with physical industry, that labor becomes most productive, and the laborer gains.” The
then Maine State College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts welcomed its first class of 12 students in September
1868; the first graduation was held in 1872. In 1897, the name was changed to the University of Maine. The
University of Maine at Machias became a regional campus of the University of Maine on July 1, 2017.
As Maine’s land grant and sea grant institution with a statewide mission of teaching, research and community
engagement, the university applies the resources of its learning community to meet the educational, economic,
cultural and social needs of Maine. For more than 150 years, the University of Maine has held a leadership role in
the state. Because Maine’s potential is our purpose, UMaine serves as the state’s major research institution and as a
culture hub, linking our resources with the needs of industries and businesses, schools, cultural organizations, state
government and local communities.
The University of Maine has been accredited by NECHE since 1929. 
                                                                                                                                                                          Year of
Function of Office                  Name                          Exact Title                                                                        Appointment
Chair, Board of Trustees              James Erwin                   Chair, Board of Trustees                                                           2017
Chancellor                                  James Page                    Chancellor                                                                               2012
President                                    Joan Ferrini-Mundy        President                                                                                 2018
Executive Vice President             Jeffrey Hecker                Exec. Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost            2013
Chief Academic Officer               Jeffrey Hecker                Exec. Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost            2013
Vice Presidents                                                                                                                                                                 
                                                  Andrew Egan                 Vice President and Head of Campus,                                       2018
                                                                                        University of Maine at Machias
                                                  R. Lizzie Wahab              Vice President for Enrollment Management                            2018
                                                  James Ward IV               Vice President for Innovation and Economic Development     2012
                                                  Kody Varahramyan         Vice President for Research and Dean of Graduate School     2017
                                                  Robert Dana                  Vice President for Student Affairs and Dean of Students         2007
                                                  Chris Lindstrom             Vice President of Human Resources                                         2017
Senior Associate Provost for 
Academic Affairs                        Jeffrey St. John               Senior Associate Provost for Academic Affairs                         2013
Associate Provost                       Monique LaRocque        Associate Provost for the Division of Lifelong Learning           2014
Assistant Provost                       Debra Allen                    Assistant Provost for Institutional Research and Assessment  2019
Deans of Schools and Colleges                                                                                                                                         
                                                  Timothy Reagan             Dean, College of Education and Human Development            2016
                                                  Dana Humphrey            Dean, College of Engineering                                                  2006
                                                  Faye Gilbert                   Dean, Undergraduate School of Business                                2019
                                                  J. Michael Weber            Dean, Graduate School of Business                                         2018
                                                  Frederick Servello           Dean, College of Natural Sciences, Forestry, and Agriculture   2017
                                                  Emily Haddad                Dean, College of Liberal Arts and Sciences                              2014
                                                  François Amar                Dean, Honors College                                                              2013
                                                  Hannah Carter               Dean, Cooperative Extension                                                   2019 (May 1)
Chief Financial Officer                Claire Strickland            Chief Business Officer                                                              2015
Chief Student Services Officer    Robert Dana                  Vice President for Student Life and Dean of Students             2007
Planning                                     Jeffrey Hecker,                Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost;    2013
                                                  Jeffrey St. John,             Senior Associate Provost for Academic Affairs;                        2013
                                                  Claire Strickland            Chief Business Officer                                                              2015
Athletics                                     Ken Ralph                      Director of Athletics                                                                 2018
Development                              Jeffery Mills                   President/CEO of the University of Maine Foundation             2012
Library                                        Joyce Rumery                 Dean of Libraries                                                                     2005
Chief Information Officer           Robin Sherman              Campus IT Officer and Director of Project Management         2016
Continuing Education                Monique LaRocque        Associate Provost for the Division of Lifelong Learning           2014
Grants/Research                         Kody Varahramyan         Vice President for Research and Dean of the 
                                                                                        Graduate School                                                                      2017
Recruitment                               Christopher Richards     Director of Recruitment                                                           2016
Registrar                                    Kimberly Page                Registrar                                                                                  2012
Financial Aid                              Connie Smith                 Director of Student Financial Aid                                             2018
Public Relations                         Margaret Nagle             Senior Director of Public Relations and Operations                 2011
Alumni Association                    John Diamond               President/Executive Director, UMaine Alumni Association      2015
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Date of              Detailed Actions, Items of                                                                                                                      
CIHE Letter        Special Attention or Concerns                                                                                                                
                         Issue                                                           Action                                               Standard       Self-Study
                                                                                                                                                                         page number
June 26, 2014    Continued implementation of a                       In 2015–2017, UMaine established a    4, 8                  33,
and                   comprehensive approach to the                       campuswide system of program                                   77–79
November 17,    assessment of student learning,                      assessment on a three-year cycle.                                 81, 86
2015                  including assessment initiatives                      Early outcomes from units
                         identified for 2015–2020                                 completing an initial cycle and using
                                                                                                  assessment data to improve 
                                                                                                  curricula and student learning are 
                                                                                                  described in Standard Eight. In 2018,
                                                                                                  UMaine adopted a faculty-led plan
                                                                                                 for the comprehensive review of 
                                                                                                  General Education. Data from the 
                                                                                                  pilot assessment will be reported in 
                                                                                                  spring 2019.
June 26, 2014                                                                                                                                          7                      5–6
                                                                                                                                                                                       10–11
                                                                                                                                                                                       35,
                                                                                                                                                                                       45–46
                                                                                                                                                                                       47–48
Maintaining fiscal stability through the
diversification of revenue and the
achievement of our goals for enrollment
and retention.
UMaine has achieved significant
undergraduate enrollment growth
through our Flagship Match
program, and recent growth in
graduate enrollment through
UMaineOnline. To improve access
to Nursing education for learners
in Down East Maine (Washington
and Hancock counties), we expect
to launch a Nursing program at
UMM  in 2019–2020.
Since 2016, we have seen steady
growth in the number of students
taking 30 credits or more per year
in response to our Think 30
initiative; we project a
corresponding improvement in
retention rates and time-to-




Date of              Detailed Actions, Items of                                                                                                                      
CIHE Letter        Special Attention or Concerns                                                                                                                
                         Issue                                                           Action                                               Standard       Self-Study
                                                                                                                                                                         page number
January 28,                                                                                                                                              4                      41
2014
January 28,                                                                                                                                              4                     42
2014
April 11, 2018                                                                                                                                                 7                      71–72
                                                                                                                                                                                       76
May 18,                                                                                                                                                   3, 7                  13, 68
2018*
                                                                                                                                                                4                      25
                                                                                                                                                                
Securing faculty with appropriate qualifi-
cations to teach at off-site instructional lo-
cations where the CAS and M.Ed. in
Educational Leadership are offered. 
The qualifications of all faculty in
the two programs are carefully re-
viewed and approved. Courses
have not been offered at these lo-
cations since 2016. 
Providing appropriate financial support for
the Brunswick instructional location.
Progressing in meeting the goals of the
Primary Partnership, including measuring
financial stability for both campuses.
Due to low enrollment, this in-
structional location was closed in
2015.  
We expect to achieve financial
stability at UMM through a
combination of enrollment growth,
academic collaborations with
UMaine and other partners, and
operational efficiencies. Our plan
addressing UMM’s fiscal health
will be completed in spring 2019.
Ensuring congruence with CIHE standards
regarding a) the reporting relationships for
the Chief Business Officer; and b) delivery










a) As of fall 2018, the Chief
Business Officer reports jointly to
the UMaine President and to the
Vice Chancellor for Finance and
Administration of the University of
Maine System.
b) In early 2018, a systemwide task
force comprising faculty and
administrators was charged with
ameliorating obstacles to
academic collaboration. Sub-teams
are addressing elements of
collaborative programs (e.g. course
cross-listing; governance), and the
University of Maine System Vice
Chancellor for Academic Affairs
and the campus Chief Academic
Officers are working to
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Date of              Detailed Actions, Items of                                                                                                                      
CIHE Letter        Special Attention or Concerns                                                                                                                
                         Issue                                                           Action                                               Standard       Self-Study
                                                                                                                                                                         page number
August 8,                                                                                                                                                 3, 6                  20
2018                                                                                                                                                                                65–66
                                                                                                                                                                                       
December 6,                                                                                                                                            4                      42
2018
UMaine and University of Southern
Maine graduate business faculty
have jointly developed and agreed,
in principle, to a governance
document for graduate faculty and
instructor appointments; rules of
order; voting; and related points of
operation. The agreement
establishes committees addressing
coordination (to deliver the
graduate and undergraduate
programs); steering (faculty
advising the Graduate Dean on
matters of budget management,
course scheduling, faculty teaching
assignments, and accreditation);
and graduate curriculum and
learning (“devises a formal process
for planning, evaluating, and
revising the graduate curriculum”;
reviews admissions policies; and
ensures that the Graduate School
has a “well-documented and
systematic process for
determining, revising, and
assessing degree program learning
goals”). The agreement affirms
that the graduate faculty are the
unit’s policy-making authority with
respect to curriculum.
Amendments to the body of the
document are under discussion as
of February 2019. See Standard
Three. 
Detailed information about further
implementation plans and
financial planning is provided in
Standard Six. 
UMM faculty and administrators
are pursuing a plan responsive to
the Commission’s directive and
expect to identify next steps during
the spring 2019 semester.
Continued implementation of the Maine
Business School reorganization, including 
a) engaging faculty in the work of
implementation 
b) ensuring that the reporting
relationships of the undergraduate and
graduate faculty at the University of
Maine and the graduate faculty at the
University of Southern Maine are clear and
productive 
c) further developing an implementation
plan, including the identification of
realistic priorities to advance the
institution’s agenda for innovation and
greater service to the Maine business
economy, and foster productive
relationships between MBS, the University
of Southern Maine Law School, and the
Muskie School of Public Service; and 
d) further developing a financial plan for
the Maine Business School, taking into
account realistic projections for multiple
sources of funding.
Provide an update on the contractual
arrangement with Eagle Hill Institute, with
particular emphasis on the University’s
success in achieving the financial goals of
the program.
We seek to present a clear and comprehensive picture of the University of Maine(Orono and Machias) demonstrating self-reflection, identifying outcomes and areas of concern, and documenting our use of results for the continuous improvement of
what we do. 
We began the self-study process in December 2016 as our five-year strategic plan was drawing
to a close: an opportune moment to review outcomes and prepare a foundation for ongoing
planning. The self-study has taken shape during a unique transition for the University of Maine
(UMaine) and the University of Maine at Machias (UMM). Shortly after UMaine began initial
work on the self-study, the University of Maine System Board of Trustees (BOT) formally
approved UMM’s new status as a regional campus of the University of Maine, effective July 1,
2017. We notified NECHE of this change in March 2017 and provided a detailed progress report
later that year. The Commission has offered welcome guidance about how we might best foster
a thriving relationship between the two campuses. UMM has been accredited under UMaine’s
accreditation since July 1, 2018. 
In April 2017, more than 50 Orono faculty, administrators, and staff were recruited to examine
and discuss the Standards for Accreditation. Dividing into nine writing teams, these members of
the university community collaborated in drafting thoughtful, thorough narratives responsive to
the standards. Care was taken to recruit a diverse pool of participants and, thereby, engage a
wide range of perspectives and knowledge about campus functions, processes, and outcomes.
Team chairs worked closely with Assessment staff at the direction of the Senior Associate
Provost for Academic Affairs (our NECHE Accreditation Liaison Officer). 
The writing teams submitted their drafts between September 2017 and March 2018. A full initial
narrative was woven together from those drafts in April–May 2018, with further revisions made
across multiple iterations of the document through the summer and fall, including incorporation
of material addressing the University of Maine at Machias drafted by a group of UMM faculty
and administrators. The Data First Forms and related data; documentation for the electronic
workroom; in-text graphs and tables; and additional revisions to the narrative were produced
between late spring 2018 and January 2019. A three-member Steering Committee comprising
the Senior Associate Provost, the Assessment Coordinator, and the Assistant Provost for
Institutional Research and Assessment formed in spring 2018. That group was expanded in early
fall 2018 to include two Orono faculty and UMM’s Vice President for Academic Affairs and Head
of Campus. 
In September 2018, NECHE Vice President Carol Anderson reviewed the narrative in draft and
provided invaluable feedback. A subsequent draft was shared with the university community in
Orono and Machias for comment and feedback in December 2018. The university filed its Notice
for Public Comment in the state’s seven largest newspapers in November 2018, and also posted





President Ferrini-Mundy, UMaine Provost Hecker, and UMM Head of Campus Egan engaged in
multiple conversations about the self-study process with the Steering Committee chair, read the
penultimate draft, and supplied key clarifications and additions throughout. University of Maine
System Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs Robert Neely, and UMaine Dean of Liberal Arts and
Sciences Emily Haddad also read the penultimate draft and provided valuable feedback.
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Standard One: Mission and Purpose
Jeffrey St. John (chair)                                                                          Academic Affairs
Rick Borgman                                                                                      Maine Business School
Amy Blackstone                                                                                   College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Linda Reid                                                                                            Office of Student Records
Jim Artesani                                                                                         College of Education and Human Development
Standard Two: Planning and Evaluation
Scott Delcourt (chair)                                                                           Graduate School
Greg Zaro                                                                                             College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Eric Landis                                                                                            College of Engineering
Elaine Bartley                                                                                       College of Education and Human Development
Kathleen Bell                                                                                        College of Natural Sciences, Forestry, and Agriculture
Ted Coladarci                                                                                       Institutional Research and Assessment
Standard Three: Organization and Governance
Dave Neivandt (chair)                                                                          College of Engineering
Harlan Onsrud                                                                                      School of Computing and Information Science
Natasha Speer                                                                                      The Maine Center for Research in STEM Education
Janet Fairman                                                                                      College of Education and Human Development
Nathan Stormer                                                                                   College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Standard Four: The Academic Program
Emily Haddad (chair)                                                                            College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Farahad Dastoor                                                                                  College of Natural Sciences, Forestry, and Agriculture
Sue Sullivan                                                                                         College of Natural Sciences, Forestry, and Agriculture
John Mascetta                                                                                      College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
George Criner                                                                                      College of Natural Sciences, Forestry, and Agriculture
Standard Five: Students
Robert Dana (chair)                                                                              Division of Student Life
Jason Bolton                                                                                        Foster Center for Student Innovation
Len Kaye                                                                                              College of Natural Sciences, Forestry, and Agriculture
Ellie Groden                                                                                         College of Natural Sciences, Forestry, and Agriculture
Kim Page                                                                                              Office of Student Records
Mary Mahoney-O’Neil                                                                          College of Education and Human Development
Standard Six: Teaching, Learning, and Scholarship
Brian Doore (chair)                                                                               Institutional Research and Assessment
John Allen                                                                                            College of Engineering
Michelle Smith                                                                                     College of Natural Sciences, Forestry, and Agriculture
Steven Evans                                                                                        College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Dan Dixon                                                                                            Office of Sustainability
Melissa Ladenheim                                                                              Honors College
Timothy Reagan                                                                                   College of Education and Human Development
While the Self-Study has been the work of many hands, the following members of the university community played specific roles in
its design, development and completion:




Standard Seven: Institutional Resources
Claire Strickland (chair)                                                                        Office of Budget and Business
Stewart Harvey                                                                                    Facilities Management
Joyce Rumery                                                                                       Fogler Library
Chris Lindstrom                                                                                    Office of Human Resources
Robin Sherman                                                                                    Information Technology
Kim Stewart                                                                                         Office of Budget and Business
Standard Eight: Educational Effectiveness
Brian Doore (chair)                                                                               Institutional Research and Assessment
Claire Sullivan                                                                                      College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Jason Harkins                                                                                       Maine Business School
Mimi Killinger                                                                                      Honors College
Kenda Scheele                                                                                      Division of Student Life
Mohamad Musavi                                                                                College of Engineering
Standard Nine: Integrity, Transparency, and Public Disclosure
Jim Settele (chair)                                                                                School of Policy and International Affairs
Andrea Gifford                                                                                     Division of Student Life
Jordan LaBouff                                                                                     College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Margaret Nagle                                                                                    Division of Marketing and Communications
Mike Scott                                                                                            College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
University of Maine at Machias Writing Team
Karen Kimball (chair)                                                                           [former] V.P. for Academic Affairs and Head of     
                                                                                                            Campus
William Otto                                                                                        Environmental and Biological Sciences Division
Dan Gardner                                                                                        Dean of Students
Marianne Thibodeau                                                                            Director of Merrill Library
Lois-Ann Kuntz                                                                                     Arts and Letters Division
Dan Qualls                                                                                           Professional Studies Division
Steering Committee
Jeffrey St. John (chair)                                                                          Academic Affairs
Andrew Egan                                                                                       Vice President and Head of Campus (UMM)
Debra Allen                                                                                          Institutional Research and Assessment
Amanda Barrington                                                                             Institutional Research and Assessment
Sid Mitchell                                                                                          College of Education and Human Development
Susan Sullivan                                                                                      College of Natural Sciences, Forestry, and
                                                                                                            Agriculture
Data Collection/Organization and Document Preparation Team
Debra Allen                                                                                          Institutional Research and Assessment
Amanda Barrington                                                                             Institutional Research and Assessment
Claire Strickland                                                                                   Office of Budget and Business
Kim Stewart                                                                                         Office of Budget and Business
Darla Reynolds                                                                                     Director of Accounting, University of Maine
                                                                                                            System
Melinda Pelletier                                                                                  Academic Affairs
Elena Smith                                                                                          Institutional Research and Assessment
Creative Design, Web Services, and Draft Reviewers
Valerie Ireland                                                                                      Division of Marketing and Communications
Mike Kirby                                                                                            Division of Marketing and Communications
Margaret Nagle                                                                                    Division of Marketing and Communications
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Institutional Overview
As the land grant, sea grant institution of the University of Maine System, the University of
Maine has played a leadership role in the state of Maine for over 150 years, and we have
continued to build on that role since our last comprehensive review in 2009. Focused
strategic planning and corresponding investments in our students, faculty, and facilities
have led to demonstrable gains in teaching, research, and service outcomes. We have
sought at all times to sustain excellence in the fulfillment of our core mission while
capitalizing on opportunities to break new ground as a leading educational, cultural, and
economic engine for the state of Maine. 
At UMaine, we recognize and are actively engaged with the shifting regional and national
context in which we operate. We seek to embrace constructive change and produce leaders
who respond to pressing challenges in Maine and beyond. To continue advancing
excellence, we have undertaken a number of significant changes since our last
comprehensive review. 
Partnering with the University of Maine at Machias
As noted above, the University of Maine at Machias (UMM) became a regional campus of
the University of Maine in 2017, a move aimed at ensuring continued access to public
higher education in Down East Maine, promoting enrollment growth, increasing
operational efficiencies, and strengthening academic and research opportunities for
students, faculty, and the communities served by both institutions. In the year and a half
since this relationship was forged, the two campuses have worked toward administrative
integration, some curriculum and program alignment, and an effective governance
structure. (For example, UMM faculty report to a Vice President for Academic Affairs who
serves as the head of the Machias campus while also serving on the UMaine Cabinet,
Deans’ Council, and Provost’s Council, and reporting directly to the President. In this way,
UMM’s chief academic officer is fully integrated in UMaine’s leadership.)
Cross-campus collaborations have produced some shared courses, transfer programs to
advanced degree pathways, and integration of enrollment management operations.
Initiatives are underway to grow UMM engineering and nursing education, two fields
facing workforce shortages in the Maine economy and in Down East Maine (Washington
and Hancock counties), in particular. For graduate students, the UMaine-UMM partnership
expects to expand teaching opportunities and engaged research in areas of existing
strength, especially the marine sciences.  
Planning strategically for our future
In 2011–2012, a new comprehensive strategic plan was developed through a consensus-
driven process led by former President Paul Ferguson. Organized around five pathways, the
Blue Sky Plan was grounded in the following vision: The University of Maine aspires to be
the most distinctively student-centered and community engaged of the American Research
Universities. The plan continued to serve as the university’s strategic guide under former
President Susan Hunter, whose four-year tenure began in 2014 and encompassed most of
the plan’s lifespan. In 2017, President Hunter charged Provost Jeffrey Hecker with leading a
year-long assessment of the Plan — its outcomes, its efficacy, its shortcomings — to
prepare us for our next planning process. The Blue Sky Outcomes process mirrored the Plan
itself in its transparency and inclusiveness, and succeeded in readying the university for our
next strategic direction. 
On July 1, 2018, Joan Ferrini-Mundy became the 21st president of the University of Maine.
In November 2018, President Ferrini-Mundy and her leadership team introduced a Strategic
Vision and Values initiative: Defining Tomorrow at the University at Maine. Its central goal
is to engage the campus communities in a dialogue about our strategic values through a
set of conversations and public fora addressing three core areas of our mission and work:
Fostering Learner Success, Creating and Innovating for Maine and Beyond, and Growing
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and Stewarding Partnerships. The outcomes of these dialogues will be used in spring 2019
to articulate a set of goals, strategies, and benchmarks guiding UMaine into its future. A
resultant strategic plan will be presented to the University of Maine System Board of
Trustees in May 2019.
Shaping enrollment: initiatives and growth
Since 2015, undergraduate enrollment, followed by graduate enrollment, has steadily
increased, in large measure because we have substantially strengthened our strategic and
operational approach to enrollment management. In 2012, a Vice President for Enrollment
Management was hired to lead a Division of Enrollment Management encompassing
Admissions and Recruitment, Financial Aid, New Student Programs and Orientation, and
Student Employment. The division shapes and leads university-wide efforts to grow
enrollment through data-driven recruitment in alignment with the strategic priorities of the
university and UMS BOT. This investment has borne fruit: total degree-seeking enrollment
in fall 2018 was 7% higher than in fall 2012, representing a net increase of 650 degree-
seeking students and 21,520 credit hours generated between 2012–2013 and 2017–2018.
Further, we have seen increasing diversification of our student demographics. For example,
the percentage of degree-seeking students from an underrepresented minority group
increased from 5% in 2012 to 7% in 2018; the number of Hispanic students has more than
doubled during this time.
UMaine is in the fourth year of a new campaign to grow first-year enrollment. Its
centerpiece, the Flagship Match, is a competitive scholarship program guaranteeing that
academically qualified first-year students from select states will pay the same tuition and
fee rate at UMaine as they would at their own state flagship institution. The Flagship
Match has produced a series of sizable incoming classes, including record-breaking ones in
2016 (2,230) and 2017 (2,299). All other incoming students receive a competitive grant to
offset the cost of nonresident tuition and fees. 
The Maine Top Scholars program, a four-year, full-tuition scholarship program, was
launched in 2017 with the goal of attracting Maine’s strongest academic performers. The
program produced nearly twice the yield expected in its first year, with 38 of the state’s
highest academic achievers choosing to attend UMaine. Over the past two years, the mean
SAT score for incoming first-year students has increased by 11 points, and the mean high
school GPA from 3.2 to 3.3. 
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On census day in fall 2018, UMaine’s total enrollment was 11,404 undergraduate and
graduate students. Maine residents made up 7,351 of our overall student body (64%),
while 4,053 students were nonresidents (36%). The resident/nonresident mix has notably
changed since 2009, when 84% of our enrollment was from Maine.  
Ensuring financial sustainability and transparency
UMaine has improved its financial position since the last NECHE accreditation review a
decade ago. In fiscal year 2018, the university had an annual unrestricted operating
budget, including auxiliaries, of approximately $323.9 million. This includes $83.9 million in
budgeted unrestricted state of Maine appropriation. Tuition and fees comprise 49 percent
of total revenue. In addition, the state legislature provides UMaine with $12.3 million in
restricted funding for the Maine Economic Improvement Fund (MEIF), a program promoting
economic growth through research and development in seven key sectors of the Maine
economy. As a percentage of total operating budget, state appropriation to UMaine has
decreased 9.8% since 2009, while increasing 6.0% at UMM over the same span. 
UMaine’s budgeting process reflects the institution’s commitment to transparent practices.
The President, Provost, and Chief Business Officer hold an open forum once each fall and
twice each spring to review the budget and our institutional planning process. The budget
“build” is verbally and visually presented in considerable detail, and is followed by an
open-ended Q&A with faculty, administrators, students, community members, and other
attendees.  
Each spring, UMaine’s senior leadership, including the Chief Business Officer, begins
meeting weekly to ensure that university budgeting for the following fiscal year is
consistent with the institution’s needs and priorities. The FY2018 budget was the first
prepared under the University of Maine System’s (UMS) unified budget plan process, and
the impact on UMaine’s budget planning was minimal. In 2017–18, UMS benchmarked the
operating expenses of each of the universities against a set of external (non-UMS) peers to
ensure appropriate, mission-driven budgeting.
Advancing research and learning
UMaine conducts nationally and internationally recognized research, and partners with
private and public sector entities to stimulate and support the state’s economic growth and
development. The university contributes to Maine’s quality of life through basic and applied
research in venues from the Gulf of Maine and Maine’s forestlands to high-tech campus
laboratories. The university is consistently ranked among the top third of public universities
engaged in research through the National Science Foundation (NSF) Higher Education
Research and Development (HERD) Survey, and is classified as a Higher Research Activity
Institution by Carnegie. Research at UMaine extends beyond departmental boundaries.
Graduate students are encouraged to bring ideas from across academic disciplines to
develop original, interdisciplinary work. Our students use forest bioproducts to help
reinvent space travel; electrical engineering research complements neuropsychological
research; climate change is visualized through the arts; and mechanical engineering
research is leading to innovative medical treatment.
The university is committed to providing high-quality education at a cost within reach of
families with college-bound students. In addition, we have made structural changes aimed
at improving student success, including the re-introduction of Winter Session in 2016.
Student can take a three-week online course delivered over winter break, taught by
experienced online instructors. In 2018, 28 Winter Session courses were offered: 23 lower-
division and 5 upper-division. Enrollment in Winter Session grew from 673 students the
first year to 1,165 the second year, a 73% increase. 
A growing number of students are using UMaineOnline to complete their 30 credits each
year. UMaineOnline is the premier source for online education in Maine. Students may
choose from over 500 courses each year. Recognizing a continued demand for online
education at the graduate level as well, a new collaboration between the Graduate School
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and Division of Lifelong Learning, UMaineGOLD (Graduate Online Degrees), was launched
in 2018 to make high-quality online graduate programs available to adult and
nonresidential learners. 
Since 2009, the university has worked with UMS staff and the other UMS institutions to
ensure congruence with NECHE standards for delivery and accountability for collaborative
academic programs. A Systemwide administrative task force was created in early 2018 and
charged with ameliorating obstacles to collaboration and ensuring integrity of academic
offerings. In June 2018, that body preliminarily recommended: a) a two-level (governance
and resources) committee structure for overseeing multicampus programs; and b) revision
of BOT policy to effect a streamlined Intent to Plan process, and program approval process,
for multicampus programs; and, a process for expedited program review. The task force
includes faculty and administrators working at the direction of the UMS Vice Chancellor for
Academic Affairs and the campus Chief Academic Officers in sub-teams addressing course
cross-listing, tuition and revenue sharing; student policies and procedures; and governance.
The task force will update the BOT on its progress in spring 2019.
Strengthening the student experience
UMaine is a student-centered institution committed to academic opportunity and
community engagement. As part of the UMaine experience, undergraduates are involved in
real-world enterprises that inform their academic work and provide contexts for growth.
Opportunities include study abroad; Center for Undergraduate Research; lab, studio, and
field research; Bodwell Center for Service and Volunteerism; co-ops and internships; and
UMM’s SAIL program. Among the newest student engagement opportunities is the UMaine
Flagship Internship program, launched last year to introduce students to careers in a range
of fields while cultivating young business leaders for the Maine workforce. 
UMaine is active in badging and credentialing. An outgrowth of the Blue Sky Plan, the
Engaged Black Bear program is a digital badging initiative with a fourfold mission: (1) to
build a pipeline to higher education; (2) to capture and share learning experiences on
campus not traditionally recognized on transcripts; (3) to develop a pipeline to employment
opportunities; and (4) to assess impacts and learning outcomes. Through the program,
badges create a verifiable record of student skills and engagement activities in a system of
learning pathways formally aligned with Association of American Colleges & Universities
learning outcomes. (See also Standard Eight.)
Student success is paramount and is a joint responsibility of Academic Affairs and Student
Life. With leadership from Vice President for Student Life Robert Dana and other Student
Life personnel, Provost Hecker launched UMaine’s First-Year Student Success Initiative in
September 2018 with a principal focus on first-to-second year retention and ongoing
academic success. Ten working groups are leading data-informed investigations of key
challenges to retention and student success, including preparation, first-year advising, math
placement and first-year math outcomes, and early intervention. Their findings will
culminate in a report used to guide resource allocation, administrative improvements, and
improved communication in 2019–2020 and beyond.
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Key findings
In preparing the Self-Study, we have identified four institutional goals reflecting areas
NECHE has asked us to consider, along with other areas central to our ongoing mission and
engagement with stakeholders — students, faculty, staff, alumni, legislators, donors,
research and economic development partners, and community members:
1. We will continue to build relationships and alignments between the Orono and
Machias campuses as we shape a unified University of Maine. We are focused on
ensuring UMM’s fiscal stability, integrating the campuses administratively and
academically, growing enrollment at UMM, and fostering academic and community
relationships between the two campuses to promote shared identity and shared
purpose.
2. We will continue to partner with the University of Maine System (UMS) and our faculty
to achieve alignment with UMS priorities and clear, timely communication about
academic programming, UMS and campus initiatives, resource allocation, and shared
governance.
3. We will continue to assess UMaine’s General Education program in work led by faculty
with support from the administration. The outcomes of these assessments, and similar
efforts at UMM, will inform curricula and programs on both campuses for the
continuous improvement of student learning.
4. We will seek to continue UMaine’s successes in undergraduate and graduate
enrollment growth; in strategic expansion of program delivery through UMaineOnline;
in fiscal and structural planning for the future of the Maine Business School; and in
ongoing initiatives aimed at increasing retention and related academic outcomes while
improving the student experience, particularly for our first-year and transfer students.
Taken together, measurable achievement in these areas will help to ensure that we
appropriately diversify our sources of revenue, meet our goals for enrollment and retention,
and expand avenues for partnering with and supporting UMM.
Moving forward
Fostering a culture of inquiry requires that the members of a learning community be willing
to address and resolve challenges new and old. The honest and rigorous reflection
encouraged by this Self-Study process has revealed some areas requiring improvement so
that the University of Maine can maximize its potential. The process has also helped us see
more clearly the things we believe we are doing well. We look forward to the feedback and
insights of the review team and the Commission, and we trust you will enjoy learning
about Maine’s flagship university, and why we are so proud of it. 
Institutional Overview: University of Maine
Institutional Overview: University of Maine at Machias
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University of Maine Self Study, 2009–2019
Description
Mission statement 
The current University of Maine mission statement was approved by the University of Maine
System Board of Trustees in November 2010 and is available under the “About Us” tab on the
home page of the university website. It reads:
The University of Maine advances learning and discovery through excellence and innovation
in undergraduate and graduate academic programs while addressing the complex challenges
and opportunities of the 21st century through research-based knowledge.
Opportunity for all members of the University of Maine community is a cornerstone of our
mission. The university welcomes students, research partners and collaborators into an
atmosphere that honors the heritage and diversity of our state and nation.
Founded in 1865, the University of Maine is a land and sea grant institution and the flagship
campus of the University of Maine System. This vibrant and dynamic university serves the
residents of Maine, the nation, and the world through our acclaimed programs in teaching,
research, and outreach.
Inspiring and dedicated teaching propels students into new fields of learning and promotes
interdisciplinary understanding. Our educational goals are to help students develop their
creative abilities, communication, and critical thinking skills, and understanding of traditions
in ethics and rationality within the arts, sciences, and professions.
Internationally recognized research, scholarship, and creative activity distinguish the
University of Maine as the state’s flagship university, where faculty and students contribute
knowledge to issues of local, national, and international significance. As the state’s doctoral-
granting institution, research and education are inextricably linked.
Comprehensive outreach, including public service, Cooperative Extension, continuing
education, and distance learning, engages learners of all ages in improving their lives and
communities. Using research-based knowledge, outreach efforts promote sustainable use of
Maine’s abundant natural resources and build intellectual, cultural, and economic capacity
throughout Maine and beyond.
Through integrated teaching, research, and outreach, the University of Maine improves the
quality of life for people in Maine and around the world, and promotes responsible
stewardship of human, natural, and financial resources.
Approved by the UMS BOT in July 2012, the mission statement for the University of Maine at
Machias can be found under the “About UMM” tab on the university home page. It reads:
Through our Environmental Liberal Arts core, distinctive baccalaureate programs, and student-
centered community, the University of Maine at Machias creates enriching educational
opportunities that prepare graduates for professional success and lifelong engagement with
the world. UMM embodies an active community of diverse learners who share a commitment
to exploration, leadership, collaboration, and interdisciplinary problem solving. Inspired by our
unique coastal location, UMM’s creative energy, applied research, and community
engagement enhance the social, cultural, economic, and natural environments of the State of
Maine.
Appraisal
The UMaine and UMM missions guide our academic programming, research and creative activity,
and community-engaged service. Since UMaine’s 2014 fifth-year interim report, the university






Advancing our strategic priorities
First, we have responded strategically to priorities identified in 2016 by the Board of
Trustees: “(I)ncrease enrollment; improve student success and completion; enhance the
fiscal positioning of the University of Maine System (UMS); and support Maine research
and economic development.” These priorities — updated and affirmed in the Board’s
December 2018 Declaration of Strategic Priorities — align strongly with our continuing
land grant, sea grant mission: “Through integrated teaching, research and outreach, the
University of Maine improves the quality of life for people in Maine and around the world,
and promotes responsible stewardship of human, natural, and financial resources.” 
The addition of UMM as a regional campus of UMaine reflects University of Maine System
Board of Trustees (BOT) priorities for enrollment and student success under the aegis of
One University, a concept first announced in 2014. One University has never been explicitly
defined. It has been invoked in cases where UMS-initiated centralization or partnerships
among UMS institutions have lead to administrative efficiencies, cost reductions, or
increased access for students pursuing coursework at two or more campuses. In its
December 2018 Declaration of Strategic Priorities to Address Critical State Needs, the BOT
described One University as a commitment to “making all UMS university resources
available to support Maine families, businesses and communities regardless of location.”
The ongoing effort to align resources and opportunities for students, faculty, staff, and
community partners at UMaine and UMM has been cited as a One University initiative,
mostly recently in Chancellor Page’s March 16, 2018 letter to NECHE.
UMaine now supports several core UMM administrative functions, including student
financial aid and enrollment management, and the two institutions’ faculties have
developed a number of 1+3 and 2+2 agreements (and similar models), permitting students
to begin their undergraduate studies at UMM and transfer to a desired UMaine program
after one or two years.   
Second, UMaine began redirecting a subset of applicants from its admissions funnel in
spring 2018 to support a new partnership with the University of Maine at Augusta (UMA)
called UMA Foundations. UMA admitted qualified applicants from that pool, and the two
institutions jointly offered those students a four-semester term as UMA students taking
UMA course while residing on the UMaine campus in Orono. Students meeting UMaine
requirements may transfer at the end of the fourth semester and continue their education
as UMaine students. 
Thirty-four students matriculated in the fall 2018 UMA Foundations cohort. Our enrollment
target for the fall 2019 cohort is 50. A joint UMA-UMaine oversight team meets each
semester to review academic and student-life outcomes for Foundations students, and
adjust communications, services, or academic support structures as needed. 
Projection
The Blue Sky Outcomes Report identifies three lessons learned that will inform our next
strategic plan. First, clearly defined goals and a firm understanding of our starting point(s)
are imperative. Second, developing a strategic plan is only the first step in the process, and
not the most important one; effective implementation and assessment are critical. Third, a
strategic plan must be a living document, changing as needed to allow the institution to be
nimble, responsive, and opportunistic. 
UMaine and UMM will continue to review regularly our mission statements and our
teaching, research, and service relative to mission fidelity, strategic planning, and our
obligation to meet statewide needs. The statements continue to serve as UMaine’s and
UMM’s primary guides as we pursue our distinctive yet complementary missions. The
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Standard One: University of Maine
Standard One: University of Maine at Machias
I. Planning
Description
The Blue Sky Planning Process
Since 2011–2012, UMaine has allocated significant resources to develop, implement, and (more
recently) assess our 2012–2017 Blue Sky Strategic Plan. The plan has guided growth and has
informed decision-making in all campus units. 
In fall 2011, former UMaine President Paul Ferguson convened a 26-member leadership team of
faculty, staff, students, alumni, and external stakeholders to develop a strategic plan. The
planning group met weekly over the academic year. Ultimately, the planning process involved
more than 30 public fora, where campus and external participants engaged with the planning
group and provided feedback. Formally accepted by the UMS BOT in July 2012, the plan defined
five pathways aligned with UMaine’s mission and responsive to emergent opportunities and
concerns emphasized in a November 2009 NECHE letter to former President Robert Kennedy. 
Specifically, NECHE asked in 2009 that subsequent interim reports address our successes in (a)
completing our strategic planning process, (b) implementing a comprehensive approach to the
assessment of student learning, (c) implementing plans to address deferred maintenance and
improve our physical facilities, (d) implementing a coordinated approach to enrollment planning
and management, and (e) setting academic priorities consistent with our mission and purposes. 
UMaine’s Blue Sky Strategic Plan organized institutional planning and priorities on the 
following model: 
Pathway 1. Serving Our State: Catalyzing Maine’s Revitalization Ensures UMaine teaching,
research, outreach, and workforce and economic development are in close alignment with
Maine’s priority needs, and are developing initiatives to enable UMaine to enhance
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Pathway 2. Securing Our Future: Ensuring Financial Sustainability Optimizes
operating efficiencies and control expenditures in a financially sustainable business
model, and seeks new and entrepreneurial revenue sources. Initiatives include new
advancement and research, and a new enrollment management unit with a plan to
potentially increase enrollment to 15,000, increasing the number of out-of-state and
international students, and increasing academic partnerships with Maine’s sister
universities and community colleges.
Pathway 3. Embracing a Culture of Excellence: Promoting Spirit, Collaboration, and
Community Invests in faculty and staff professional development, refreshes the
UMaine brand, and improves communication among all constituencies. Initiatives
include establishing consistent and high-quality brand standards to better promote
UMaine, harnessing the goodwill of alumni for student internships and career
networking, and promoting UMaine’s role in athletics as the state’s only NCAA
Division I university.
Pathway 4. Transforming Lives: Strengthening the Student Experience Promotes
undergraduate and graduate opportunities for student success, including value-
added residential life, research fellowships, internships, and more effective advising
and learning environments. Initiatives include developing new models for learning
to better prepare graduates for meaningful jobs and lives, establishing an
outcomes-based assessment of all academic programs, and increasing the number
of externally funded opportunities for student research.
Pathway 5. Restoring the Dream: Renewing Pride and Stewardship of Place Restores
and creates UMaine’s physical and technology infrastructure to ensure a vibrant
place of learning and discovery. Initiatives include a Total Cost of Ownership
approach to managing UMaine’s $1 billion in infrastructure and real estate, fully
funding appropriate levels of campus upkeep and beautification, and continuing to
implement campus sustainability initiatives.
Following adoption of the Plan, President Ferguson established an implementation
Steering Committee comprising faculty, administrators, staff, and external constituents,
along with individual working committees, to track progress in each of the pathways
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through the 2013–2014 academic year. The President’s Cabinet and the college deans
led efforts to implement goals in each of UMaine’s primary academic and
administrative divisions. This work continued under former President Hunter and
Provost Jeffrey Hecker. Between 2012 and 2017, the Blue Sky Plan was the guide and
driver for all aspects of short-range and long-range planning, with successes defined in
relation to the enactment of the plan’s major and corollary goals.
As noted earlier, the Blue Sky Plan was evaluated in 2017–2018 through the Blue Sky
Outcomes process, followed in turn by the Strategic Vision and Values process begun in
fall 2018 (see Institutional Overview). 
Appraisal 
UMaine has achieved several major Blue Sky Strategic Plan goals since 2012. Notably,
the identification and promotion of Signature and Emerging Areas of Excellence in
research and education have catalyzed planning across the colleges, research centers,
Academic Affairs, and the Office of the Vice President for Research and Dean of the
Graduate School. An inclusive campus dialogue and proposal process (58 pre-proposals
and 20 full proposal submissions) informed the selection of our Signature and
Emerging Areas, representing existing and developing strengths in research and
education where UMaine has achieved statewide, national, and, in some cases, global
impact. The designation of these areas entailed a tangible commitment to align fiscal
and human resource investments with our academic and research strengths. 
Retention and graduation initiatives 
Consistent with objectives in Pathway 4 — Strengthening the Student Experience —
Provost Hecker formed a year-long advisory/investigatory group on retention and
graduation. Its work produced the 2014 Action Plan for Retention and Graduation and
spawned a coordinated set of initiatives, including: the Think 30 campaign to
encourage undergraduate student retention and degree completion (see also Standards
Five and Eight); expansion of internship opportunities through the Flagship Internship
Program (see also Standard Five); expansion of first-year success course offerings (see
also Standard Four); creation of a first-year and transfer student center (see also
Standard Five); expanded use of Maine Learning Assistants for supplemental
instruction in high-demand courses (see also Standard Six); and the creation of the
Engaged Black Bear Initiative (see also Standard Five).
Enrollment planning 
UMaine has strongly prioritized integration of enrollment management and financial
planning. Planning processes shaped by the Blue Sky Plan’s Pathway 2 produced a
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to increase enrollment among out-of-state students (see also Standard Five). UMaine’s
recruitment efforts have been significantly aided by enhanced marketing and branding
activities (Pathway 3), and Division of Marketing and Communications policies and
procedures, “paint and polish classroom modernization,” and technology infrastructure
upgrades on the Orono and Machias campuses and at UMaine’s Darling Marine Center
in Walpole, Maine (Pathway 5). 
The development and launch of new online programs through the Division of Lifelong
Learning (DLL), and expansion of student recruitment activities in the Office of
International Programs (OIP) and the Graduate School have yielded clear growth,
particularly in online enrollment. The UMaine community as a whole has increased its
engagement in enrollment management-led student recruitment and yield activities,
including weekend Open House and Accepted Student Day events staffed by faculty
and professional advisors in the academic colleges.
Administrative restructuring 
Since 2009, we have made several organizational changes, including some
consolidations, and have revised our institutional budget process. The former
Development Office and the University of Maine Foundation merged on July 1, 2016 to
increase transparency and brand recognition for alumni and other donors seeking to
support UMaine. In 2017, the university and the Foundation launched the Vision for
Tomorrow comprehensive campaign, with $121 million raised by the public launch date
and $161 million of the overall $200 goal raised by January 2019.
The Offices of the Vice President for Research and the Graduate School were
consolidated under a single vice president and dean in 2014 to align research and
graduate studies, and with the twin goals of increasing research productivity and
growing graduate enrollment. UMaine named a Vice President for Innovation and
Economic Development in 2012 to commercialize university research and foster
entrepreneurship among undergraduate and graduate students. In addition, back-office
functions in information technology, facilities management, human resources,
procurement and travel, and finance and budgeting have been centralized in the





Planning and evaluation at UMaine is informed by the work of the Office of
Institutional Research and Assessment (OIRA). OIRA plays an important and ongoing
role in monitoring the university’s standing and progress in multiple arenas. In addition
to completing external surveys (e.g., U.S. News & World Report, IPEDS), OIRA monitors
and reports internally on student-related metrics: enrollment, student credit hours,
admissions, and degrees conferred. Further, OIRA draws on National Student
Clearinghouse data to conduct analyses of nonmatriculating admitted freshmen and
members of the first-time full-time cohort who do not return for their second year. A
comprehensive accounting of retention and graduation rates is provided for each
cohort of first-time full-time students, reflecting UMaine statistics in isolation and in
the context of benchmark comparisons. UMaine has also participated in the Student
Achievement Measure (SAM) from the initiative’s onset, providing us with a more
inclusive and meaningful portrait of continuation and graduation rates than the federal
definition affords (see also Standard Eight). OIRA also reports internally on faculty in a
way that allows for monitoring of changes in faculty composition over time. These data
contribute along with other factors to decisions about faculty hiring. 
Much of the data above is disaggregated by academic unit and regularly used in the
seven-year review of academic programs. That process entails a self-study by the unit
incorporating data about student-learning outcomes and evidence of their use for
program improvement, enrollment, credit hour production, degree conferrals,
extramural funding of faculty research, and other considerations discussed more fully
in Standard Four. The self-study is followed by an external review, the unit’s response to
the external review, the respective dean’s evaluative report to the Provost, and the
institutional report of the review (a summary by the Provost, approved by the
President, and forwarded to the Chancellor’s office).  
OIRA regularly conducts enrollment and credit-hour projections that inform UMaine’s
annual budgeting process and its Multi-Year Financial Analysis. OIRA also conducts
course-enrollment projections, allowing for more efficient scheduling decisions. The
Senior Associate Provost and the college associate deans use these projections each
summer to ensure that sufficient seats exist in high-demand fall courses (e.g. Calculus,
introductory Chemistry, introductory Biology) to meet the needs of incoming STEM
students and other students campuswide.
Institutional assessment 
UMaine and UMM have occasionally participated in the National Study of Student
Engagement (NSSE), the survey designed to assess undergraduate students’ views of
their educational experience, including the quality of their education and how they
spend their time. UMaine and UMM most recently administered NSSE in 2017 as part
of a Systemwide initiative. Earlier NSSE administrations for UMaine were in 2005,
2007, and 2011, and in 2008, 2010, 2012, and 2014 for UMM. Future regular
participation in NSSE will occur as part of UMaine’s and UMM’s participation in an
ongoing system-wide initiative. 
A related UMS initiative was UMaine’s 2018 participation in the Delaware Cost Study,
which allows for benchmarking an institution’s instructional costs, research, and public
service expenditures at the academic discipline level. UMaine will use the Delaware
data to improve its processes for academic resource allocations at the college level. 
In 2015, UMaine contracted with EAB to implement the Academic Performance
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data on enrollment, credit hours, faculty workload, course capacity, and completion
rates. The UMaine platform has been rolled out to deans, associate deans, and a subset
of department chairs and professional advisors. Campuswide training and adoption are
planned for 2019.
Appraisal
UMaine academic program assessment
While data collection and tracking for strategic institutional planning purposes are
regular and effective, UMaine’s implementation of the review cycle for academic
program assessment has been uneven. Externally accredited programs and some
nonaccredited programs remain on a consistent schedule of review, but some programs
that do not respond to an external accreditor are behind schedule. There are reasons
for this: The process is relatively new to some faculty; UMaine currently lacks (and is
pursuing) a centralized data storage system, accessible to departments and
administrators, for the collection of program review data; and information about
program review is not yet communicated through a consistent, centralized channel,
thus allowing some elements of the process to be overlooked or redirected improperly. 
Solutions for challenges in UMaine program assessment 
The university is responding concretely to each of the three challenges. First, UMaine
merged its offices of Institutional Research and Assessment in January 2019 under the
leadership of a new Assistant Provost. The merger comes with resources for hiring
additional assessment staff in spring 2019 and refocusing the work of existing
assessment staff on program and General Education review/assessment (in partnership
with Faculty Senate and faculty in academic units).
Second, we anticipate resolving data storage and communication concerns over the
coming year through the adoption of a software system capable of streamlining our
management of program review data, and improving attendant communication with
deans, faculty, and academic unit staff.
UMM academic program review
In addition to regular program evaluation similar to UMaine’s model, UMM develops
an annual profile for each academic program and engages in an annual program
assessment process that guides planning efforts for the next academic year. The data
gathered feed into the Head of Campus’ annual report (akin to UMaine’s annual
academic reporting as outlined below).
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UMaine academic and campus climate reporting
The Provost’s Annual Report is data-informed, reflecting enrollment data, student credit
hour production, retention and graduation rates, and degrees conferred, and other
areas of academic output. So, too, are the annual reports provided by each dean. We
expect the deans’ annual reports and planning processes to be enhanced by data
incorporated from the Delaware Cost Study and by increasing use of the Academic
Performance Solutions platform campuswide. These data streams should prove helpful
in decisions about strategic resource allocation, course scheduling, and hiring,
particularly with respect to high-demand and/or gateway courses.
Another example of data used to monitor and support institutional progress is found in
the work of the Rising Tide Center, the outgrowth of an NSF ADVANCE grant promoting
gender equity with a focus on STEM and the social-behavioral sciences. Among other
activities, Rising Tide staff annually examine faculty data for gender disparities by
discipline, rank, time in rank, and tenure/tenure-eligibility. They also collect and
evaluate data about new hires and attrition. The center’s director reports to the
Provost, who applies Center data to academic resource decisions in tandem with
guidance and recommendations from the Center Director and the Provost’s Council on
Advancing Women Faculty, a group with campuswide faculty and administrative
representation.
Using data to improve UMaine research administration
To benchmark its research administration infrastructure against national standards, the
Office of the Vice President for Research and Dean of the Graduate School
commissioned the National Council of University Research Administrators (NCURA) to
carry out a comprehensive peer review. In July 2014, a three-member NCURA team
conducted a site visit and issued a report the following September. The report
comprised 86 recommendations across eight themes: role of research, organizational
structure, roles and responsibilities, communications, policy, functional training,
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The Vice President for Research and Dean of the Graduate School developed a
comprehensive strategy to prioritize these recommendations, formulate appropriate
actions, and implement them. Significant improvements in research administration
infrastructure and function made since 2014 include:
•  Complete overhaul of the sub-recipient award process to ensure proper oversight
and reduced institutional risk.
•  Assignment of additional personnel to award review and negotiation, such that
the time needed for review and setup has been dramatically decreased.
•  Improved communication among the offices of Research Administration,
Research Compliance, and Grant Development through weekly managers’
meetings and biweekly all-staff meetings.
•  Establishment of the Research Administrators’ Network, an initiative aimed to
improve communication between the central office and local research
administrators to provide a means for sharing expertise and best practices.
•  Improved cross-training of ORA staff to ensure that backup support is
available for work overloads and/or staff absences and/or temporary
vacancies.
•  Development and wide dissemination of a Proposal Submission Policy and
Timeline.
Using data to support UMaine and UMM academic and student
success initiatives
In addition to monitoring institutional progress, data regularly are used to
assess the impact of new initiatives. For example, UMaine is assessing early
outcomes of the Think 30 initiative by monitoring average debt levels, as well as the
credit-hour-taking behavior of students in their first year, before and after the start of
Think 30. We have taken a similar approach in evaluating UMaine’s Winter Session
(reintroduced as a three-week, wholly online academic term). Initial results are
encouraging in both cases: enrollment in Winter Session increased 73% between the
first and third years, and the percentage of returning first-year students who earned 30
or more credits during their first year increased 12 percentage points since the
beginning of the initiative in 2015.  
In 2017, UMaine and UMM each identified a set of peer institutions to be applied in
the UMS Appropriation Allocation Model (see also Standard Seven), and included in
benchmark analyses of academic programs and other areas of operation. 
UMM also undertook an extensive assessment of its strategic plan in spring 2018 and
produced a set of strategic recommendations for UMaine’s incoming President and
UMM’s incoming Vice President for Academic Affairs and Head of Campus to guide
them in UMM’s and UMaine’s Strategic Vision and Values planning process.
Projection
Sustaining and growing enrollment in the Northeast present manifold challenges.
Numbers of high school graduates are declining and are projected to drop precipitously
in the mid-2020s. In addition, the New England states are in increasingly fierce
competition (and under increasing political pressure) to persuade their own high school
graduates to remain in state for college, while encouraging other states’ student to
come to their respective institutions. 
Achieving enrollment targets
Despite these challenges, UMaine’s five-year enrollment projection for fall 2023 is 3%
higher than fall 2018, due principally to planned increases in undergraduate (including
out-of-state) and graduate enrollment. Just as the Blue Sky Plan called for
identification of new revenue streams, the projected enrollment growth will depend on
P R E S I D E N T I A L  P R O S P E C T U S




the diversification of student pipelines to include more international students, more
online students, and more professionally focused graduate students. To achieve these
goals, UMaine will need to make additional investments in growing high-demand
academic programs, and in the recruitment, admissions, and advising functions that
support them. 
The recently launched UMaineGOLD initiative will enhance efforts to provide graduate
online education; it reflects this adaptation in enrollment management strategy.
UMaineGOLD is projected to increase online enrollment by at least 25% by FY2020.  
Investing in student success
UMaine’s ongoing First-Year Student Success Initiative will culminate in a
comprehensive action plan to improve the first-year student experience. Ten working
groups will recommend actions addressing living-learning communities, faculty
development for first-year course instruction, improving first-year success courses,
placement exams, new student orientation, student services, and summer preparation.
Final working groups will be submitted to Provost Hecker in May 2019. Investments
and structural improvements tied to goals in the comprehensive plan will be
implemented over the next five years. 
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UMaine and UMM academic collaboration and program integration
Active academic program collaborations between UMaine and UMM include efforts to
bring engineering and nursing education to UMM, as well as continued development and
approval of 2+2 agreements for eligible students to begin their careers at UMM and
transfer to UMaine after four semesters. University of Maine System (UMS) academic
initiatives, particularly efforts to establish multicampus degree programs, will influence
UMaine and UMM planning and evaluation: specifically, where we invest academic
resources, how we deliver programs, how students engage in our courses and programs,
and how student learning will be evaluated. The partnership between UMaine and UMM
reflects a new model of academic and administrative cooperation and collaboration with
important implications for both campuses and, ultimately, for UMS. Strategic development
of academic ties between UMaine and UMM will present opportunities and challenges for
both campuses, and will likely serve as a model for future collaborations and partnerships
elsewhere in UMS.
Expanding access to data
OIRA, which began providing institutional research services for UMM in fall 2018, has
three goals for the next two years:
● Collaborate with the UMS Data Analytics and Report Technology Services group to
develop an expanded set of data extraction and reporting tools to create efficiencies
for standard reporting. This will, in turn, provide OIRA the opportunity to allocate
more resources for modeling and other comprehensive analyses.  
● Supplement the data offered in the APS platform with additional dynamic reports to
give deans, associate deans, chairs, and other stakeholders ready access to broader
sets of data.
● Expand retention and graduation rate reporting for graduate and online students.
Standard Two: University of Maine
University of Maine Self Study, 2009–2019




UMS and campus governance structures
UMaine is the largest of the six universities in the University of Maine System (UMS). The state of
Maine chartered UMS to govern and administer the universities through a Board of Trustees
(BOT) and a Chancellor. The BOT has adopted policies and bylaws defining its governance
authority, responsibilities, and procedures. Each university has a president who reports to the
chancellor. The structure of UMaine is supplied in organizational charts that display the working
order of the institution. The President oversees the university’s academic, research,
administrative, finance, and development functions. The UMaine Faculty Senate represents the
faculty in the development of university-wide policies and elects a BOT faculty representative.
The Associated Faculties of the University of Maine (AFUM) bargaining unit negotiates salaries
and other considerations for faculty Systemwide. Academic departments develop tenure and
appointment criteria, which are approved by Academic Affairs. The UMaine Student Government
and Graduate Student Government elect representatives to the UMaine Faculty Senate and to
the BOT. 
The UMM Vice President for Academic Affairs and Head of Campus serves on the UMaine’s
President’s Cabinet and is the primary UMM administrator. There is no UMM faculty senate, but
rather a meeting of the whole, with faculty representation on the Planning and Budget Advisory
Committee and campus Leadership Committee as part of shared governance. The Head of
Campus routinely reports on campus, Orono, and System developments to the UMM faculty and
staff through email updates, monthly meetings, and annual reports. 
UMM and UMaine share a Chief Business Officer, based in Orono, who has a dual direct
reporting relationship to the Vice Chancellor for Finance and Administration and the President.
The base budgets of UMM and UM are managed separately. The needs and aspirations of each
campus are represented in annual budgeting processes, one-time allocation decisions, and short-
and long-term fiscal planning. UMM tuition revenue, state appropriation, research dollars, and
other sources of revenue are carefully managed in support of UMM’s teaching, research, and
service mission. 
UMaine has an organizational structure, decision-making processes, and policies that reflect its
mission and support institutional effectiveness. UMaine’s system of governance involves the
participation of all appropriate constituencies and includes regular communication among them.
UMaine has a published mission statement approved by the Board of Trustees (see Standard One).
Consistent with this statement, each UMaine college follows bylaws, and both the University of
Maine System and the University of Maine have published statements on shared governance. 
Regular communication flows among various faculty and administrative organizations through
representatives serving on, or invited to participate in, regular meetings of each group, as noted
above. Further forums for exchange on important topics are regularly hosted by the campus
administration. (Operations policy documents and/or bylaws exist for some departmental units,
but these are not uniform across the campus.) An example of faculty shared governance at
UMaine is the review of proposals for the creation, elimination, and reorganization of academic
programs, a process followed consistently by the Faculty Senate (see its Policies and Procedures
Manual). 
The UMS Board of Trustees is the legally constituted body ultimately responsible for UMaine’s
quality and integrity. This authority and responsibility are vested through Maine state statutes
and Section 4 of the UMS charter. The Board of Trustees comprises 16 members, 15 of whom are
appointed by the Governor and approved by the Maine legislature through a public confirmation
process. The appointment process is meant to ensure that the UMS Board of Trustees is
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BOT members are formally bound by a code of ethical conduct. Article 1, Section 1.2c of the
UMS policy manual reads: “A Board member shall not vote on a matter in which he or she
has a financial interest and each Trustee shall be bound by an appropriate code of ethics,
as adopted by the Board of Trustees.” In addition, the BOT’s operating principles require
that its members:
● Be accountable for governance, policy-making, and making decisions that are the
responsibility of the Board of Trustees.
● Understand and respect the public’s need for trust in office holders. Avoid conflict of
interest concerns, both real conflict and the possibility of perceived conflict.
● Understand UMS finances.
● Be forthright with concerns. Concerns should be brought forward as they arise to the
Board Chair, the Chancellor or the appropriate committee chair.
● Advocate for higher education with the public and elected officials in coordination
with, and awareness of, the Chair, Chancellor, and System senior staff.
The BOT makes policy for UMS and oversees its implementation. The BOT provides
leadership in UMS and in the state, and is committed to strengthening postsecondary
education, the unique characteristics of each UMS university, and UMS as a whole. It is
responsible for hiring the Chancellor and plays a central role in the hiring of campus
presidents. The BOT advocates aggressively for resources to support the System and is
responsible and accountable for the stewardship of those resources. Reflective of its
thinking about current and future UMS needs and aspirations, the BOT recently released a
Declaration of Strategic Priorities to Address Critical State Needs that will guide UMS
resource allocation and investment until 2021. 
The elected Chair and Vice Chair of the Board and Committee chairs comprise the
Executive Committee of the Board. They organize the BOT’s work and represent the
broader body as required. The Board applies an inclusive process and develops consensus
collectively. On major policy decisions (e.g. hiring a Chancellor or President, approving a
budget or a tuition increase, altering an institution’s mission), the Board acts through
deliberative process. 
The Board Chair is evaluated annually, and there is an annual self-assessment for other
Board members. These two practices are referenced in the Board Bylaws under Article II,
Section 2.3 and Section 2.6. (A copy of the Board Bylaws, the trustee practice on annual
assessment of Board members, and the trustee practice on annual evaluation of the Chair
are attached in the Data First Forms.) The BOT meets in person monthly. Regular
communication with the Board of Trustees is conducted through the Chancellor and senior




Shared governance between the University of Maine System and UMaine
At UMaine and UMM, a clear and well-defined system of governance is in place, including
areas of shared System-campus governance. For example, the UMaine budget team
comprises the President, Provost, Vice President for Research and Dean of the Graduate
School, Chief of Staff, and Chief Business Officer. The first four are UMaine employees; the
fifth is a UMS employee. This group develops, presents to the BOT for review and approval,





The UMaine President is responsible for five major areas of campus governance:
academics, research, finances, infrastructure, and public service/community engagement.
(Following a recent multistage service centralization process, UMS is responsibility for
environmental safety, procurement, travel, human resources, and facilities maintenance.)
The President’s portfolio is detailed in the UMaine organizational chart.
The President is advised and supported by the Chief of Staff, the President’s Cabinet, and
the UMaine and UMM Boards of Visitors, who meet regularly to discuss institutional
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The Chancellor conducts an annual review of the President. Comprehensive reviews are
conducted in the third year of the President’s initial term and every fourth year thereafter.
The Chancellor reports the outcome of the President’s review to the Board of Trustees.
Details of the review process are specified in Section 204.1 Presidents — Evaluation
Process of the Board of Trustees policy manual.
The Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost
As the institution’s Chief Academic Officer, the UMaine Provost has broad and significant
responsibility for academic programs delivered on campus, off campus, and online. The
Provost sits on the President’s Cabinet and is active in nearly all academic, research, and
economic/workforce development initiatives involving UMaine. The Provost chairs the
UMaine Deans’ Council, represents the university on the UMS Chief Academic Officers
Council, and works closely with the President and UMM’s Head of Campus on a range of
academic and institutional planning efforts. There is a formal process for review and
evaluation of the Provost every three years. It includes wide participation of faculty and
staff. 
The Management Group
Members of the Management Group (comprising Cabinet members, Deans, Senior
Associate Provost, and Associate Provost) are reviewed every three years (each on a cycle
established by her or his date of hire for the management position). Reviews typically
involve interviews with other members of the Management Group, direct reports, and
anyone else with whom the person works who wishes to provide input, including donors,
external research partners, and economic and workforce development partners. These
reviews ultimately fall under the direction and authority of the President. Management
Group members who report to the Provost discuss the completed evaluation process in
detail, and receive a letter summarizing the evaluation feedback, outlining the appraisal of
that person’s performance in the period under review, and identifying strengths and areas
for improvement. 
Faculty governance roles
Each UMS institution has one faculty representative (nonvoting) on the BOT. At the campus
level, UMaine has numerous standing and ad hoc Committees of the Administration
reflecting a number of decision-making arenas.  
The process outlined in the UMaine Policy on Shared Governance requires the
administration to contact the Faculty Senate for faculty nominees for administrative
committees. The Senate offers names of nominees from which the administration may
select the necessary representatives. The Senate is organized by several standing and ad
hoc committees. They meet periodically with senior campus administrators on areas of
shared responsibility, such as campus facilities and space, fiscal and budgetary matters,
research and scholarship, and academic programs. 
In addition, the Executive Committee of the Faculty Senate, comprising Senate leadership
and committee chairs, meets monthly with the Provost or President. Full Senate meetings
that include senior campus administrators occur monthly. Deans meet monthly with the
Provost. These formal structures and practices allow for faculty and administrators to share
information, resolve concerns, and provide substantive input shaping important decisions
and policies.
UMM faculty serve on four standing committees and participate in two advisory groups.
The standing committees (Professional Relations, Curriculum, Program Review and
Evaluation, and Academic Affairs) allow ongoing faculty governance of curricular and
evaluative matters. The two advisory groups (Leadership and Planning and Budget) have
faculty representatives as part of both institutional governance and communications. There
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are multiple informal opportunities for faculty and staff involvement in institutional affairs
beyond the above structure, including ad hoc committees and working groups for strategic
planning, assessment, facilities, community engagement, and other shared areas of activity.
Formal policies and agreements, such as UMaine’s Faculty Senate Constitution, the AFUM
contract, and Policies on Shared Governance, affirm that the primary responsibility for
academic programs and hiring reside with the faculty in their academic units. From the
UMaine shared governance policy:
The areas of shared governance within the academic area include, but are not limited
to, the following: (a) graduation requirements at all levels of matriculation; (b) the
academic calendar; (c) the undergraduate General Education curriculum; (d) academic
program reviews; (e) the establishment, merger, or discontinuation of departments,
schools, and colleges; (f) the establishment of new degree programs (including online
programs); (g) the establishment of or substantive changes to majors; (h) the
elimination or consolidation of degree programs; (i) overarching undergraduate
admissions policies; (j) overarching attendance and grading policies; and (k) oversight of
requirements regarding academic standing (e.g. policies related to add-drop, course-
repeat, Student Conduct Code, grade appeal, honors program, probation, suspension,
and dismissal).
UMaine and UMM student participation in decision-making
UMaine students impact campus decisions through formal structures and informal
practices. Both undergraduate and graduate students have a system of government
through which their representatives communicate needs and share feedback with faculty
and administrators. 
At the UMS level, there is a BOT student representative. At the campus level, there is an
undergraduate and graduate student representative to the Faculty Senate and to the
Provost’s Council. The Vice President for Student Life and Dean of Students meets regularly
with the student governing bodies and their presidents, and student government officers
meet monthly with the campus President, Provost and other senior administrators. Student
government representatives also attend the Student Affairs Directors’ meetings and meet
with Auxiliary Services to provide input on student life and food services. Student
government representatives are engaged with various student associations, such as the
Residential Hall Association and the Non-Traditional and Commuting Students Council. In
addition, many other committees (at all levels) solicit student participation and/or input
into decisions impacting their lives on and off campus. 
The UMM Dean of Students and staff meet with students in small groups to discuss issues
as they arise. For example, the relocation of some campus program offices in 2017–2018
involved  multiple focus groups to secure input from students about their space needs. The
Dean’s Office also conducts formal surveys of students on topics ranging from climate and
safety to alcohol and drug use, among others.
Student representatives at UMM are invited to serve on the Academic Affairs and
Curriculum standing committees, though they do not regularly choose to do so. Vice
President for Academic Affairs and Head of Campus Egan has worked closely with the
Student Senate to boost participation on those committees and ensure student
representation at faculty and Board of Visitors meetings. The Head of Campus also meets
regularly with the Student Senate president, and provides reports to (and addresses
concerns with) the Senate itself. 
Appraisal
UMS approved a shared governance policy statement in 2007. Since the last NECHE self-
study, the UMaine campus also developed a shared governance policy statement signed by
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colleges approved their own bylaws that describe shared governance with those units. In
addition, the Faculty Senate created an ad hoc Committee on Shared Governance in 2017
to facilitate communication and action in this area.
Faculty concerns about communication and shared governance
Shared governance has been a subject of discussion in the UMaine Faculty Senate with
regard to the UMaine and UMS administrations. Results from a spring 2017 survey of
UMaine faculty conducted by the Senate’s Ad Hoc Committee on Shared Governance
identified improvements needed in communication, and in substantive, timely engagement
of faculty in decision-making.
Some faculty have reported concerns about delays in information-sharing, lack of
information, or short deadlines for feedback with respect to UMS policies and initiatives.
The UMaine Faculty Senate has, on occasion, requested improved communications from the
UMS or UMaine administrations. For example, at its April 6, 2016 meeting, the Senate
approved a letter to the BOT Chair requesting that the “Board of Trustees put into place a
synchronous notification system whereby the Faculty Senate of each campus is provided
information in a form as complete as possible concerning proposed or pending academic
policies in a timely fashion.” More recently, the Senate discussed in a Nov. 16, 2016
meeting its desire to obtain clear information from the Chancellor’s office about the BOT’s
proposed Strategic Resource Allocation Plan, and deliberated how best to engage with
UMS to this end. 
Since our 2009 NECHE review, one concern discussed by the Senate with campus
administration was the creation and appointment of senior administrative positions
without adequate faculty consultation. Another is the contention that the administration
has not consistently followed policy in soliciting faculty nominees for committees through
the Faculty Senate, as outlined in the UMaine Policy on Shared Governance.
In recent years, and particularly since 2014, these concerns have been concretely
addressed. For example, UMaine hired four senior administrators between July 2018 and
January 2019: Vice President for Enrollment Management, Dean of the Undergraduate
School of Business, Dean of Cooperative Extension, and Assistant Provost for Institutional
Research and Assessment. In each case, the administration a) requested and secured
Faculty Senate representation on the search committee; b) invited all faculty (senators and
non-senators) to attend a public forum for each finalist; and c) solicited faculty feedback
about the finalists before making hiring decisions. The President or Provost also shared
periodic updates on these searches with the full Faculty Senate, the Senate’s Executive
Committee, and/or the Senate President.
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The Senate and the faculty union have asserted instances of UMaine and UMS decision-making
that have not allowed sufficient time for faculty input prior to implementation. An example is a
campus announcement from Academic Affairs that candidates for the position of Dean of the
Graduate School of Business in the reorganized Maine Business School would be visiting campus
for interviews in the week following Thanksgiving 2017. This announcement was made shortly
after the Faculty Senate voted down the proposal offered by the Provost regarding the
reorganization. From the perspective of some faculty, the timing indicated that the
administration had been moving forward with the Dean position with the intent of filling it
irrespective of the outcome of that vote.
Notwithstanding policies that articulate faculty responsibility for academic programs, some
UMaine faculty contend that recent UMS initiatives to share or merge programs across
campuses, including the unique partnership between UMM and UMaine, have, in practice,
blurred the lines of responsibility for programs and faculty. For example, the merger of faculty
from more than one UMS campus into a single program or unit has raised questions about
criteria for faculty appointment to the graduate faculty of each campus, promotion and tenure
criteria, and other matters. Regarding the Maine Business School, these concerns have been
addressed, in part, by UMaine and University of Southern Maine graduate faculty’s December
2018 adoption, in principle, of a governance document for the Graduate School of Business
establishing faculty authority over curricula and other academic elements of the graduate
program (see below).
Staffing levels and hiring procedures
There is ongoing review and consideration of staffing levels and hiring needs in all divisions at
UMaine and UMM. The process is strongly empirical. For example, UMaine’s Deans put forward
projections, gains/losses of faculty, enrollment trends over time, and other data as part of an
evidence-based assessment of faculty hiring needs. Similarly, professional staff hiring is tied to
enrollment gains or losses; areas of academic and research program investment, need, and/or
growth; student success initiatives; and related considerations. 
Enhancing public-private partnerships
UMS and UMaine are enhancing external funding via public-private partnerships (as stated by
the Provost at the Dec. 6, 2017 Academic Affairs Faculty Forum). It is important that campus
stakeholders are involved in developing policies guiding such arrangements, and that
stakeholders at all levels are aware of, and are involved in, decision- and policy-making
processes.
Projection 
UMaine’s 2009 NECHE evaluation noted a need to agree on a structure of shared governance,
and to clarify the Division of Lifelong Learning’s relationship to the colleges and the Graduate
School. As noted above, some faculty remain concerned about shared governance. We share an
example of progress in this arena below. 
Development of governance structures in the Maine Business School
In its August 8, 2018 letter to UMaine, NECHE asked us to report on elements of faculty
engagement and implementation planning in the Maine Business School. (Academic and fiscal
planning for the Maine Business School are addressed in Standard Six.)
In 2017, UMaine, in collaboration with the University of Maine System and the University of
Southern Maine (USM), reorganized the Maine Business School to comprise the Graduate School
of Business and the Undergraduate School of Business. The Graduate School offers an MBA in
Portland and Orono and online, and will house planned future graduate programs in business for
universities in the System. Graduate School of Business faculty include UMaine faculty with
graduate appointments, and USM faculty with graduate appointments in the Maine Business
School. The Graduate School of Business is led by a Dean based in Portland who reports to the
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also reports to the UMaine Provost. Business faculty who do not hold graduate
appointments report to their respective Dean at UMaine or USM.
In December 2018, Graduate Dean Michael Weber and the Graduate School of Business
faculty at Orono and Portland agreed, in principle, to a Cooperating Agreement and
Operating Guidelines document. The document reflects substantive faculty engagement in
establishing a) process and criteria for appointment and reappointment; b) participation,
including voting, in matters of Graduate School of Business curriculum and governance,
meetings, rules of order, quorum, and agenda setting; and c) committees. The committee
structures establish faculty governance roles in the coordination and delivery of Business
programs; budget management, course scheduling, faculty teaching assignments, and
matters of accreditation; and curriculum, including assurance of “a well-documented and
systematic process for determining, revising, and assessing degree program learning
goals.” Amendments put forward by UMaine and University of Southern Maine graduate
faculty remain under discussion as of February 2019. 
The Division of Lifelong Learning
DLL has seen substantial changes in management and mission in the past decade,
including the structure of its leadership, the organization of its Summer University course
delivery, and the revival of Winter Session. The academic colleges have begun to use
enrollment data from Winter Session to shape fall and spring course scheduling, with the
goal of reducing barriers for students and improving time-to-degree. 
DLL worked productively with Maine Business School faculty and administration in
developing the online MBA. In addition, DLL’s Associate Provost for Lifelong Learning has
spearheaded the buildout of UMaine’s Center for Excellence in Teaching and Assessment, a
resource for faculty and graduate teaching assistants, and a key contributor to improving
classroom design and technology at UMaine and UMM. Further, the Associate Provost and
her staff work closely with colleges, using data on enrollment changes and programmatic
shifts or emphases, to align Summer University and Winter Session offerings with known
undergraduate and graduate student needs. This data-informed approach to course
scheduling has also helped to reduce the number of low-enrollment sections of courses
taught in the colleges and in DLL through advance comparison of projected schedules.  
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UMaine offers students the opportunity to pursue a wide array of four-year undergraduate and
graduate degrees in a comprehensive university setting and reflecting the institution’s identity.
The University of Maine offers 90 bachelor’s degrees across 74 disciplines, and awards degrees
through five degree-granting colleges and the Division of Lifelong Learning. Most students
pursue a Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science. Bachelor of Fine Arts, Bachelor of Music, and
Bachelor of University Studies degrees are also offered. In 2017–2018, UMaine awarded 1,760
bachelor’s degrees; the College of Natural Sciences, Forestry, and Agriculture totaled 29%, the
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences 23%, and the College of Engineering 21%. 
UMaine undergraduate degree programs
As described in the UMaine undergraduate catalog, most undergraduate degree programs
require 120 credits, with a few requiring more; none requires more than 130. Some majors
include concentrations for students focusing on an academic subfield. Students may pursue
multiple degrees or declare a double major. The dual degree requires the completion of at least
30 credits beyond the number required by the primary degree; a double major requires students
to satisfy the specific requirements for the second major. In fall 2018, 6% of degree-seeking
undergraduates had declared a second major or degree. 
Undergraduates have the option of choosing from over 100 minors. Fifteen percent of the fall
2018 degree-seeking undergraduate population had declared at least one minor; B.A. students
in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences must complete a minor or second major. The most
popular minors in fall 2018 were Business Administration, Psychology, Child Development and
Family Relations, and Neuroscience. Presently, student selection of a minor area of study is
solely a function of student interest and/or individual advising.
Following a decline from 2009 to 2012, UMaine enrollment rebounded with a 3% increase in
degree-seeking undergraduates between 2013 and 2018. Among the majors experiencing the
steadiest growth are Ecology and Environmental Sciences, Marketing, Forestry, Finance, and
Biochemistry. Human Dimensions of Climate Change is the newest major on campus.
Program descriptions, including requirements, are published in the online undergraduate and
graduate catalogs. The colleges also post program fact sheets, usually including curriculum
checklists or sample four-year completion plans, on their websites.
UMaine baccalaureate programs share a common structure. At least 30 upper-division credits
must be earned at UMaine, and a minimum GPA of 2.0 is required for graduation. Roughly one-
third of every program consists of a General Education foundation encompassing six areas of
the liberal arts and sciences (see General Education below). The General Education learning
goals are published by the Undergraduate Program Curriculum Committee. The remaining
credits comprise introductory and advanced courses in the major and elective courses in and
out of the major, and — depending on the major and degree — related coursework and/or a
minor. Students benefit from opportunities to gain practical experience through independent
research, internships, clinicals, and field-experience, and service-learning courses. Further,
students may choose to study abroad through one of many programs offered through the
Office of International Programs. The Student Handbook provides comprehensive information
on policies, procedures, and General Education requirements. Undergraduate admission criteria
and graduate application information is available on the website. 
UMM undergraduate degree programs and certificates
UMM offers 12 baccalaureate degree majors, three associate degrees, 15 certificates and 8
certificates for Early College Students. It offers a variety of minors and concentrations within
degree programs. The degrees and certificates fall in 9 established fields of study or academic
program areas and are described in the catalog.  
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For the Bachelor of Arts degree at UMM, students can major in Biology; English, Creative
Writing, and Book Arts; Interdisciplinary Fine Arts; Interdisciplinary Studies; and Psychology
and Community Studies. For the Bachelor of Science degree, students can major in Business
and Entrepreneurial Studies; Elementary Education; Environmental Recreation and Tourism
Management; Environmental Studies; Marine Biology; or Secondary Education. The
Bachelor of College Studies degree allows students to design their own major, subject to
faculty approval. All baccalaureate degree students must complete UMM’s General
Education curriculum, with some exceptions made for students transferring with an
associate degree or 60 credits from another university. All baccalaureate degrees require
the completion of 120 credits and a minimum GPA of 2.0, and at least 30 of those credits
must be from UMM.
The Associate of Art degree requires the completion of 60 credits and a minimum GPA of
2.0. At least 15 of those credits must be from UMM. The Associate of Science degree has
the same requirements except that students must complete 65 credits. 
UMM offers 15 certificates in Audio and Media Production, Book Arts, Elementary
Education Teacher, Entrepreneurship, Family Studies, Geographic Information Systems,
Human Resource Management, Marketing, Mental Health and Rehabilitation Technician
Certification, Psychology for High School Teachers, Secondary Education Teacher, Service
Learning/Community Engagement, Special Education Teacher, Sustainability, and Wilderness
Therapy. Credit requirements for certificates range from 5 to 30, of which at least 12 must
be from UMM. UMM also offers one class, PSY 200 Behavioral Health Professional, that
provides state certification upon successful completion of the four-credit course taught by a
state-certified instructor.  
UMM offers an additional eight certificates exploring career and college options to Early
College students who attend classes on campus or online. All follow a similar format, with
five courses (15–16 credits) at the introductory level in various areas of interest. The
courses are offered in the various programs that house them. For example, Exploring
Psychology offers courses encouraging further study in psychology, and that are currently
required for all Psychology and Community Studies majors. It is possible that students who
are matriculated for a baccalaureate degree, but undeclared, may initially pursue one of
these certificates, as well.
UMM’s programs are consistent with its mission as a regional baccalaureate university and
its Environmental Liberal Arts identity. Most academic programs at UMM include
significant community engagement and experiential learning components through applied
research, field work, internships, practicums, service-learning projects, and international
learning opportunities. Programs in Education, Business, Biology, and Psychology and
Community Studies are in-demand pre-professional majors. Majors such as Marine Biology,
and Environmental Recreation and Tourism Management are closely linked to the coastal
Maine region. Most UMM programs use the surrounding natural and social environments,
carrying their classroom learning off campus to be applied to regional issues.
UMM also offers three associate degrees with a total of eight specializations. For the
Associate of Arts degree in Liberal Studies, students can specialize in Allied Health, Marine
Biology, Mental Health and Rehabilitation, Music, Psychology, and Visual Arts. There is also
the Associate of Arts degree in Business and Entrepreneurial Studies, and the Associate of
Science in Recreation Management. Ten academic program areas at UMM correspond to
the baccalaureate degrees in established fields of study with mostly prescribed curricula.
The Bachelor of Arts degree in Interdisciplinary Studies and the Bachelor of College Studies
degree have largely self-designed curricula and are not typically counted as separate
program areas. UMM also offers 29 minors. Admission criteria are available on the UMM
website. Program descriptions, including requirements, are published in the online catalog.
Program fact sheets, usually including curriculum checklists, are also available on the





1. Ensuring Academic Quality
Description
Academic quality at UMaine is ensured through ongoing collaboration between faculty and
administrators at all levels. Proposals to add, eliminate, or modify aspects of the curriculum
progress through well-defined stages of review, originating with faculty in the unit, moving
through the college, and then to one of two university-wide committees: UPCC for
undergraduate curriculum and the Graduate Board for graduate curriculum. Proposals
involving new degree programs also require review and approval by the Faculty Senate, the
UMS Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs, and the Board of Trustees. 
Oversight, assessment, and learner resources
At UMM, oversight for the quality and delivery of all programs is a shared responsibility of
the administration and faculty, and occurs at multiple levels. The UMM Curriculum Change
Flow Chart shows the approval process for different types of curricular changes. Proposals
for new courses or programs, and changes to existing courses or programs, are initiated by
faculty. These proposals must be approved by the relevant division, either the Program
Review and Evaluation Committee (PREC) or the Curriculum Committee (comprising faculty
from the three divisions), the full faculty, and the Head of Campus. PREC is responsible for
oversight and review of the General Education curriculum, program reviews, and program
changes. In the rare instances when programs are eliminated, UMM continues to offer the
required courses or the appropriate substitution so that students are able to progress
through their curriculum in a reasonable manner.
Degree programs and minors at UMM are housed in three interdisciplinary divisions: Arts
and Letters, Environmental and Biological Sciences, and Professional Studies. The chair of
each division reports to the Head of Campus and serves on the PREC and the Bachelor of
College Studies Committee. Learning outcomes for every program are developed and
approved by the program faculty. Curricular requirements and learning outcomes for each
program are published on the university website. All academic program areas have
developed a process for assessing student learning outcomes.
At UMaine, assessment of student learning outcomes for each degree program is
conducted on a continuous basis, using a new process designed in 2014–2015 under the
leadership of the former Director of Assessment. In the subsequent two years, design and
implementation of individual programs’ assessment plans was undertaken by program
faculty. Required plan elements include setting measurable targets linked to specific
program learning outcomes, identifying key assessments, developing a schedule of data
collection and review, and a specific interval for faculty to use assessment results to inform
the design or redesign of courses and curriculum. Using the Association of American
Colleges and Universities (AAC&U) VALUE rubrics as a guide, consideration was also given
to fundamental skills in quantitative literacy, writing, and critical thinking during
development of the assessment plans.
Each academic unit (department, division, school), as well as each college, submits an
annual report of assessment activities, accomplishments, and challenges faced. Data and
analysis provided by the Office of Institutional Research and Assessment inform these
reports, which contribute to the Academic Affairs annual report published each summer by
the Provost’s Office. 
UMM maintains a Memorandum of Agreement with the Downeast Institute for Applied
Marine Research and Education, governing the use of its facilities as UMM’s marine
science field station for research, field work, and student projects. A Memorandum of
Agreement also exists with Eagle Hill Institute to allow students who take its intensive field
seminars to receive credit through UMM. UMM programs also collaborate with UMaine
academic units or programs, including Mathematics and Statistics, School of Marine
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Sciences, Ecology and Environmental Sciences, School of Biology and Ecology, Maine
Business School, College of Education and Human Development, English, Psychology, and
Social Work. UMM partners with the University of Maine at Augusta for both Special
Education and Aviation program delivery; with the University of Maine at Presque Isle
(UMPI) on Teacher Education and Special Education courses; and with the University of
Maine at Fort Kent’s (UMFK) Rural University program for early college students.
Additionally, UMM faculty support a cross-campus baccalaureate program, the Maine
Geospatial Institute.
UMaine and UMM online and hybrid distance education students have access to nearly all
of the same resources, and in most of the same modalities or formats as face-to-face and
residential students do. Beginning in 2014, UMaine’s Division of Lifelong Learning has
invested significant personnel resources in its full-service Center for Innovation in Teaching
and Learning, supporting faculty in pedagogical design for online and hybrid courses and
instructional technology; and UMaineOnline advisors serving students enrolled in
online/hybrid courses offered through DLL (see also Standard Six). 
Appraisal
UMaine has tried to approach major changes judiciously. The overall shape of the
curriculum has remained stable throughout the past decade. UMaine delivers an increasing
number of student credit hours online. Overall, online credit hours have increased by 64%
in the past 10 years (22,890 in 2008–2009 to 37,575 in 2017–2018). However, relatively
few degree programs have been developed for, or shifted to, exclusively online delivery,
and many online courses continue to be taught by full-time faculty members as
compensated overload. When significant changes have been made, the planning process
has been deliberate. The transformation of UMM from an independent institution within
UMS to a regional campus of UMaine has been undertaken in frequent and detailed
consultation with the Commission. 
When programs are discontinued, short-term alternatives are presented to meet students’
immediate needs. For example, when UMaine’s graduate program in Counselor Education
was closed in September 2015 due to lack of available faculty, a three-year teach-out was
delivered for existing students. This included a continuation of coursework provided
through the Counselor Education faculty and facilitating access to off-campus programs.
Although most students completed the program within the three-year plan, coursework
was offered beyond that time to ensure that every student who wanted to had a means to
complete her or his degree.
In these instances and others, UMaine and UMM rely on relationships with other UMS
institutions. As noted in Standard Seven and elsewhere, key UMaine functions depend on a




Procurement, among others. Further, an array of vendors supplies crucial elements of
academic infrastructure. In IT alone, examples include learning management systems and
software for video conferencing, course scheduling and registration, assessment, document
sharing and storage, and statistical analysis. Written agreements, either with UMS or
UMaine, define access to these resources.
In summer 2018, the Chief Academic Officers Council (CAOC) began work with UMS Vice
Chancellor Neely on a Process for Examination for undergraduate and graduate programs
with low numbers of matriculated students, low numbers of graduates over a three-year
period, and related indicators. Of 130 programs originally identified for examination, 33
remain candidates for further discussion as of February 2019. Recommendations regarding
these programs will be made to the BOT in May 2019.   
Ensuring congruence with NECHE standards for collaborative programs
Since 2009, UMaine and UMM have worked to ensure congruence with NECHE standards
for the delivery and accountability for collaborative academic programs. A Systemwide task
force was created in early 2018 to ameliorate administrative obstacles to collaboration.
That group is developing guidelines for collaborations specific to multicampus programs;
sub-teams are addressing cross-listing, tuition and revenue sharing, student policies and
procedures, and governance. At the November 2018 Board of Trustees meeting, revisions to
UMS Policy 311 (on intercampus/multicampus students) were adopted to allow more
seamless “Systemwide access to academic coursework through cross-listing and cross-
registration.” The Chief Academic Officers Council (CAOC) has been tasked with exploring
methods to encourage “program sharing between the university system’s campuses.”
Additionally, a subset of the CAOC is working to operationalize “multicampus” programs.
Willing university partners have also had the opportunity to create a cross-listing
methodology. Currently, this is mainly limited to UMM and UMA. A one-course pilot
between UMM and UMA in fall 2018 will continue in spring 2019. Two issues emerged:
bookstore access, and the need to manually merge class rosters on Blackboard. Both have
been corrected. 
Program delivery modalities: online and face-to-face
All UMM programs are based at the campus in Machias, but UMM has expanded the
number of online and hybrid course offerings over the past several years. Three
baccalaureate degree programs can now be completed entirely online: Psychology and
Community Studies, Business and Entrepreneurial Studies, and the Bachelor of College
Studies degree. The certificates for Entrepreneurship, Human Resources Management,
Marketing, Special Education Teachers, and High School Psychology Teachers are also
available at a distance. 
Several UMM academic programs offer online or hybrid classes. UMM has streamlined
some programs recently (e.g. Elementary and Secondary Education, and Environmental
Recreation and Tourism Management) to facilitate student completion and scheduling, and
to reduce costs. UMM faculty and administration continue to integrate distance courses
into multiple campus programs. These efforts will help sustain specialized course offerings
while keeping costs to a minimum. 
When enrollments allow, many UMM programs offer classes both at a distance and face-
to-face. One of UMM’s largest majors, Psychology and Community Studies, offers tracks in
each of those modalities. The Business and Entrepreneurial Studies degree also can be
completed at a distance, but traditional-age, on-campus students are pooled with distance
students and take many classes online. The small number of full-time faculty in each
program creates challenges for delivering multiple concentrations in each major and a full
range of specialized courses. Faculty turnover in small departments can strain program
stability. UMM continues to seek efficient ways to offer quality educational programs to
diverse student populations.
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Language skills assessment
English language skills are assessed and developed at multiple levels throughout a
student’s academic career at UMM. All baccalaureate and associate degree candidates
must pass ENG 101, and more advanced writing courses built into the General Education
curriculum and degree programs, as well as either a public speaking or professional
communications course. UMM’s academic programs adhere to widely accepted credit and
GPA requirements. Faculty have substantial voice and oversight regarding program design
and quality. All programs go through a rigorous periodic review process that includes
external input. Assessment of learning outcomes at the level of the core curricula and
individual programs is progressing.
II. Undergraduate degree programs
Description
UMaine programs
Students at UMaine study across 90 undergraduate majors offered by five degree-granting
colleges and the Division of Lifelong Learning. Some degree programs offer specialization
through concentrations within the degree or through a required minor. University, college,
and departmental requirements for majors and minors are described in the undergraduate
catalog. Academic record policies are posted by the Office of Student Records. For current
students, academic records, including unofficial transcripts, are accessible via MaineStreet.
UMaine undergraduate degree programs contain foundational and supportive coursework
(100- and 200-level courses) progressing to advanced courses (300- and 400-level) within
a major discipline. Prerequisite courses, specified in the catalog’s course descriptions,
control the entry into advanced courses. The sequencing of course requirements within a
major allows for progression of learning and skill development, culminating in a required
capstone experience course. All degree programs also require General Education courses
designed to ensure that graduates are broadly educated to appreciate the achievements of
civilization, understand the tensions within it, and contribute to resolving them. 
General Education coursework makes up about a third of the degree program. Required or
elective courses within the major may also meet General Education requirements. For
example, the General Education requirement for two courses in the physical or biological
sciences is met by required coursework in the Biology major. Remaining credits are allotted
to elective courses in and out of the major. In many degree programs, unrestricted electives
can be used to complete a minor area of study to complement the major. UMaine offers




program, including rationale for the major, career options, and course requirements, are
outlined in the catalog. Program fact sheets are also available for prospective students on
the website. 
UMaine requires students to write throughout their academic careers, with experiences
both in general-purpose academic writing and professional writing in their majors, to
ensure competency of graduates of its undergraduate programs. Students must complete a
course in composition (ordinarily ENG 101) with a grade of C or better. Students must also
complete at least two courses designated as writing-intensive, at least one of which must
be in the academic major. General Education courses in scientific and quantitative
reasoning are required of every undergraduate. Course requirements in the major build
skills in oral communication, critical analysis, and logical thinking, as delineated in student
learning outcomes listed on each syllabus. The Undergraduate Program Curriculum
Committee (UPCC) website provides syllabus guidelines for faculty and student learning
outcomes for General Education. Students may choose from a wide variety of courses to
meet General Education requirements in Human Values and Social Contexts (at least one
course from each of five categories: Western Cultural Tradition, Social Contexts and
Institutions, Cultural Diversity and International Perspectives, Population and the
Environment, and Artistic and Creative Expression) and in Ethics.
UMM programs
UMM students can choose from 12 baccalaureate and three associate degree majors
offered by the three degree-granting Divisions. Requirements for majors and minors are
described in the undergraduate catalog. Academic record policies are posted by the Office
of the Registrar. For current students, academic records, including unofficial transcripts, are
accessible via MaineStreet. 
All baccalaureate degrees require a 2.0 minimum GPA and the completion of 120 credits.
UMM’s General Education requirements consist of 41 to 49 credits of liberal arts
coursework. Most major program requirements range from 50 to 82 credits, but allow 3 to
12 credits of coursework to fulfill both program and core requirements. The Bachelor of
Arts in Interdisciplinary Studies and the Bachelor of College Studies program requirements
are 39 credits each, but those two programs do not allow overlap with the core
requirements. All baccalaureate degree programs require at least 9 credits at the 300 level
or above. Students in all majors have the opportunity to take some unrestricted electives.
The associate degree programs require a 2.0 minimum GPA and the completion of at least
60 credits. Students take a balanced mix of liberal arts courses and specialized courses that
fulfill a particular concentration. 
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The UMM mission emphasizes exploration, leadership, collaboration, and interdisciplinary
problem solving. For example, Environmental Liberal Arts classes, such as ELA 101
Recreation and Wellness and ELA 112 Community and Place, take students out of the
classroom to explore the Down East region on kayak trips, hikes, and visits to a tidal power
project and wreath manufacturing facility. UMM science classes routinely include a
significant field component, exploring saltwater, freshwater, and forest ecosystems. UMM
supports the development of student leadership skills and encourages collaborative
learning. Leadership skills are the major focus of classes such as MAN 313 Managerial
Decision Making, MAN 321 Operations and Project Management, and REM 230 Outdoor
Leadership. 
Teamwork and student collaboration are central components of several classes, including
REM 226 Recreation Program Planning, SSC 420 Research Methods and Design, and BEH
450 Senior Project. Students have opportunities to practice leadership skills and collaborate
with peers by participating in one of more than 20 student clubs and organizations,
through work-study opportunities, and through intercollegiate and intramural athletics.
Collaborations with community organizations are frequent in several programs, including
Psychology and Community Studies, Recreation and Tourism Management, and the
Education program. 
All UMM baccalaureate and associate degree programs provide students with depth and
breadth. Coursework includes core liberal arts requirements and in-depth study in at least
one disciplinary or interdisciplinary area. Interdisciplinary problem solving figures
prominently in programs such as Environmental Studies, Interdisciplinary Fine Arts, and
Psychology and Community Studies. The Environmental Studies program combines
coursework from the social sciences and physical sciences in studying environmental issues
and allows students to choose a concentration based on any minor at UMM. The Psychology
and Community Studies program combines coursework from psychology, sociology,
anthropology and economics and features an interdisciplinary capstone project course. 
Appraisal
In recent years, UMaine has enacted a number of initiatives to improve undergraduate
academic experience and success.
Supporting first-year student success: First-year courses in the colleges
As of 2017, all first-year students have the opportunity to enroll in a first-year success
course in their college. In 2017–17, 95% of fall 2018 first-time students participated in a
first-year success course in their first semester. (In 2014, the percentage was 77%.) Content
varies by college, but most courses entail information and guidance about study skills, time
management, and adjusting to life at the university. These courses are routinely visited by
staff from Student Financial Aid, who share resources on financial literacy; Student Life,
including drug and alcohol counselors; and various student- and faculty-led groups, who
provide information about co-curricular activities.
Supporting students seeking nationally competitive awards: Office of 
Major Scholarships
In 2017, UMaine established the Office of Major Scholarships (OMS), whose focus is to
recruit and guide high-achieving undergraduate and graduate students applying for
nationally competitive awards (e.g. Fulbright, Truman, Udall, Mitchell, and others). In its
first 18 months of operation, OMS increased the number of undergraduate applicants for
such awards by 28 students (as compared with available data for the prior five years). In
August 2018, OMS will begin delivering workshops and training for Maine Top Scholars,
undergraduate recipients of UMaine’s most competitive academic merit scholarship. In
providing these students with regular opportunities to interact with OMS staff, UMaine
seeks to cultivate additional opportunities for academically high-achieving students to





Supporting undecided students: The Explorations Program
UMaine delivers a program for undecided first-year students called Explorations.
Explorations is housed in Liberal Arts and Sciences and supported by the dean’s office and
staff in the college’s Advising Center. Through a tailored first-year seminar and regular
contact with professional advisors, Explorations students take on a course schedule and a
structured activities designed to help them to make informed choices about a major or
potential career. By the end of the first year, students generally report greater confidence in
identifying an academic program suiting their abilities and intellectual or career interests.
At the time of declaration of major or transfer to a college, Explorations students (and all
students) must meet the eligibility requirements (e.g. GPA) of their intended major or
college. 
For students experiencing academic difficulty, UMaine has initiated an academic recovery
course. All first-year students with a first-semester GPA of 1.5 or below are required to pass
a 1-credit pass/fail course, taught by Explorations staff. Course enrollment is limited to 20
students per section. The Tutor Program provides support in one additional course for all
students enrolled in this program. The recovery course includes one-on-one meetings with
the instructor, a strong focus on learning strategies and styles, time management, career
decision-making, campus resources, and self-responsibility. UMaine also provides a Writing
Center, a Math Lab and Math Den to support first-year and overall success for its
undergraduate students.
Program reviews
All academic programs undergo an external review every seven years, and new programs
undergo an abbreviated review after two years. UMS policy governs the academic review
process, supplemented by national accreditation standards, where applicable. At UMaine,
units prepare a self-study that is submitted to an external review team. The team conducts
a visit and submits a report to the Dean, who then prepares an evaluative report submitted
to the Provost. A brief summary from the Provost is sent to the President for approval.
Details of the academic review process are available on the Academic Affairs website.
UMM’s 12 baccalaureate degree programs undergo a formal program review on a seven-
year cycle in a manner similar to UMaine’s programs per UMaine System Policy. The
program review and evaluation process starts with a self-study and review by external
evaluators. Additional review is made by program and division faculty, PREC, and campus
administration before a summary of key findings is provided to the Vice Chancellor for
Academic Affairs and BOT. Due to external accreditation, some programs are reviewed
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every five years: the Education programs through the Maine Department of Education and
the Environmental Recreation Tourism Management Program through the Council on
Accreditation of Parks, Recreation, Tourism, and Related Professions.
At UMM, regular program reviews, including external evaluation, document and enhance




UMaine’s General Education program
In 2012, the UMaine Faculty Senate adopted a defined set of attributes for all nine
categories of General Education courses, updating its 1996 language to identify a broad
purpose and specific learning outcomes for courses in each category. General Education
requirements also include a capstone experience course. Capstone courses are unique to
each program and do not share common learning outcomes. By completing up to 46
credits in General Education, students are ensured exposure to a variety of topics and
methods in the arts, humanities, social sciences, natural sciences, and mathematics. A 2017
articulation agreement with Eastern Maine Community College (EMCC) facilitates transfer
of EMCC credit for fulfillment of UMaine General Education requirements. Earlier
articulation agreements were based on course-by-course equivalencies. 
UMM’s General Education program
UMM’s General Education is “designed to provide a foundation in general education along
with an introduction to a wide variety of academic disciplines important for professional
growth and lifelong learning.” The current core curriculum was developed in 2010 after a
lengthy and inclusive process building on a newly crafted UMM mission and revised
learning outcomes. It has two components: the Environmental and Liberal Arts seminars
and the General Education courses. Students matriculated in a series of three seminars
anchored in Down East Maine that explore relationships between people and
environments, and highlight the ways in which multiple disciplines guide our
understanding of those relationships. The General Education component of the core
focuses on skills, including communication and mathematical literacy, and key disciplinary
perspectives, including the arts, history, literature, social sciences, and natural sciences.
Students must also take a course with a global perspective and meet requirements in
advanced writing (within their major) and service. Some sections of the core give students
choice among a variety of course options.
The core curriculum for UMM’s baccalaureate degree comprises 41 to 49 credits of
coursework. For some majors, as many as 12 credits may count for both the core and
program requirements. General Education requirements for the associate degrees vary
greatly. For the Associate of Arts degree in Liberal Studies, 44 credits of prescribed General
Education coursework are required. For the Associate in Science, Recreation Management
specialization, 19 to 24 credits of prescribed General Education coursework are required.
For the Associate in Science Small Business specialization, 15 to 18 credits of prescribed
General Education coursework, plus six general elective credits are required.
Although the majority of UMM core courses are introductory (100 level), 200- and 300-
level courses may be used to fulfill requirements in history, social sciences, and global
perspectives. In 2013, the faculty raised the level of the core’s culminating seminar,
Humans and Nature, to the 300 level to better reflect its role as the core capstone, and to





Since their adoption, UMaine’s General Education attributes have been used by UPCC and
by college- and unit-level curriculum committees to evaluate the suitability of a proposed
course to “carry” General Education. A course may be used to satisfy two General
Education categories if determined to meet those categories. Per the 2018–2019 catalog,
the number of approved courses in each category is as follows:
•  Human Values and Social Contexts
- Western cultural tradition — 56 courses
- Social contexts and institutions — 80 courses
- Cultural diversity and international perspectives — 90 courses
- Population and the environment — 34 courses
- Artistic and creative expression — 61 courses
•  Ethics — 35 courses
•  Quantitative Literacy — 19 courses
•  Writing — 83 courses
•  Science Foundations — 12 courses (41 sections)
- Lab — 25 courses (256 sections)
A First-Year Experience Survey completed at UMM annually (until two years ago, when all
programs integrated the first-year seminar into their curricula); the National Survey of
Student Engagement (NSSE); and a Graduates’ Satisfaction Survey provide information
about student experiences related to UMM General Education. 
IV. The major or concentration
Description
The major at UMaine
Most undergraduate students at UMaine pursue a Bachelor of Arts or a Bachelor of Science
degree. In some disciplines (e.g. Biology, Botany, Chemistry, Computer Science, Earth
Sciences, Economics, Physics, Zoology), students can choose to pursue a B.A. or B.S. In
addition, the Bachelor of Music degree is offered in Music Education and in Performance,
and Art offers either a B.A. or a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Studio Art. Except for the Bachelor
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of University Studies (B.U.S), all UMaine degree programs are based on a specific major
area of study. For the B.U.S, offered through the Division of Lifelong Learning, students
design a program in consultation with an advisor, based on specific goals, or complete
designated focus areas and a capstone within a CLAS pathway of the B.U.S developed in
2016.
Each major has unique requirements and demands. In some majors, students may or must
concentrate in a specific sub-discipline as a way to achieve breadth and depth of
knowledge in their discipline of study. The English major, for example, requires each student
to select from among three writing concentrations: creative, analytic, or
technical/professional. The specific requirements for each major are communicated in the
undergraduate catalog, and on fact sheets offered by the colleges. Through the catalog,
students and advisors can print a Degree Planner worksheet specific to any major or minor.
The catalog is updated each summer, and earlier catalogs are archived online. Current
students can also use the Degree Progress Report tool in MaineStreet to evaluate their
progress toward their degree. 
Degree requirements and course sequencing for each major are determined by the unit
where the major is housed to ensure proper progression from introductory to advanced
levels. Units determine program outcomes for each major to address the knowledge and
skills necessary for the discipline. Faculty in the units review their catalog entries annually
and revise content as needed. Revisions to curriculum requirements and specific courses in
a major or minor are reviewed and approved first by college-level curriculum committees,
then by UPCC.
Upper-division courses at the 300 and 400 level are typically taken by juniors and seniors
and feature hands-on activities to foster application of concepts to real-world situations.
Hands-on activities may include case-based learning, presentations, or performances by
students, laboratory experiences, practicums, and field experiences. Such activities may also
be incorporated in courses intended for first- and second-year students. The Honors
College, for instance, offers a two-semester phage genomics research course for first-year
students. Professional degree programs, such as Nursing or Teacher Education, provide
didactic and experiential components to meet accrediting agency stipulations and apply
best practices in the field. 
Many majors require students to take specific courses outside their discipline. For example,
Business Administration and Elementary Education majors emphasize a diverse liberal arts
background. Science and math courses beyond those needed to fulfill the General
Education requirements are required for students in the College of Engineering; the College
of Natural Sciences, Forestry, and Agriculture; and several majors in the College of Liberal
Arts and Sciences. Foreign language proficiency is required for International Affairs majors.
Taking courses from other disciplines allows students from different majors to interact in
the classroom and broaden their perspectives. Minors, which are required for most B.A.
degrees, also help ensure that students’ knowledge and abilities extend beyond their major
disciplines.
Opportunities to enhance the undergraduate educational experience include participation
in research, taking advantage of internship opportunities, joining the Honors College, and
studying abroad. The Center for Undergraduate Research (CUGR) helps to facilitate and
enhance research for undergraduates. Students collaborate with faculty members and often
develop their own research projects, which may extend into their senior capstone
experience (see also Standard Five). Some programs have internships or field experience
built into the curriculum. 
Academically motivated, qualified students in any major may participate in the Honors
College. Based on their SAT/ACT scores and high school GPAs, students are invited to




characterized by a unified approach to General Education in the liberal arts, accompanied
by a sequence of inquiry-based topical courses providing intellectual preparation for the
Honors thesis project, completed in the final year. The learning is student-centered, with a
strong emphasis on critical thinking and writing, independent undergraduate research
projects, and student engagement in and outside of the classroom. The culminating Honors
thesis is developed under the supervision of a mentor in the student’s major, but with a
committee that includes members from outside of the discipline.
Several accelerated programs enable motivated students to obtain a baccalaureate degree
in conjunction with their first year of professional school study, thereby shortening the
process to obtain both degrees by one year: 3+4 Fast Track to Osteopathic Medicine with
the University of New England; 3+4 Agreement with New England College of Optometry;
3+4 Agreement with Logan College of Chiropractic Medicine, and 3+5 program for a
Bachelor of Veterinary Medicine and Surgery from the University of Glasgow. There are also
campus-based 4+1 programs in about a dozen disciplines. The College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences permits B.A. students to earn a minor with a defined group of pre-MBA courses,
totalling 18 credits, to enable students to complete the MBA in just one additional year. 
The major at UMM
Each of UMM’s 12 baccalaureate majors has a clearly outlined program of study and an
established set of learning outcomes (except for the individualized Bachelor of College
Studies degree, in which outcomes are identified for each student). A Program of Study
document and a Learning Outcomes document are located on each program’s website
under Majors and Programs. Most programs have options for different concentrations
within a major. UMM’s associate degree programs have a clearly outlined program of
study, but do not have established learning outcomes. An examination of learning
outcomes for baccalaureate programs finds clear articulation of assessable objectives. All
programs show a progression from introductory-level to upper-level classes. All
baccalaureate programs require at least 9 credits at the 300 level or above and a
culminating, integrative experience or capstone class at the 400 level.  
Appraisal
A full external review of each academic program occurs on a seven-year cycle as mandated
by UMS. National accrediting agencies, including the Accreditation Board for Engineering
and Technology, Council for the Accreditation of Educator Preparation, Association to
Advance Collegiate Schools of Business, and others, also review programs and conduct
visits, conferring with senior administrators and with faculty, staff, and students in the
programs. Numerous UMaine units maintain close contact with external advisory groups
that provide guidance and informal evaluation; examples include the College of
Engineering, College of Education and Human Development, Maine Business School, and
many individual programs campuswide. 
All UMM programs are reviewed periodically following established guidelines. The review
process is thorough and rigorous. It begins with a self-study outlining the program’s
purpose and ongoing need, student learning outcomes, content, and curriculum. It includes
a sample four-year student plan of study, a matrix showing the connection of each course
to program learning outcomes, and a comparison to comparable programs at peer
institutions. Outside evaluators review the self-study, visit the campus, and submit an
evaluation report. Program changes are made in response to the review and sometimes
more frequently between reviews. The reviews lead to changes in direction, emphasis, and
curriculum. Faculty, the Program Review and Evaluation Committee, Head of Campus, and
UMS provide effective oversight regarding the creation, revision, and elimination of
programs.
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V. Graduate degree programs
Description
UMaine programs: overview and characteristics
The University of Maine Graduate School’s mission is to produce engaged scholars and
professionals by promoting excellence in all aspects of the graduate student experience.
The School provides advanced education and professional training through innovative
teaching, mentorship, research, and creative activity in established and emerging areas.
This rigorous education prepares students to contribute meaningfully to the
advancement of the state of Maine, the nation, and the global community.
UMaine offers 81 master’s programs, 31 doctoral programs, 9 post-master’s certificates,
and 21 post-bachelor’s certificates. Acceptance to the Graduate School is competitive,
though entrance requirements vary across programs. The Graduate School manages the
recruitment process and officially grants admission; decisions about acceptance into
programs are made at the program level and are overseen by graduate coordinators in
the academic units. The most recent three-year average acceptance rates for master’s and
doctoral applicants who completed the application are 68% and 31%, respectively. 
In addition to graduate programs in the five degree-granting colleges, UMaine offers a
number of interdisciplinary programs. For example, students in the Interdisciplinary Ph.D.
design a unique program of study under the direction of an Academic Advisory
Committee. The Graduate School of Biomedical Science and Engineering (GSBSE) reports
to the Vice President for Research and Dean of the Graduate School, and offers doctoral
degrees in biomedical science and biomedical engineering, and a professional science
master’s degree in bioinformatics. The GSBSE teaching faculty comprise faculty from
UMaine, the University of Southern Maine, Jackson Laboratories, the University of New
England, Mount Desert Island Biological Laboratories, and the Maine Medical Center
Research Institute.
UMaine master’s degrees typically require a minimum of 30 credits. Some programs, such
as the Intermedia Master of Fine Arts, a terminal degree, require 60 credits. Requirements
for doctoral and certificate of advanced study programs vary, though most require at
least 30 credits beyond the master’s degree. Credit requirements for post-baccalaureate
certificates vary from 9 to 18. Graduate program structures vary, depending on the
degree being earned. By the time they complete 12 credit hours, or register for their third
term, graduate students submit a program of study detailing a plan for meeting program
requirements. 
Students in professional programs participate in internships or field experience courses,
and some must pass national accreditation exams. All students in M.S., M.F.A., Ed.D., and
Ph.D. programs require a thesis or dissertation. Doctoral students must pass a
comprehensive exam, and all students submitting a thesis or dissertation must pass a
defense.
To ensure that graduate faculty are qualified to teach graduate courses and direct the
research of graduate students, appointment and reappointment to the UMaine Graduate
Faculty is contingent on the recommendation of the institutional unit graduate
committee, academic unit chair or director, and the Graduate School. Criteria for
appointment and reappointment include expectations of scholarship, teaching, and
service, and are defined by the academic unit and approved by the relevant college Dean
and Executive Committee of the Graduate Board.  Graduate faculty are classed in six
categories: full graduate faculty, associate graduate faculty, external graduate faculty,
emeritus faculty, graduate instructors, and ex officio members. The category assigned
determines the faculty member’s ability to chair or co-chair a graduate committee, serve




In 2017–2018, UMaine awarded 375 master’s degrees, 55 doctoral degrees, 67 post-
bachelor’s certificates, and 23 post-master’s certificates. The most prevalent master’s
degrees were Social Work (10%),  Special Education (8%), and Business Administration
(8%). The most prevalent doctoral degrees were Biomedical Sciences (9%), Interdisciplinary
Ph.D. (9%), Forest Resources (7%), and Marine Biology (7%). Following a decline between
2009 and 2014, degree-seeking graduate enrollment has increased 14% over the past five
years.
Appraisal
UMaine has introduced multiple initiatives for broadening access to graduate education at
UMaine, especially online. UMaineOnline includes 11 master’s degrees, two doctoral
degrees, and 15 post-bachelor’s certificates. Enrollment in online-only graduate programs
has increased 80% over the last two years (see also Standard Six). Much of the growth can
be attributed to the introduction of the online M.B.A program and to increased enrollment
in the Social Work and Special Education programs.
The UMaineOnline website provides current and prospective students information about
online-only programs and requirements, student support services, and technological
assistance. A second initiative for graduate education, Double Up, offers current
undergraduates the opportunity to combine their bachelor’s degree with one of 20
master’s degree programs and earn both degrees with only one year, or, in a few cases, two
years of additional coursework. 
Implementation has begun for UMaineGOLD, a collaboration between the Graduate School
and the Division of Lifelong Learning intended to make more high-quality online graduate
programs available to diverse populations. Qualifying programs must meet established
standards in 15 areas of excellence, including marketing, student advising and success,
recruitment, admissions, course design and curriculum planning, and faculty development.
Six online graduate programs were approved for UMaineGOLD development in 2017–
2018, and 7 more programs have been approved in 2018–2019.
VI. Integrity in the award of academic credit
Policies on credits, degrees, and prior learning
Most undergraduate degrees awarded by UMaine and UMM require 120 credits and are
designed to be completed in four years. A few, primarily in the College of Engineering,
exceed 120 credits and are designed to be completed in four to five years, depending on
summer- and winter-term courses. Graduate degrees require a minimum of 30 credits, with
terminal degrees typically requiring at least 30 additional credits beyond the master’s.
UMaine’s procedures align with NECHE’s Policy on Credits and Degrees. The Division of
Lifelong Learning posts information about the award of academic course credit for prior
learning. UMaine and UMM do not offer competency-based degrees, and UMaine does not
offer or accept credit for remedial coursework. UMM has phased out developmental
courses over the past year. At UMM, new program proposals are developed by faculty and
must be approved by the division, curriculum committee, PREC, faculty as a whole, and
Head of Campus before being sent to the Board of Trustees. The Curriculum Change Flow
Chart outlines the process. All UMM baccalaureate degrees require 120 credits, and all
associate degrees require 60 credits.
The UMaine and UMM catalogs
Previous and current course offerings are published online in UMaine’s undergraduate and
graduate catalogs. At UMM they can be found in the undergraduate catalog. Via the
catalogs and MaineStreet, several tools are available to help undergraduates form realistic
four-year graduation plans and evaluate their progress toward degree completion. (In
2016, UMaine adopted a course scheduling software, Infosilem, in part to reduce course
conflicts that could slow students’ progress. Between fall 2016 and fall 2018, course
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conflicts were reduced by 90%.) At UMM, faculty design academic programs to build
knowledge from lower- to upper-level coursework. Prerequisites define foundational
knowledge students are expected to master before taking upper-level courses. Certificate
programs depend on the same for-credit courses that count toward UMM’s degree
programs. 
Transfer activity
Both UMaine and UMM students may transfer courses from other accredited U.S.
institutions through individual course-by-course review or institutional articulation
agreements. UMaine accepts credit from international institutions, both for international
students and for domestic students participating in study abroad programs. UMaine
awards credit to students who have earned the International Baccalaureate diploma and
scored 5, 6, or 7 on the higher level examinations. Transfer equivalency of courses that
have already been evaluated is publicly posted; students may also request and receive
review of courses not already evaluated. In all cases, review of the requested course by an
appropriate UMaine faculty member or administrator ensures continued authority and
oversight of credit awarded for transferred courses. This work is administered by the Office
of International Programs. (For further information about transfer policy, see below under
“Adherence to the federal definition of the credit hour.”)
Evaluation of internships and field experiences
In internships and other off-campus experiences where a field supervisor contributes to the
evaluation of student work, a faculty supervisor retains responsibility for final grading
decisions. Per the AFUM/UMS collective bargaining agreement, full-time faculty members
participate in the selection and review of part-time faculty, including those involved in
Early College programs, again ensuring appropriate oversight. Evaluation feedback from
classroom placements for students in Teacher Education is used by the Director of Field
Experience in UMaine’s College of Education and Human Development to shape the
criteria governing, and the structure of, future placements. 
Oversight of admission criteria
Admission criteria are established for individual colleges at UMaine and often for
individual programs. Faculty involvement is central at the program level. Undergraduate
advising and registration are managed in the colleges, with participation by professional
staff members and administrators supplementing faculty contributions. Advising of
graduate students is handled wholly in the units. (See Standard Five for additional




Early College: programs and oversight 
UMaine participates in several initiatives, including Bridge Year, Academ-e, and Aspirations.
Enrollment in these programs at UMaine has grown dramatically over the past 10 years: In
fall 2018, 246 students participated in one of UMaine’s programs, which is 73% higher
than the number who participated fall 2009. UMM has an Early College Program, enabling
high school students to enroll in university classes. UMM’s program is administered by a
first-year student success coordinator who works closely with students and involves
instructors, school counselors, and parents. Since 2009, 645 Early College students have
enrolled in UMM courses. For both campuses, the Early College programs involve classes
that are part of UMaine’s and UMM’s regular curriculum and are taught face-to-face or
online, or via another form of distance delivery. A UMS report, which includes detailed
information on fall 2016 participants in Early College programs, shows that the rate of
subsequent enrollment at one of the UMS institutions for UMaine and UMM Early College
participants was 34% and 46%, respectively. 
Adherence to the federal definition of the credit hour 
UMaine and UMM adhere to a credit hour definition consistent with the federal definition.
The credit-hour policy is referenced in the UMaine Faculty Handbook, and the full-time
faculty orientation includes a discussion of the credit-hour policy in the context of learning
outcomes and student work expectations.
All new courses are reviewed by the UMM Curriculum Committee, which evaluates the
appropriateness of the level and credits in light of the learning outcomes and workload.
The Head of Campus and division chairs review course syllabi and work with instructors to
ensure that course content and learning activities are appropriate for the credit awarded.
UMM offers some short-course options, including a winter term and a May term. Shorter
courses are typically intensive and may entail work that extends beyond class meeting
dates. The Head of Campus has focused recent efforts to ensure compliance with the credit
hour definition on these short courses. 
New course proposals at UMaine initiate in individual units and move through college-
level review. They are then reviewed and approved by the University Program Curriculum
Committee (UPCC), with reference to the federal credit-hour standard to ensure that course
credit hour designations reflect student academic engagement. Syllabi supplied as part of
new course proposals must include appropriate student learning outcomes, and required
academic policies and information. UPCC is chaired by the Senior Associate Provost for
Academic Affairs, and comprises faculty, professional staff, and administrators. Faculty
oversight is also provided through the Faculty Senate, which “represents the Faculty of the
University of Maine in developing and overseeing policies affecting academic mission of
the University of Maine.” Collectively, these approval pathways ensure strong oversight of
credit-bearing course creation.
Matriculated students may be awarded credit for prior learning for subjects comparable or
equivalent to courses at UMaine and UMM. Requests for the award of credit for prior
learning are completed by academic departments at their discretion. No more than 15
credits per student may be awarded for prior learning. In addition, students may be
awarded credit through the College Level Examination Program (CLEP) and Advanced
Placement (AP), among other means. Additionally, UMM has a process for evaluating
experiences such as military training and other specialty credentials. Students who come to
UMM with significant prior learning, often through work experiences or work-related
training, may apply for credit for prior learning based on a portfolio assessment. In those
cases, a faculty committee is formed to evaluate whether the student’s portfolio
demonstrates achievement of learning outcomes established for a particular course.
In terms of degree and graduation requirements, students of UMaine and UMM must earn
a minimum of 30 undergraduate credits at the 300 level or higher to earn a bachelor’s
degree. This requirement ensures that substantial advanced coursework is completed,
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regardless of transferred credit. Students who have completed 90 or more credits from
UMaine may be permitted to finish their final 30 credits at another higher education
institution under certain circumstances.
UMaine’s transfer evaluation process is maintained by Student Records and complemented
by UMS online transfer tools. All official evaluations of transfer credit are completed
following the admission of transfer students to UMaine and are posted on a student’s
Transfer Credit Report. Transfer Credit Reports provide information on course equivalencies,
including fulfilment of General Education requirements. Students may appeal a transfer
equivalency decision by submitting a course description and syllabus for departmental
review. Courses eligible for equivalence must be completed with grades of C- or better at
regionally accredited institutions of higher education; English 101, which requires a grade
of C or better, is the exception. Grades and grade point averages do not transfer. Credit is
not awarded for institutionally based exams, including CLEP and placement exams, taken
at other institutions. Individual exceptions to standard equivalencies may be made with
department and college approval.
UMM also awards transfer credit for work done at foreign institutions based on
evaluations by two credentialing agencies: World Educational Services, and the Centre for
Educational Documentation. Policies for credit transfer are articulated on the university’s
website. Students can check for established course equivalencies on MaineStreet. To be
accepted as equivalent to a UMM course, transfer courses are evaluated by the Associate
Registrar and faculty in the appropriate subject area to ensure the same learning outcomes
are met. UMM’s residency requirement mandates at least 30 credits of coursework be
completed at UMM for a baccalaureate degree. At least 15 credits must be completed at
UMM for an associate degree, and at least 12 credits must be completed at UMM for a
certificate. In all cases, at least one-fourth of a student’s undergraduate program must be
credit earned at UMM.
UMaine and UMM have both established transfer agreements with other UMS institutions,
the Maine Community College System, and other institutions. Transfer credit policies and
procedures are published online in the UMaine undergraduate catalog; further guidance is
available on the Admissions website. Over the past five years, an average of 442 students
have transferred annually to UMaine. All current articulation agreements for UMaine are
listed on the UMaine Admissions webpage. Additionally, UMM maintains transfer
agreements with several Maine community colleges. These agreements facilitate transfer of
students completing certain community college programs into UMM programs in Business
and Entrepreneurial Studies, Education, Environmental Recreation and Tourism
Management, and Marine Biology.
While UMM’s articulation agreements are not published online, information about them
can be found in the electronic workroom. Because UMS is a member of the National
Council for State Authorization Reciprocity Agreements, UMM and UMaine are authorized
to offer distance courses and degrees in all other states except California. However, most
UMM distance students reside in Washington County, Maine.
UMaine and UMM offer distance courses online and via interactive television (ITV) or
compressed video (CV). University College, the UMS support center for distance education,
provides training and technical support for instructors, and a variety of support services for
students. UMaine’s Center for Innovative Teaching and Learning also supports training and
instructional design services for UMM faculty (see also Standard Six). At UMM, a Distance
Education Technician provides additional support for distance students and instructors.
Distance students have access to a similar range of services (academic advising, library
resources, financial aid, writing help) as campus-based students. 
UMM’s distance courses and online programs have the same system of oversight as




student who registers for the course is the same student who engages in the course and
receives academic credit. UMS Information Technology Services is responsible for ID
management and requires passwords to be changed at least every six months. Students
must use a UMS username and password to access online courses. Similarly, UMaine follows
an established procedure for verifying the identity of students taking online courses. 
Academic integrity
The assurance of academic integrity of UMaine graduate courses and programs (degrees
and certificates) lies with the academic units and the Graduate School. The academic unit
graduate faculty are overseen by the Graduate Board, and the Vice President for Research
and Dean of the Graduate School. Graduate School operations are described in the
Graduate School Policies and Regulations. Readmission procedures are also explained in
this document. Requirements for graduate degrees are published in the graduate catalog.
Transfer courses are limited to 6 credits for master’s students and 30 credits beyond the
bachelor’s degree for doctoral students, and may not constitute more than 50% of the
UMaine degree. Transfer courses must originate at an accredited institution, and be approved
by the academic unit and the Graduate School. In the case of transfer from an international
institution, the Office of International Programs may provide administrative assistance. 
Conditions for good standing, probation, suspension, and readmission are clearly explained
in the Admission and Academic Standing sections of the undergraduate catalog for both
universities. At UMaine, the Faculty Senate determines academic retention standards,
applied by the Academic Standing Committee. The Senior Associate Provost chairs that
committee. The criteria are the same for all programs and colleges, and are published in the
undergraduate catalog and the Student Handbook, as noted above. The associate deans of
the academic colleges recommend academic actions to the Academic Standing Committee
based on a student’s grade point average, previous academic history, and any extenuating
circumstances. The committee either approves the action or, infrequently, modifies the
recommended action. 
Deans or program directors notify students of academic action by letter and/or email.
Students have the right to appeal to the Senior Associate Provost if new information is
available or based on an error in process. Undergraduate degree requirements for UMaine
and UMM programs are published in the campuses’ respective catalogs. For each major,
minor, or certificate, the coursework, grades, and residency requirements are stipulated and
General Education requirements are described. Students can monitor their progress toward
graduation through the degree progress report. Completion is ensured through a
multistage verification process in which the department, college, and OSR confirm that the
requirements have been fulfilled before any undergraduate degree is posted. For graduate
degrees and certificates, completion is confirmed (certified) by the department and the
Graduate School. 
The assignment of grades is solely the purview of the instructor of record, though others
(teaching assistants, primarily) may contribute to evaluation. Faculty enter their own course
grades in MaineStreet. 
The faculty and administration work together to ensure academic integrity. Existing
deterrents include sanctions as described in the Student Conduct Code on the Student Life
website. UMaine requires that the university’s cheating/plagiarism statement appear on all
syllabi. These academic integrity statements are also included in all UMM syllabi. To deter
cheating and plagiarism, many faculty members check written assignments with
computerized originality checking systems (e.g. SafeAssign in Blackboard) and use exam
question randomization, timed questions, browser lockdowns, web conferencing and
screen sharing during exams, official university testing centers (available at UMS
campuses), and other methods. Disciplinary action, up to and including dismissal from
UMaine or UMM, may be taken when students are found responsible for academic
misconduct.
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UMaine’s academic dishonesty policy, which is part of the Student Code of Conduct, is
implemented by faculty in collaboration with the Office of Community Standards, Rights,
and Responsibilities. With representation from each UMS campus, work began on a unified
Academic Integrity Policy in fall 2018.
Starting in 2014, graduate students completing a thesis or participating in sponsored
research have been required to complete a 1-credit course, INT 601 Responsible Conduct of
Research. UMaine is also hoping to develop a positive deterrent by expanding the
dissemination of materials and programs from their partnership with Academic Integrity
Seminar. 
At UMM, the university administration and faculty collaborate to ensure the academic
integrity of credit awarded. The academic integrity policy is available on the UMM website
and is referenced on all course syllabi. The policy defines types of academic dishonesty and
describes measures that may be taken by faculty, the Head of Campus, and the Student
Conduct Officer in cases of integrity violations. Instructors have flexibility in determining
appropriate penalties for integrity violations, but all suspected cases must be reported to
Head of Campus. In the case of multiple infractions by a student, the Head of Campus
passes the information to the Student Conduct Committee for appropriate action. The
student has the right to appeal any academic decision, including those arising from the
academic integrity policy, through the established academic appeals process. 
All degree requirements, program learning outcomes, transfer equivalencies, course
offerings, and academic policies are readily available to students and the general public on
the university website. UMaine and UMM have well-established systems for maintaining
student records; evaluating credit for learning outside of college courses; providing ample
support for distance education; and evaluating courses, programs, and faculty. UMaine and
UMM follow all administrative guidelines for records retention and data security
established by UMS. 
Appraisal
Ensuring academic quality for all students in all course modalities
Online degree programs are subject to the same annual assessment and periodic program
review as an on-campus program. These include the online Bachelor of University Studies,
which is offered through DLL primarily for nontraditional students returning to college.
Online students are able to access essential services such as advising and online writing
tutoring through UMaine. Topics commonly addressed by distance advisors include: course
registration, using the “start-up guide” that describes resources for online courses,
readmission after suspension or voluntarily stopping out, enrollment at UMaine’s
Hutchinson Center, transfer and course equivalency, and Early College opportunities for
high school students. Many on-campus students at UMaine also choose to take courses
online and may work with a distance advisor at DLL. Such distance advising serves
important purposes for both recruitment and retention for the university as a whole. 
Sufficient opportunity for faculty contact is expected in all courses, regardless of delivery
method. The University of Maine Faculty Handbook calls for all faculty to schedule regular
availability, and make known when and how students can contact them. The handbook
states that for online courses, faculty should set up chat rooms, Zoom, Skype sessions, or
email arrangements, and, when possible, supplement with face-to-face office hours if there
are students who desire such meetings and can attend. UPCC reviews syllabi for proposed
new courses to ensure this information is present. 
UPCC provides guidelines departments and colleges follow when modifying and/or
proposing new programs or courses. However, direct oversight by UPCC ends once a new
course is approved, and departments (and colleges) oversee individual assessment of




incorporate a system of ongoing review for approved courses, including alignment to
program and/or General Education outcomes.  
All academic programs at UMM, except the Bachelor of College Studies degree, have set
objectives for student learning. Annual assessment of student learning at the program level
has been implemented. UMM has a robust system of oversight and regular review of most
academic majors. The Bachelor of College Studies is completing a review in 2018. All
degree programs meet standard expectations of 120 credits for baccalaureate degrees and
60 credits for associate degrees, and have a residency requirement. As described above, the
review process includes a self-study by program faculty involving significant input from
students and alumni, input from peer faculty at other institutions, and sometimes feedback
from industry practitioners. The process is designed to ensure that degrees awarded reflect
regional and industry needs, and appropriate content and levels of student learning.
Graduation requirements for each UMM program are clearly stated in the undergraduate
catalog and on the UMM website. The MaineStreet degree audit process evaluates degree
progress, and identifies completed and missing requirements for each student. The
Associate Registrar maintains academic records and verifies that students filing for
graduation have completed all degree requirements. The Associate Registrar and the Head
of Campus work with faculty and division chairs to ensure adherence to academic policies.
The Academic Affairs Committee works with the Associate Registrar and the Head of
Campus to routinely review and update academic policies and procedures.
New courses must be approved by the division faculty, the curriculum committee, the
faculty as a whole, and the Vice President of Academic Affairs. The Curriculum Change Flow
Chart outlines the process. Every instructor is expected to design course syllabi following a
Course Syllabus Outline created by the Vice President for Academic Affairs. All syllabi must
summarize course content, list learning outcomes, describe learning activities and
assignments, and state time expectations consistent with the university’s definition of a
credit hour.
Program faculty and division chairs work carefully to ensure required and elective courses
are offered frequently enough for students to earn a baccalaureate degree within four
years and an associate degree within two years. Full course listings are available to the
public through the Associate Registrar’s office, where record of the frequency of course
offerings is maintained. 
UMM adopts a holistic review process for applications for admission and lists criteria for
judging applications. UMM views retention as a multifaceted concept, including student
life, campus activities, and student support, but also has clear standards of academic
performance and consequences for not meeting them (see Suspension Policy). Certain
academic programs have academic performance requirements beyond the standard
university requirements. For example, the Education program requires maintaining a GPA of
2.5 in certain courses and passing the Educational Testing Service’s Praxis I and II exams.
Faculty mentors and the Academic Advising Coordinator are available to help guide
students toward degree completion. The Academic Advising Coordinator works closely with
students on probation and those who receive academic warnings. Students who are
suspended or who choose to leave the university can apply for readmission and will be
considered by the admissions team (and by the Head of Campus in the case that the
student was suspended).
Status of UMaine remote instructional locations
In January 2014, the Commission asked UMaine to ensure that faculty assigned to teach at
off-site instructional locations where the CAS and M.Ed. in Educational Leadership are
offered be appropriately qualified to do so. The College of Education and Human
Development has provided ample evidence confirming that faculty at those locations have
been well credentialed. Courses have not been offered at these locations since 2016. 
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In the same 2014 letter, the Commission asked us to ensure that we provided appropriate
financial support for our Brunswick instructional location. Due to low enrollment, that
location was closed the following year. 
Update on UMM Eagle Hill partnership
In December 2018, the Commission asked us to provide an update on UMM’s contractual
arrangement with the Eagle Hill Institute, with particular emphasis on success in achieving
the financial goals of the program. In spring 2019, UMM’s leadership — the Head of
Campus, the division chair of the academic unit partnering with the Institute, and faculty
— expect to work with Eagle Hill on a mutually satisfactory plan for fulfilling those goals.  
Projection
UMaine’s comprehensive review of General Education categories (2018–2022)
UMaine will comprehensively assess the General Education program over the next four
years. The proposed approach uses the AAC&U value rubrics in an annual scoring session to
ensure a more consistent framework through which to view student achievement.
Specifically, a) faculty will collect work that reflects the General Education area being
measured; b) this work will be uploaded into an online database for scoring; c) annually or
biannually, faculty with familiarity in particular General Education areas will score student
work; d) scores will be summarized by the Office of Institutional Research and Assessment
and reported to individual faculty, the Faculty Senate, and Academic Affairs. The anticipated
timeline is:
Spring 2018: Western cultural tradition (pilot)
Spring 2019: Social contexts and institutions
Spring 2019: Artistic and creative expression
Spring 2019: Ethics
Fall 2019: Population and the environment
Spring 2020: Quantitative literacy
Fall 2020: Writing
Spring 2021: Cultural diversity and international perspectives
Fall 2021: Science
The cycle repeats in spring 2022. 




from the Registrar’s list of course sections that include the targeted General Education area
will be identified. To qualify, courses must have at least 10 students enrolled. The final
selection of courses will include 10 lower-division and 10 upper-division sections, with 10
students’ work randomly selected from each section and de-identified. Participation in the
General Education assessment is expected of all units from which a course is randomly
selected. Faculty involved in scoring student work will be prepared through
workshops/webinars to participate in scoring sessions held in May. Course- and student-
level results will be reported to individual faculty members. Aggregate results by General
Education category will be reported through the Faculty Senate and Office of Institutional
Research and Assessment websites. (See also Standard Eight.)
Updating and publishing learning goals and program requirements
UMaine and UMM are working to publish learning goals and requirements for each
program. While many programs possess learning goals and requirements that drive the
curriculum, in some cases they are not made public. Other programs that have undergone
staffing and curriculum changes have been slow to update changes in learning goals.
Programs will continue to be encouraged to publish explicit student learning outcomes on
program websites.
Examining first-year curricula in undergraduate degree programs
Within the scope of the First-Year Student Success Initiative, the Provost has charged the
deans of the degree-granting colleges with examining first-year curricula for each major
and recommending changes necessary to improve first-year success. Further, working
groups are examining such areas as summer programming, living-learning communities,
and placement exams to improve the academic experience for first-year students. These
initiatives will result in action plans for improving the academic experience for UMaine
undergraduates (see also Standard Two). 
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I. Admissions
Description
In fall 2018, the combined enrollment for UMaine and UMM was 12,079 (10,040 undergraduate
and 2,039 graduate). Of those, 66% of students are Maine residents and 3% are international
students; 85% of students who reported ethnicity are white. This table shows a snapshot of
current enrollment.
UMaine offers 90 undergraduate major programs organized in five degree-granting colleges: the
Maine Business School, the College of Education and Human Development, the College of
Engineering, the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences; and the College of Natural Sciences,
Forestry and Agriculture. (As noted in Standard Four, the Bachelor of University Studies is housed
in the Division of Lifelong Learning.) UMaine also is home to one of the nation’s oldest Honors
programs, the Honors College. 
Records retention and student privacy
UMaine and UMM adhere to the highest ethical standards in their admissions and retention
policies, with records retention and related information safeguarding policies modeled after and
aligned with University of Maine System policies. Additionally, UMaine regards student privacy
as a core value. The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 protects the privacy of
students. Under this Act, students have the right to inspect and review their education records
and have the right to challenge records when they are inaccurate, misleading, or otherwise in
violation of the student’s privacy rights. The Office of Student Records is the primary resource for
issues related to student privacy. 
Nondiscrimination policy and student-facing information
UMaine and UMM do not discriminate on the grounds of race, color, religion, sex, sexual
orientation, including transgender status and gender expression, national origin, citizenship
status, age, disability, genetic information or veteran’s status in employment, education, and all
other programs and activities. The Bias Response Team monitors and responds to instances of
bias and hate in the UMaine community. UMaine considers acts of hate unacceptable and
antithetical to its commitment to an inclusive and respectful community.  
Every effort is made to ensure the success of admitted students and to retain them to
graduation. UMaine is careful not to mislead students regarding the nature of its programs, the
level of performance required, the cost of attendance, the academic and social services provided




UMaine and UMM Fall 2018 Enrollment Snapshot
                                                                  UMaine                                                 UMM
                                          Undergraduate     Graduate        Total              Undergraduate
Overall enrollment              9,365                 2,039         11,404                      675
Male                                        4,951                     687             5,638                         196
Female                                     4,414                   1,352           5,766                         479
Only online courses                   446                      424              870                           252
Living on campus                     3,433                      34              3,467                         165
International students               207                      190              397                             3
Maine resident                         5,892                   1,459           7,351                         611
Maine nonresident                   3,473                     580             4,053                          64
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services, academic services, and in- and out-of-class opportunities for enhancement and
engagement. We have a robust program of campus life and there are numerous on-campus
events focused on culture, the arts, politics, leadership, citizenship, intramural athletics, and
recreation. 
Admissions criteria
Admission is based on a combination of factors that demonstrate potential for academic
success. Criteria include academic credentials, scholastic achievement, and personal
motivation. Eighteen percent of UMaine’s undergraduate students entering in fall 2018
were from the top 10 percent of their high school class; 76 percent were from the top half.
Their average SAT score was 1159. The distribution by high school rank of entering
students has remained fairly consistent over time.  The overall (Evidence-Based Reading
and Writing and Math) average SAT score increased 11 points between fall 2016 and fall
2018. 
UMaine’s Office of Admissions and Office of International Programs determine admissibility
of domestic and international students, respectively, to all undergraduate programs, using
criteria developed in consultation with the academic colleges. Admissions counselors
generally consult with Associate Deans about applicants who counselors deem borderline
for admission. The Graduate School governs graduate admissions in consultation with the
graduate coordinators of the various programs. (See Standard Four for additional
information about admissions criteria)
Reporting to Admissions, UMaine’s Student Orientation program hosts a comprehensive
student orientation program in summer, fall, and spring. Between 2016 and 2018, 73%
percent of incoming first-year students participated in summer orientation programs.
Orientations are also held for graduate students and international students. Similarly,
UMM’s Office of Student Engagement hosts summer, fall, and spring orientations. (See
Standard Four for additional information about admissions criteria)
Appraisal
Enrollment growth
To promote enrollment growth, Enrollment Management has increased its recruiting
activities over the last five years. The division has 10 full-time fall recruiters who visit 14
states (Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island,
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New York, Virginia, Delaware, Maryland, Florida, and California)
and average about 900 high school visits each year. Further, the recruiting staff coordinate
or participate annually in 300 college fairs, 45 application review days, 40 transcript review
days, 12 guidance counselor updates, 10 accepted student receptions, four on-campus
accepted student days, and four on-campus open houses. By the end of the cycle, the
number of recruiting events typically averages 1,400. 
The Flagship Match program
Increased collaboration between Enrollment Management and Academic Affairs on student
recruitment has produced significant undergraduate enrollment growth. The most notable
change was the introduction of the Flagship Match, a scholarship program that allows
students to pay the equivalent of the in-state tuition for the flagship institution in their
home state, depending on specific academic criteria. In fall 2017, the second year of the
program, UMaine experienced the largest number of applications and the largest number
of incoming first-year students in the institution’s history. Students from eligible states
qualify for the Flagship Match award (Tier 1) with at least a 3.0 GPA and an 1120 SAT




number of students from the Flagship states who qualified for the Tier 1 award increased
55% between 2016 and 2018. 
The Flagship Match program has produced increasing first-year class sizes for four of the
five degree-granting colleges. The College of Education and Human Development, and the
Maine Business School, experienced the largest growth in first-year classes between 2015
and 2018: 36% and 59%, respectively. The size of the incoming class for the College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences has remained steady, while the College of Engineering and the
College of Natural Sciences, Forestry, and Agriculture have experienced modest growth (7%
and 6%, respectively.)
Graduate enrollment initiatives: Target X, growth in recruitment staffing
A number of collaborations have also had positive impacts on enrollment. The Division of
Lifelong Learning, Enrollment Management, and the Graduate School jointly adopted the
customer relationship management software Target X to better serve prospective graduate
students. The capacity to communicate with prospective students via this platform has
been bolstered by an increase from 0.5 to 2.5 FTE in recruitment staff. Graduate
recruitment activities include undergraduate student outreach, and participation in
international and domestic graduate fairs, as well as outreach to businesses and other
universities. Additionally, for the first time this academic year, doctoral level stipends
($16,000) have been differentiated from master’s level stipends ($15,600). Both are nine-
month appointments.
Youth outreach
The Division of Lifelong Learning, Enrollment Management, and the Graduate School
collaborated on a recruitment initiative involving Cooperative Extension and Admissions
staff during our 2018 4-H@UMaine weekend. The event resulted in more than 20 high
school students applying to UMaine. A new Visual and Performing Arts Scholarship
program proved successful, with fall 2016 enrollments in Studio Art and Theatre reaching a
five-year high. Other collaborations include Engineering’s weekly tours for prospective
students, which introduce hundreds of high school students to the college and to the
university as a whole. In the past year, nearly 2,000 K–12 students participated in
Engineering’s campus outreach programs.
UMaine undergraduate and graduate enrollment growth
The initiatives cited above have led to recent growth in undergraduate and graduate
enrollments, as highlighted in the figures below. However, increased enrollment has  been
met with modest diversity growth. See Standard Nine for information on UMaine’s
Diversity Action Plan. 
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Retention, graduation, and student success initiatives
UMaine’s first-year, full-time student retention rate has held steady — between 75% and
81% — between 2014 and 2018. Four-year and six-year graduation rates have ranged
from 33% to 40% and 56% to 60%, respectively. (More detail on retention and graduation
rates can be found in Standard Eight.) Benchmark data from the Consortium for Student
Retention Data Exchange and IPEDS reveal that UMaine’s graduation rates generally
compare favorably to similarly selective public higher/moderate research universities and
rural land grant institutions. UMaine has placed increasing emphasis on improving
retention and graduation while expanding or creating Student Life programs to grow
student engagement and provide students with needed services. New points of emphasis
in Academic Affairs focus on holistic advising and early interventions with struggling
students, particularly through our adoption of the Navigate early-alert/retention software
system. 
The Think 30 initiative encourages students to
enroll in 30 credits per academic year to
graduate in four years, and with lower levels of
debt. In addition to its financial incentives, the
initiative has expanded opportunities for students to earn credits through winter and
summer sessions, and through other online courses. Sixty-five percent of all degree-seeking
undergraduates took 15 or more credits in fall 2018, 5 percentage points higher than in fall
2016 and 14 percentage points higher than in the fall 2015, the year before the




83% taking 15 or more credit hours in fall 2018, compared with only 60% of the incoming
class of 2015. More information on results to date can be found in Standard Eight.
A number of additional campus initiatives are aimed at increasing student success. The
Division of Lifelong Learning has augmented its support services for students in the
Bachelor of University Studies, particularly those completing the degree online. Examining
the 2016 re-introduction of a Winter Session shows positive results to date. In spring 2016,
673 undergraduates took Winter Session courses. The number increased to 931 in spring
2017 and 1,161 in spring 2018, a 73% increase over the first year. Consistent with such
increases, we see that the percentage of degree-seeking undergraduates taking 15 or more
credits in the spring term has steadily improved from 46% in 2015 to 61% in 2018.
In 2016, Engineering created an Undergraduate Advising and Internship Coordinator
position to provide additional academic and advising support. That same year, the Engaged
Black Bear Program launched with seven learning pathways and 28 badges. Eighty-four 
e-badges were issued in the first year of this student engagement initiative funded by the
Davis Educational Foundation. Badges range from internship expertise to service to
leadership. Natural Sciences, Forestry, and Agriculture recently piloted a communication
initiative in which incoming students received texts periodically over the summer to
provide information and support as they prepare to start college. Finally, Education and
Human Development administers the Maine Educational Talent Search and the Maine
Educational Opportunity Center, two federal TRIO programs encouraging success in
postsecondary education among low-income or first-generation college families.
(Additional information about academic advising can be found in Standard Six.)
Our principal academic initiative for student success is the Provost’s First-Year Student
Success Initiative (see Standard Two). 
Student services and co-curricular experiences
Description
UMaine offers an array of student services consistent with the institutional mission and
student needs. The Vice President for Student Life and Dean of Students heads the division.
The Vice President, the Senior Associate Dean, and the Assistant Dean and Director of
Student and Administrative Support Services comprise the central Student Life leadership
and, like other members of the division, are primarily concerned about life on campus and
providing support services to help students succeed. For campus or personal emergencies,
the deans are on call 24 hours a day and walk-in services are available throughout each
business day. There is a liaison for graduate students through the Student Life office, and
the Associate Dean of Graduate Programs and his staff provide day-to-day support for
graduate students. The undergraduate and graduate student governments have a close
working relationship with the administration, meeting biweekly with the Vice President for
Student Life, and monthly with the President and other senior administrators. 
Student Life employs some 400 students, 25 graduate assistants, 11 support staff members,
and 73 professionals. Student service personnel are highly trained and well credentialed.
The typical minimum degree requirement for professional staff is the master’s degree.
Student Life and other student services offices are funded at levels ensuring appropriate
delivery of a robust program of services. Student facilities, from residence halls to office
space to recreation space, are appropriate to the division’s mission and high-quality
student experiences. The Student Handbook is the official student guide; it is maintained
electronically by Student Life and is a companion to the UMaine Undergraduate Catalog.
These two resources contain detailed information about university policies and student
success. The Student Life Mission and Vision is online and full description of all student
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Student Life follows the National Association of Student Personnel Administrators
Standards of Practice. These standards promote student personnel work as a profession,
which requires personal integrity, belief in the dignity and worth of individuals, respect for
individual differences and diversity, a commitment to service, and dedication to the
development of individuals and the university community through education. Policies on
student rights, including complaint procedures, and responsibilities are in the Student Code
of Conduct and in the Student Handbook. These are easily accessible, updated annually,
and fairly administered. 
Co-curricular opportunities
UMaine students are also offered a large number of co-curricular experiences through
200+ student clubs and organizations, campus leadership opportunities, intramurals, sports
clubs, volunteer, and travel opportunities. The Campus Activities and Student Engagement
office has a clear focus on student organizations, leader training, and out-of-classroom
experiences, including  cross-country skiing, hiking, mountain-climbing, and related
opportunities delivered through the Maine Bound program. 
Career planning and placement supports
The UMaine Career Center is another excellent resource for students. In 2017–2018, career
counselors met with 5,485 students and reached additional students through social media.
The Career Center also held the largest annual Engineering Job Fair and Career Fair in
Maine, with a total of over 301 registered employers in attendance. The Career Center’s
online resource library is available to both UMaine and UMM students. UMM students are
included in our online job listings database, CareerLink. UMM students can participate in
14 student clubs and organizations, Greek Life, and intramural sports. 
UMaine also works to support students in post-graduation transitions and in managing
other challenges they may face. For example, the Career Center provides career services
and programs for students and alumni to enable them to successfully identify and pursue




personal responsibility through educational outreach to the university community and the
enforcement of the Student Conduct Code. The Commuter and Non-Traditional Students
Program provides comprehensive programs and services for UMaine’s nontraditional and
commuting students to enhance their educational experience, and support their retention
and success. Fogler Library provides information and services that help ensure students’
educational success. (In the past year, reference staff answered more than 16,600
questions, and their web-based resources had more than 236,800 hits.) The library also
partners with the Tutor Program and with the Writing Center to provide space in the
building for their work with students. 
Athletics
UMaine provides a large complement of expected and necessary student life and services
programs. For example, Athletics administers UMaine’s 17 Division I sports programs.
Athletics reports to the President and adheres to all NCAA policies and standards. Student-
athletes are treated in the same manner as all other students and, while important, the
athletic emphasis is subordinate to the institution’s academic mission. 
Drug and alcohol education resources
The Alcohol and Drug Education programs within the Student Wellness Resource Center
offer students opportunities to look at personal substance use behaviors and options to
choose healthy lifestyles, grounded in moderation and the acceptance of personal
responsibility for actions. 
Volunteerism
The Barbara Higgins Bodwell ‘45 Center for Service and Volunteerism supports and
develops activities related to community service, volunteerism, service learning, and
philanthropy; and operates a food pantry and thrift shop on campus. Campus Activities and
Student Engagement, a unit of Student Life, stimulates and encourages social, cultural,
intellectual and recreational interaction by providing learning experiences outside of the
classroom. 
Counseling and wellness supports
To promote the success of some of the most vulnerable students on campus, the
Counseling Center promotes community-wide health and wellness through prevention and
educational programs, and confidential counseling and psychological services. The Center
recently received full re-accreditation by the International Association of Counseling
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Services and the American Psychological Association. The Center’s Office of Outreach,
Education and Prevention is a “safe space” and is home to the Mind Spa, whose programs
include mind-body interventions, such as guided meditation and mindful yoga, and
workshops and presentations focusing on symptom reduction and quality of life
improvement, such as mindfulness, cultivating calm, self-compassion, resilience, grit,
growth through adversity, and gratitude.
The percentage of degree-seeking undergraduate and graduate students who received
counseling services last year was 6.74% and 5.32%, respectively. The number of students
receiving clinical services has increased steadily over the past four years; in 2018, the
Center served 1,027 students. In addition, the number of students asking for crisis
appointments increased from 196 in 2015 to 359 in 2018. The university is highly conscious
of students’ social-emotional and mental health needs, and carefully monitors staffing
levels in the Counseling Center and related student service offices.  
Student financial aid
The Office of Student Financial Aid at UMaine and Financial Aid Office at UMM assist
students and families with the process of funding their education. In addition to advising
families and disbursing aid and work-study, the offices, which share a director, provide
students information on costs, types of financial aid, completing the FAFSA, and debt. 
UMaine has significantly increased its investment in financial aid in recent years. Between 
FY2012 and FY2019, overall institutional financial aid spending grew by 84%. Spending on
institutional grant and scholarships was the largest contributor to this growth: UMaine
increased institutional grants and scholarships by $22 million over that period. 
Roughly three-quarters of baccalaureate graduates from UMaine and UMM graduate with
debt. The past three years, UMaine’s cohort default rates have ranged between 5% and
6.6%, and UMM’s have ranged from 11.6% to 16.8%.  
Student disability accommodations and support
Student Accessibility Services’ (SAS) mission is to create educational access for students
with disabilities at UMaine by providing or coordinating disability accommodations,
sharing information about the university and its resources with students and families, and
educating the campus community. SAS works to increase success, persistence, and
retention of enrolled students with disabilities, and annually supports over 550 students
with permanent or temporary disabilities.
Appraisal
Several changes and additions have been made in Student Life since 2009 to improve
resources and outcomes for student success. 
Investments in student safety
The Student Behavior Review Team (SBRT) was established in 2008. Meeting weekly, SBRT
responds to — and trains others how to respond to — student behavioral issues. Last year,
over 100 cases were brought before SBRT, and students received targeted interventions by
a team of professionals. Additionally, in 2016 the Office of Sexual Assault and Violence
Prevention, with a Deputy Title IX Coordinator, was established. In 2017, a Title IX
substance abuse educator was hired. 
Numbers from our 2017 Clery Report data indicate a spike in substance abuse cases. This
was expected; more resources promote exposure of otherwise-hidden cases. In the 2017–
2018 academic year, education and prevention outreach activities increased via visits to
first-year student success courses. Over 1,108 first-year students were reached this way.
Additional outreach has been shared by Residence Life staff, sociology majors, Greek Life





The Memorial Union is home to centrally located, student-focused centers and operations.
A full-service Student Wellness Resource Center has expanded to include the Alcohol and
Other Drug Prevention program, as well as Lead Well peer wellness educators. Bystander
Intervention training has also been heavily emphasized by the Student Wellness Resource
Center using the slogan “see something, say something.” 
The Veterans Education and Transition Services was established in 2009. It is centrally
located and staffed and is resourced appropriately. The First-Year Center was relocated to
the Memorial Union and reorganized to become the First-Year and Transfer Student Center.
The Office of Multicultural Student Life brought the LGBTQ Rainbow Resource Center under
its auspices and was up-staffed to accommodate growing interest and student demand.
The Student Women’s Resource Center, Wade Leadership Center, Non-Traditional and
Commuting Students Lounge, newspaper, WMEB (radio), Representative Student Boards,
Student Government Inc., and Greek Life Center are also housed in Memorial Union.
Student housing and recreation facilities
Future housing options should be suited to student needs and UMaine will continue to
explore and develop public/private partnerships to make this a reality. These initiatives and
possibilities will be discussed and explored through the 2019–2022 Division of Student Life
Strategic Plan (in process). In that plan, this type of expansion may also be considered for
the New Balance Campus Recreation Center, a nationally recognized facility that enjoys
some 2,200 visitors daily and has been noted as a transformational aspect of the campus.
The 86,000 square-foot facility is home to student-centered and community-engaged
programs and services. Campus Recreation works to create a community that is healthy,
engaged, and physically active.  
Intramural Sports runs five nights a week and has over 40 events and leagues. Student
participation is high, with 15,000 participants per year. Our Fitness programs offer over 40
classes a week, and when combined with personal and group training, help support the
wellness goals of over 10,000 faculty, staff, and student participants annually. The New
Balance Recreation Center also supports the Maine Bound Adventure Center that has over
11,000 student uses of the indoor climbing wall, and outdoor adventure programs and
services per year.
FERPA process improvements
Finally, the Office of Student Records is currently providing input on a new University of
Maine System  training initiative that will include a FERPA training module. UMS recently
upgraded its document imaging system, and steps are being taken to provide UMaine a
process to purge records in accordance with the Record Retention Practices. UMaine’s
Associate Registrar provides a periodic training on FERPA for administrators and
professional and clerical staff.
Student Life self-assessments
The Division of Student Life has an internal assessment process that reviews each
department every three years. The review looks at best practices of the discipline,
comparison to CAS standards, evidence-based practices, promising strategies, issues,
concerns and recommendations for future operations. Division leaders and staff also collect
data using on-line web survey tools, self-assessments, and external assessments, conducted
through the graduate program in Higher Education, to determine trends and interests.
Offices collect data on participation, satisfaction and use of services and resources. 
The LGBTQ Center completed a climate assessment in 2017. A biennial climate survey
assesses student knowledge, perceptions, and experience of issues of sexual assault and all
forms of sexual violence. We also enlist student voices and input via the LeadWell Peer
educator program, LiveWell Student Wellness Coaches, the LGBTQ and Allies Council, the
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University of Maine Veterans Association, and the Veteran Student Advisory
Committee.Additionally, institutional data from the Office of Institutional Research and
Assessment are used to determine effectiveness and trend analysis. Currently, UMaine and
UMM use the NSSE instrument, and UMaine will conduct the CORE survey for substance
use and abuse. UMaine also conducts the biennial Drug Free Schools and Community Act
review of substance abuse services.




The University of Maine is positioned for further enrollment growth through careful
attention to recruiting and supporting in-state students and attracting out-of-state
students through our Flagship Match program. The in-state and out-of-state awareness of
what UMaine has to offer has broadened through increases in acceptance standards, a
broader national marketing program, and availability of relevant programs and services.
Even with declining numbers of high school graduates in Maine, the university expects to
attract an increasing percentage of those graduates while continuing to increase the
number of out-of-state students through the Flagship Match program. UMaine has the
quality programs to attract increased numbers, and has expanded its visibility in this
competitive market. 
UMaine has set a goal to increase the incoming class size for both UMaine and UMM: An
increase of 5% for UMaine and 43% for UMM. To that end, UMaine has extended its
Flagship Match program to three additional states — Minnesota, Virginia, and Michigan
—  and has waived all application fees to remove barriers to financially stressed families.
UMaine has also taken on an expanded role in UMM recruitment and admissions. UMaine
is directing and assisting with travel, application review, on- and off-campus recruitment
events, application-generation campaigns, marketing material design, and trainings to
increase efficiency in all areas of the enrollment operation, while offering numerous
mentoring and professional development opportunities to UMM staff. 
The UMaineGOLD program is projected to increase online enrollment by at least 25%
between FY2019 and FY2020. (See Standard Four for a description of this program.)
UMaine projects a 3 percent increase in total enrollment over the next five years. 
Retention and graduation
Improving retention and graduation rates is a key priority. Further analysis of our student
populations and their needs, and more thorough evaluations of programs supporting them,
will allow us to better serve students with the resources we have. UMaine aims to increase
retention and graduation rates by 5% over the next five years through a combination of an
early-alert advising tool (EAB Navigate), college-based advising centers, first-year success
courses, and our continuing emphasis on completing college in four years through the
Think 30 initiative.   
Student services
Student services programs are operating at maximal efficiency. Over the years in response
to budget constraints, the Division of Student Life has realigned staff, and maintained
services and standards within the confines of current resources. This has been effective, but
infusion of financial resources in 2017, 2018, and 2019 has enhanced the student
experience through the expansion of critical services and programs improvements.
Counselors, preventionists, and programmers have also been added to the staff. 
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I. Faculty and Academic Staff
Description
In fall 2018, UMaine employed 888 faculty and UMM employed 64. The table below provides a
summary of current faculty for UMaine and UMM.
UMaine and UMM Fall 2018 faculty snapshot
UMaine faculty establish the curriculum and academic standards for academic units, and initiate
the creation and elimination of courses and programs. The Faculty Senate represents the faculty in
making recommendations and decisions about program creation and elimination. At UMM, the
faculty meet as a whole and oversee the curricular and academic standards for the programs in
Machias. Although the President of UMaine makes final decisions, academic hiring is normally
based on department-level faculty searches. 
Appointment, promotion, and tenure
Faculty appointments, tenure, and promotion decisions at UMaine reflect those normally found at
major research institutions in the United States, and are identified in the AFUM contract.
Reappointment, promotion, and tenure decisions are made with substantial faculty input based on
student, peer and self-evaluations of teaching, research, and service. 
Evaluation criteria are developed at the appropriate departmental or divisional level, and address
teaching (instruction, student advising, course/curricula development, etc), research and
scholarship (including creative work in the discipline, publications and presentations, research,
and scholarly writing), and service (to the department, college, campus and university, and to
professional activities and service related to the discipline, the state, and beyond). At UMM, while
the focus is on teaching rather than on research, the same areas of evaluation criteria are applied.
Faculty rights and responsibilities
UMaine and UMM faculty rights and responsibilities are delineated in the AFUM contract. At
UMaine, they are also reflected in campus governance policies (the Faculty Senate Constitution
and Bylaws, the bylaws of each of academic college, and the Faculty Handbook). All members of
the university community enjoy and exercise academic freedom as generally understood in higher
education. At UMaine, academic freedom is defined as the freedom to discuss, meet with others,
and present scholarly and personal opinions and conclusions regarding all matters in the
classroom and in public; to explore all avenues of scholarship, research, and creative expression;
and to reach conclusions according to one’s scholarly discernment and according to one’s own
conscience on all matters, including university operations, policies and employment practices
without any institutional censure, discipline or restraint. UMM has a Faculty Handbook distinct
from UMaine’s, but with a similar definition of academic freedom. 
Faculty workload at UMaine, which includes teaching, research, and university and public service,
is determined primarily at the department level (or other appropriate unit), and is based on
departmental responsibilities and needs, college needs, individual competencies, and past
workload. Individual workload assignments are made in consultation with the faculty member.
Faculty workloads vary by college and in some instances within a college. The most common
teaching load at UMaine for tenure-track faculty members is 2-2. 
At UMM, the faculty teaching workload is primarily 12 credits per semester (4-4) due to the
UMaine Faculty (inclusive): Headcount and FTE, 2008–2009 to 2017–2018
                                            tenured/                    regular appointment                     adjunct
                                    tenure-stream           not tenured/tenure-stream                faculty                              total
                                                                                                                                                 
academic year        headcount     FTE                 headcount     FTE                headcount     FTE              headcount     FTE
2008–2009                      475          467.3                      211           197.6                       259          79.4                    945           744.4
2009–2010                      463          454.8                      199           186.2                       254          75.1                    916           716.1
2010–2011                      445          441.2                      200           187.8                       220          61.3                    865           690.2
2011–2012                      442          432.4                      208           195.4                       303          75.3                    953           703.2
2012–2013                      426          410.9                      213           197.1                       321          81.0                    960           689.0
2013–2014                      438          420.4                      196           183.8                       326          79.4                    960           683.6
2014–2015                      429          417.5                      193           184.1                       312          76.4                    934           678.0
2015–2016                      423          407.3                      193           186.5                       305          77.4                    921           671.2
2016–2017                      437          418.4                      201           190.5                       265          76.4                    903           685.2
2017–2018                      442          428.7                      197           186.0                       295          75.8                    934           690.5
Note. This table includes all active UMaine employees having an employee classification of “faculty.” This inclusive group comprises faculty affiliated with an
academic unit or the Division of Lifelong Learning, as well as associate deans and coaches, and appointments in Cooperative Extension and policy- and
research-related centers (e.g. Climate Change Institute, Margaret Chase Smith Policy Center).
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campus focus on teaching. Student advising at UMM is also part of the faculty’s teaching
responsibilities. UMM faculty are encouraged to develop strong ongoing relationships with
advisees, adhering to a “relational advising” model. Faculty are assigned advisees in their major
and the number of advisees per faculty member varies by program. At UMM, there is an
additional first-year student advisor and an adult learning advisor for those student populations.  
Faculty expertise
Faculty at UMaine typically hold terminal degrees in their disciplines from a wide array of
respected institutions. The nature of UMaine as a research institution means that faculty
members are recruited, evaluated, and retained based not only on their teaching competence,
but also on scholarly and research productivity and potential. The faculty database provides a
central clearinghouse for ongoing information about the expertise and productivity of faculty
members. Further, in different colleges and program areas, specialized accreditation also works
to ensure that teaching is done by qualified and competent instructors, whether faculty,
graduate students, or adjunct faculty. Specialized accreditation applies a corresponding standard
at UMM, with the addition of outside program reviews also ensuring the quality of faculty. 
Academic ranks and faculty categories
Faculty categories and definitions are outlined in the AFUM contract. There are three kinds of
ranks at UMaine: Academic Ranks, Extension Ranks, and Research Ranks. Academic Ranks
include Lecturer, Instructor, Assistant Professor, Associate Professor, and Professor; all except
Lecturer and Instructor ranks are tenure-track. Extension Ranks include Extension Instructor,
Assistant Extension Professor, Associate Extension Professor, and Extension Professor. Research
Ranks include Assistant Research Professor and Research Professor. 
After six years of service, appointment of faculty members holding special or research
appointments can be discontinued only for just cause (e.g. a lack of funding). With respect to
graduate faculty, six categories of membership exist: full graduate faculty, associate graduate
faculty, external graduate faculty, emeritus graduate faculty, graduate faculty, and ex officio
members. The level of membership on the graduate faculty corresponds to the ability to chair a
graduate committee, cochair a graduate committee, serve on a graduate committee, and teach
a graduate-level course. Training specifically targeting graduate teaching assistants is also
provided at the departmental level, especially in units in which teaching assistants are used
extensively. All faculty members at UMaine must hold an appointment in a home department.
UMM has the same rank structure and tenure process, minus the Extension Ranks and with
Research Ranks being rare. 
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Adjunct faculty
An important cadre at UMaine is our adjunct faculty, whose employment conditions are
outlined in the Part-Time Faculty Association (PATFA) contract. A full count of
tenure/tenure-track and not tenured/tenure-track faculty and adjunct appointments is
provided below. In addition to adjunct faculty, who taught 15% of class sections in 2017–
2018, courses are also taught by graduate teaching assistants. In 2017–2018, UMaine
employed 639 graduate assistants, who taught 12% of class sections (57% were labs, 22%
recitations, and 21% lectures or seminars).
UMaine’s University Teaching Council, a faculty-led group that advises the Provost on
matters of pedagogy, curricular innovation, and classroom best practices, conducted a two-
year study of adjunct faculty resource needs in 2015–17. An end-of-summer Adjunct
Faculty Orientation, organized and led by staff in the Center for Innovation in Teaching and
Learning, was an outgrowth of that work. The orientation shares information with new and
returning adjunct faculty about Human Resources, library access, departmental cultures and
expectations, and other facets of their work at the university.
Faculty recruitment
In recruiting new faculty and staff members, UMaine and UMM both adhere to an open
and consistent search process using HireTouch software. Recruitment is the shared
responsibility of the recruiting department and Human Resources. The selection of the
search committee and the search chair is determined at the unit level, but it is UMaine’s
policy that the search committee should be diversified to the degree possible by race,
gender, culture, and in other appropriate ways. It is also UMaine’s expectation that both
men and women will participate on each search committee, and, where necessary, the
Office of Equal Opportunity assists search committees in this regard.  
All units at UMaine are assigned a Human Resources Partner (HRP) who works as a liaison
between the unit and HR in all searches. Once the search for a position has been approved
by the Provost and the college Dean, a job description is prepared. This job description is
then approved by the Dean’s Office and HR. 
Typically, an initial short list is developed from the applicant pool by the search committee,
and candidates are interviewed by phone or videoconference. After initial interviews, the
search committee proposes a list of finalists. For faculty hires, the list of finalists must be
approved by HR and the college dean. Under normal circumstances, a minimum of two
candidates are brought to campus as finalists for any position. The search committee sends
a list of finalists to the dean with narrative of the finalists’ strengths and weaknesses,
consistent with the identified criteria for the position. The dean makes a decision about
what offer should be made and to whom. UMM searches (and other HR functions) are
supported by UMaine HRPs. A similar process is followed at UMM, with the Head of
Campus making the final hiring decision. 
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Appraisal
The number of FTE faculty at UMaine showed an overall drop between 2009–2010 and
2015–2016, with tenured/tenure-track faculty experiencing the largest drop (-13%). This
occurred during a period of enrollment decline (see figure above). Recent growth in
enrollment has led to a reversal of the trend, with increased investment in tenured/tenure-
track faculty in recent years. UMaine appointed 93 tenured/tenure-track faculty between
2015 and 2018, which is almost twice the number of faculty who departed in the same
period.  
Salaries
Data from the 2017–2018 American Association of University Professors’ Annual Report on
the Economic Status of the Profession indicate that average salaries at UMaine and UMM
are lower than the national averages for their respective institutional peer groups.
                                       University of Maine                                  University of Maine at Machias
                                        National Average      UMaine               National Average          UMM        
Rank                              Public Doctoral                                         Baccalaureate
Professor                           $141,476               $112,700                     $90,879                $69,200
Associate Professor             $99,820                 $85,500                     $73,387                $58,400
Assistant Professor              $87,043                 $68,500                     $63,616                $48,400
Instructor                             $65,606                 $54,400                     $57,222                           *
Lecturer                               $64,614                 $56,800                     $52,807                           *
*The number of instructors and lecturers included in the salary data reported for UMM was too
small to be included in the averages.
In the state of Maine, average salaries at UMaine are higher than at all other public
institutions, though they are lower than at the private liberal arts universities in the state
(Bates College, Bowdoin College, and Colby College). Data included in the NEA’s Higher
Education Advocate May 2017 publication indicated the salaries at UMM were lower than
at most other higher education institutions in Maine. 
Faculty diversity
The recruitment of historically underrepresented groups and women for faculty positions at
UMaine remains a matter of attention and concern. See chart below for data by faculty
rank. With respect to issues UMaine women faculty face, the UMaine Rising Tide Center,
established to advance gender equity on campus, released its Comparative Study of
Gender Differences in Perceptions of Faculty Work-Life, 2011 & 2015 in 2016. In addition,
the Provost’s ADVANCE Initiative Council was formed in March 2009 (renamed the
Provost’s Council on the Advancement of Women Faculty in fall 2016). This council serves
as an internal advisory committee on matters related to gender equity.
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Rising Tide’s work on gender equity has produced more than 20 peer-reviewed
publications, and over 20 national and international presentations that serve as a resource
for UMS, and other academic institutions.
II. Teaching and learning
Description
UMaine engages in a broad array of efforts to ensure that instructional methods are
aligned with best practices, and that student learning is measured through reliable and
valid methods driven by faculty input and participation. These include both instructional
interventions/professional development and quality assurance methods, such as program
accreditation and review processes. A major focus during the past five years has been a
campuswide implementation of program and General Education assessment (see also
Standard Eight). The Office of Institutional Research and Assessment has worked with
faculty to design a campus assessment plan, common protocols for program assessment,
and a plan for the assessment of General Education courses.  
Accreditation and advisory committees
Individual colleges and programs also undergo specialized accreditation and review. Over
50 programs of study at UMaine have earned and maintained specialized accreditation in
good standing. Major units include the College of Engineering, which has continuously
maintained ABET accreditation since 1936; the Maine Business School, fully accredited
through the Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB) since 1974;
and the College of Education and Human Development (currently NCATE-accredited;
seeking CAEP accreditation in 2020).   
Advisory committees also play a significant role in program development. Dozens of
advisory groups help guide academic and research centers across UMaine. For example, the
professional advisory committee for the Cooperative Forestry Research Unit helps guide the
focus and scope of collaborative research activities focused on improving tree species and
wildlife management practices. Another example is UMaine’s Graduate School of
Biomedical Science and Engineering, established in 2006 as a partnership among UMaine,
Jackson Laboratory, Mount Desert Island Biological Laboratory, Maine Medical Center
Research Institute, the University of Southern Maine, and the University of New England.
The External Advisory Board provides external counsel and perspective regarding scientific
direction and curricula, assists in identifying and securing external funding, aids in
networking for students and faculty, and serves in an advocacy role both internal and
external to the university. 
UMM has several standing advisory committees, including Education, Recreation &
Tourism, Management, Conservation Law, the Early Maine Literature Advisory Board, and
two ad hoc advisory committees, Psychology & Community Studies and Business Studies.
Examples of UMaine and UMM course and program innovation
UMaine has worked consistently to meet the needs of students through innovative
academic offerings and instructional practices. Below are several examples:
In fall 2016, a set of successful Phage Genomics courses, developed as a collaboration
between the Honors College and Molecular and Biomedical Sciences (MBMS), were
expanded to include all MBMS entering students. The Maine Business School faculty has
introduced several new courses in recent years, including new MBA offerings in Managerial
Marketing and Socially Responsible Investing. Leadership in Chaotic Times, a Washington,
D.C. travel course, has offered as part of UMaine’s Leadership Studies program, and includes
meetings with members of Congress, ambassadors, lobbyists, military leaders, congressional
staffers, and others. And in 2016 and 2017, the School of Nursing led community health
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disaster simulations in partnership with UMaine students, UMaine police, local fire and
rescue personnel, area nurses, and the UMaine Volunteer Ambulance Corps. 
In 2017, UMaine developed a regional course on family forests in conjunction with the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst and the University of Vermont through a grant
from the New England Society of American Foresters. Thirty-two undergraduate forestry
students — 11 from UMaine — participated. A major assignment required students to
prepare, working in inter-university groups, a syllabus for future family forests classes, with
reading lists addressing family forest outreach and education, outdoor recreation
management, invasive plants and pests, regional silviculture, maple syrup production, small
scale timber harvesting, succession and legacy planning, and consulting forestry. 
Each year, a Division of Lifelong Learning course offers students the chance to attend the
Camden International Film Festival and engage with filmmakers from around the world.
The course provides students with an insider view of the film industry. The Darling Marine
Center, in cooperation with the School of Marine Sciences, offers students a Semester by
the Sea experience to study complex marine environments and apply foundational skills
acquired in preparatory coursework. And UMaine’s Hutchinson Center hosts the Midcoast
Leadership Academy, where participants from the midcoast region of Maine develop
management and leadership skills. 
Two examples of innovative applied practice are the use of TeachLivE, an avatar-based
simulator by UMaine Education and Human Development students, who receive real-time
feedback about the quality and appropriateness of their teaching strategies in a mixed-
reality environment; and UMaine’s Cooperative Extension 4–H STEM Ambassadors:
undergraduate students who facilitate STEM activities with Maine youth ages 8–14. 
UMaine’s Foster Center for Student Innovation offers a minor in Innovation Engineering
emphasizing a systematic approach to creating, communicating, and commercializing ideas
in any field. Students learn how to innovate in a range of organizations: businesses,
nonprofits, government agencies, educational institutions, arts organizations, and others.
Innovation Engineering students use prototyping and small-scale production facilities in
UMaine research centers, including the Innovative Media, Research and Commercialization
Center and the Advanced Manufacturing Center. 
A major focus at UMaine is STEM instructional transformation. Faculty in Biology and
Ecology, and Physics and Astronomy created an NSF-supported University Classroom
Observation Program, where 117 middle and high school teachers have observed 535
STEM courses and provided faculty with feedback on their instruction. To date, research
from this program has been published in three peer-reviewed publications and has
garnered additional NSF funding to examine the student transition from high school to
first-year university STEM courses. 
UMaine also delivers the Faculty Course Modification Incentive Grant-Maine Learning
Assistant (FIG-MLA) Program, aimed at improving undergraduates’ STEM course
experiences and outcomes while providing professional development opportunities for
exemplary STEM majors and STEM faculty. Through the program, STEM faculty receive
assistance in planning and enacting course modifications that incorporate research-based
techniques for STEM instruction, including those that promote active learning. As of 2017,
38 instructors in 14 departments have received these grants. 
Maine Learning Assistants (MLA) are undergraduates hired to assist with faculty course
modifications. In total, 238 undergraduate students have worked as MLAs. In 2017–2018,
77% of incoming STEM majors took at least one MLA-supported course, and
undergraduates in these classes showed higher retention rates than students in non-MLA
supported courses. The program is coordinated by UMaine’s Center for Research in STEM
Education (RiSE Center), which was formed to advance the research and practice of
teaching and learning in STEM fields through research, graduate education, and
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professional development, and community partnerships focused on improving the research
and research-based practice of STEM education at all levels of instruction. 
Several UMM programs have been developed to transform the learning environment for
students. Launched in fall 2015, STEM Bridge is a nine-day program offered prior to the
start of the fall semester for students with a weak background in mathematics. It mixes
mathematics support, growth mindset development, and hands-on activities salient to the
UMM science program. The Peer Educator Program, begun in spring 2015, comprises
supplemental instructors, trained embedded tutors, and regular Study Center tutors
matched with courses based on academic need. Finally, the Family Futures Downeast is a
one-year program providing access to education and employment opportunities for parents
with young children by combining postsecondary education and workforce development
with high-quality early education for the children. 
Program assessment 
UMaine faculty are leading efforts to design new assessment instruments intended to
measure differences in student thinking when administered at multiple time-points during
an undergraduate program: e.g. when students enter the major; after the introductory
course series; just prior to graduation. For example, faculty in Biology and Ecology have led
the design of the Bio-MAPS (Biology-Measuring Achievement and Progression in Science)
suite of assessments, which are aligned with core concepts of Biology outlined in the
American Association for the Advancement of Science’s 2009 Vision and Change report,
and supported by NSF funding. Outcomes from these assessments have been used by
UMaine faculty to highlight program successes, and to develop ways to address
challenging concepts for students. In addition, there are several faculty learning
communities in Biology and Ecology focused on outcomes assessment.   
Support for faculty and graduate teaching assistants
The Center for Innovation in Teaching and Learning (CITL) provides support for innovative
pedagogical efforts, and promotes excellent teaching and learning at UMaine. Together
with partner centers and academic units, CITL works to create and sustain a culture of
innovation in teaching through workshops and personalized consulting on curricular and
instructional design, educational software, technologies for instruction, and related efforts
to support 21st-century information and learning cultures.  CITL has studios staffed with
instructional designers, and outfitted with video and audio production facilities, and
resources for developing animations, graphics, and experimenting with new technologies.
Training specifically targeting graduate teaching assistants is also provided at the
departmental level, especially where teaching assistants are extensively used. In addition,
CITL staff help UMaine and UMM make pedagogy-informed decisions about services used
in teaching, including student response systems, video services, web collaboration
platforms, learning analytics, and more.
In 2017–2018, CITL helped faculty develop technology solutions for 157 undergraduate
and graduate courses in Business, Education and Human Development, New Media, and
other programs; delivered 18 training workshops for faculty and students; and provided
tours for Admissions, 4–H, and others. 
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To support an increasingly diverse faculty and student body, the Rising Tide Center was
established with initial support from an NSF ADVANCE Institutional Transformation grant to
create an equitable environment for faculty with the view that a “rising tide lifts all boats.”
Data-driven methods used to create and sustain positive change at UMaine include
professional development opportunities for faculty, encouraging the use of family-friendly
policies, establishment of a dual-career support system to attract and retain faculty talent,
the introduction of a targeted mentoring program, and best-practices training for
administrators and search and peer committee members.  
Faculty research
UMaine consistently ranks among the top third of public universities engaged in research
through the NSF Higher Education Research and Development (HERD) Survey. We are
classified as a Higher Research Activity Institution by Carnegie. In FY2018, UMaine received
a total of $72.8 million in awards, and research expenditures reached $129.9 million. 
Recent institutional investments have been made to increase faculty support for proposal
development, assistance with grant submissions, and professional development related to
grant writing, all in an effort to increase the number and quality of grant submissions to
external sponsors. Additionally, UMaine offers several internal funding programs for faculty
research, artistic work, travel, and professional development. The Faculty Research Funds
Program is administered by the Office of the Vice President for Research and Dean of the
Graduate School. It seeks to stimulate and facilitate faculty research and scholarship. 
Similarly, the Research Reinvestment Fund was established by the University of Maine
System Board of Trustees to strengthen research, development, and commercialization
activities tied to Maine businesses and to industries critical to the future of Maine.
Additional funding opportunities for faculty in the Humanities are available from the
Clement and Linda McGillicuddy Humanities Center Faculty Grant Program, which seeks to
support research, community engagement, and innovative teaching proposals. 
UMaine also offers targeted internal funds to encourage progress and faculty engagement
in institution-wide goals. The Innovation in Assessment Grant Program supports
assessment-related projects and initiatives directly impacting student-learning outcomes
and assessment processes for undergraduate, graduate, or certificate programs. Rising Tide
Leadership Grants provide support for faculty who seek to advance their academic careers,
and benefit the larger campus through work on equity and inclusive excellence.
Outreach and service
UMaine also supports outreach and service. UMaine’s Cooperative Extension has a physical
presence in all 16 Maine counties. It provides educational outreach and youth development
programming, and connects local businesses to state and regional research expertise and
other resources. UMaine’s Hutchinson Center has initiated a statewide marketing campaign
aimed at adult degree completion for students who may be positioned to complete a B.A.
or B.S. through the Bachelor of University Studies, and UMaine’s Cohen Institute offered a
fall 2016 course, Leadership and Public Service, taught by a senior public servant who
worked as chief of staff for three United States senators. To name just three examples of
faculty volunteerism: UMaine faculty present original research to Maine historical societies
and museums; serve as presenters at the Maine Science Festival; and serve as scholarship
judges at the Maine State Science Fair. 
Academic policies
UMaine and UMM publish their policies on continued enrollment and academic
suspension, dismissal and graduation in their respective undergraduate catalogs (UMaine
and UMM). Each catalog explains categories of dismissal, suspension and probation;
outlines appeal procedures; and describes the academic activity allowed during suspension
and/or dismissal. Each catalog also explains procedures and conditions for readmission.
Potential UMaine academic policy changes are discussed in a monthly Associate Deans’
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working group chaired by the Senior Associate Provost, who also sits on the Faculty Senate’s
Academic Affairs Committee at the Senate’s invitation. With key input from faculty and
professional advising staff, the Associate Deans’ group completed a two-year reassessment
and revision of UMaine’s undergraduate probation and suspension policy in November 2018. 
UMaine and UMM advising
The chief vehicles for UMaine advising are faculty advisors in the academic units and
college advising staff (in the deans’ offices and/or in advising centers). For example, Liberal
Arts and Sciences (CLAS) provides several forms of academic advising. These include faculty
advisors for students in their declared majors, academic advisors from the CLAS Advising
and Student Services Center, and co-advisors (faculty and academic advisors) for students
who are new transfers (in their first two semesters) or on academic probation. 
Most units in Natural Sciences, Forestry, and Agriculture have an undergraduate program
coordinator with primary responsibility for advising first-year and new transfer students
matriculating into undergraduate majors. In Education and Human Development, a central
Advising Center manages advising and the teacher candidacy process. Students in the
College of Engineering are primarily advised by faculty with support from Dean’s office
staff.  
Liberal Arts and Sciences hosts a campuswide Academic Advising Conference each fall to
support faculty and staff in their advising work and to share best practices. The conference
includes presentations on advising international and transfer students, FERPA, how to
identify students of concern, tutoring resources, and related topics.  
UMM students are advised principally by faculty. UMM also employs a High School
Transitions/Early College Advisor who works with early college and first-year students, and
coordinates UMM’s use of the Navigate early-alert/retention software system.
Support for student scholarship and creative activity
UMaine supports scholarship, research, and creative work through a broad range of
internal funding opportunities and administrative assistance for students, faculty, and staff
seeking external support. Students are supported through a variety of means, especially
research grants in the major units. The institution also supports student scholarship
through several internal and external funding mechanisms. 
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The newly created Undergraduate Research Collaboratives Program supports
undergraduates interested in conducting cross-disciplinary research. UMaine units also
award support for student research and travel activities. For example, the Linda Lancaster
Fund supports professional development and research travel costs for graduate students in
Education and Human Development. Similarly, the Leitch Fund supports travel costs for
Honors students to attend professional meetings and conferences.  
The Office of Major Scholarships, established in 2018, assists students in competing for
prestigious national merit-based awards such as the Udall, Fulbright, Goldwater, Truman,
and Rhodes scholarships. The number of student submissions per year has already
increased in multiple award categories. (See also Standard Four.) 
Appraisal
Innovative technologies, innovative learning spaces
Since its last comprehensive review in 2009, UMaine has pursued innovative technologies
for teaching and learning on several fronts. Launched in spring 2017, the university’s
Hackerspace gives students access to contemporary technologies (e.g. Arduinos, 3D
printers, patternmakers) and supports exploration of new ways of thinking. Working
independently, in teams, or as part of a course, students develop new approaches to
traditional tasks. They also test the limits of new technologies by creating their own Rube
Goldberg machines or by printing simple 3D widgets. 
The Virtual Environment Multimodal Interaction Laboratory (VEMI) is a collaborative
UMaine educational, research, and development facility where faculty and undergraduate
and graduate students from more than a dozen disciplines conduct research and hone
technical skills using the latest virtual and augmented reality technologies. VEMI staff also
provide guidance on structural improvements to classrooms and technologies to promote
research-based instruction.  
Since 2011, five active learning classrooms have been developed at UMaine in response to
faculty and programmatic needs. The classrooms are distributed around the campus, and
vary in size and configuration to meet the needs of courses in multiple disciplines. Through
the Center for Innovation in Teaching and Learning, faculty have access to professional
development and training about how to use these spaces to the maximum instructional
benefit of their students. In fall 2018, 47 instructors taught a total of 2,221 students in
UMaine’s active learning classrooms. In spring 2019, 37 instructors are teaching 1,865
students in those classrooms.   
UMaine has also made physical investments in traditional classrooms throughout the
Orono campus. Since its inception in 2012, the Paint and Polish initiative, a faculty-guided
effort to align US:IT, Facilities Management, and Academic Affairs resources for classroom
upgrades at UMaine and UMM, has been a clear success. In summer 2017, for example, 39
classrooms were upgraded or renovated, and 50 classrooms received information
technology upgrades. A core Paint and Polish strategy has been to coordinate as many
physical upgrades as possible with complementary IT improvements. In this way, best
practices for instructional design are met, with appropriate technologies and
environmental enhancements made to support these learning spaces.  
Evaluating student success initiatives
A comprehensive analysis of academic advising and student supports was conducted in
2017, examining the practices and impact of academic advising, UMaine’s Think 30
initiative, and our Summer University and Winter Session course offerings on student
success. The Think 30 results are also examined in detail in Standard Eight. 
Adoption of an online modality for student evaluations of teaching
Efforts since spring 2017 at UMaine and UMM to shift to online student evaluations of
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teaching in online and blended courses have been successful. UMaine has improved
response rates from as low as 10% (on paper-based evaluations of online courses) to
approximately 66% (for a mix of online and face-to-face courses) using a software
platform (Blue), coupled with best practices in survey administration. As paper-based
evaluations in face-to-face courses typically see return rates above 80%, UMaine is seeking
to secure an equal or higher rate for online evaluations. While paper-based evaluation
yields strong response rates, it does not support useful disaggregation of data to detect
potential differences in student experiences related to race, gender, or course performance.
The online system allows faculty to customize questions, adjust the evaluation schedule,
and ensure access for all enrolled students. The design of the system promotes the use of
student feedback to inform instruction. The number of UMaine academic units moving from
paper-based to online evaluations continues to grow each semester. 
Grant training and support
UMaine has supported faculty research success through increased grantsmanship services
and outreach, especially to early-career faculty. In 2017–2018, a New Researcher
Orientation (NRO) was established to complement UMaine’s general faculty orientation
held at the beginning of the fall semester. NRO connects faculty to research offices and
staff to raise awareness of available services and trainings, as well as initiatives aimed at
growing the research enterprise. Examples of trainings include program-specific grant
writing workshops; introduction to research commercialization; and a basic Grants 101
training held twice per semester in collaboration with Fogler Library. Examples of faculty
support include 1:1 proposal development assistance, facilitation and support of large
interdisciplinary center grant writing teams, and customized funding searches/alerts,
including raising awareness of nonfederal funders. Efforts are underway to further grow
staffing in the research offices to enhance the institution’s national standings. 
Faculty student collaborations and mentoring partnerships
Through the Center for Undergraduate Research (CUGR), students develop tools and
resources needed to achieve an authentic understanding of the research endeavor. CUGR
sponsors academic-year fellowships, summer fellowships, a research fellows program,
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travel grants, and the annual UMaine Student Symposium. All of these programs are
funded by the Vice President for Research and Dean of the Graduate School, and
supplemented by external funding from federal and state agencies and private industry. 
CUGR has significantly expanded students’ participation in research and creative activities,
as evident by the number of undergraduate authors and presenters at the 2018 UMaine
Student Symposium (756) as compared to the 2017 event (539) (an order of magnitude
increase from the first event in 2010, which drew 68 students). In addition to internally
funded fellowships, CUGR has doubled NASA/MSGC funding from $60,000 in 2017 to
$127,000 in 2018 for student fellowship and scholarships, and has increased sponsorship
from private industry from $500 in 2015 to $30,000 in 2018. After completing the pilot
phase of the program in 2017, the 2018–2020 CUGR Faculty Fellows program recruited its
second cohort of 20 faculty participants and provided them with professional development
workshops focused on mentoring student researchers. 
In 2019, the UMaine Graduate School and UMaine’s Graduate Student Government will
pilot UMaineGRAD (Growth, Resilience, Advancement, and Delivery). The program will
focus on teaching skills, research skills, career development skills, and health and wellness,
and will permit graduate students to earn digital badges for different skills and
competencies through UMaine’s Engaged Black Bear digital badging initiative. 
Projection
There are several areas of focus for additional support of UMaine faculty, including a)
increased support for student advising; b) continued hiring of tenure-track faculty; and c)
strategic and fiscal planning for innovative units, including the reorganized Maine Business
School.
Advising and early-alert support: Navigate
UMM implemented the EAB advising platform Navigate in fall 2018. A team of UMaine
faculty and staff are working with EAB to prepare for UMaine’s adoption of the platform,
in stages, in 2019–2020. UMaine’s goals for Navigate focus on timely, intentional
communication with students, particularly those at risk, leading to better academic
outcomes, including first- to second-year retention; and, providing a high-quality resource
for faculty seeking more complete information about their students’ (and assigned
advisees’) academic and student-life strengths and challenges. UMaine plans to train
faculty and professional advisors on Navigate beginning fall 2019, and expects to
introduce Navigate’s student-facing app to incoming and returning students beginning
summer 2019.   
Future faculty hiring
Since 2014, faculty hiring priorities at UMaine have responded in general to a)
demonstrated areas of enrollment growth, and b) replacement needs (for retiring or
departing faculty) and opportunity hires (including spousal/partner accommodation). For
example, tenure-track hires in the College of Engineering, and in select units in the College
of Natural Sciences, Forestry, and Agriculture, have been driven by sustained enrollment
growth and a corresponding need to grow the faculty in those areas. The administration
anticipates a continued emphasis on enrollment-driven hiring, along with consideration of
replacement needs and opportunity hires, over the next three to five years. 
Continued implementation work and fiscal stability for Maine Business School
Since summer 2018, MBS administrators and faculty have had more than 225 meetings
with various representatives from the Maine business community, political leaders, and the
UMS. In addition, they have also conducted a competitive analysis, and have received
market research reports from the Association for University Professional and Continuing
Education and EAB. They are using the information from this comprehensive market
analysis to develop a variety of innovative and collaborative degree options. The following
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list illustrates the unit’s collaboration partners, and the various degree options it is 
working on:
• University of Maine Law School
- Rebuild and rebrand the JD/MBA.
- Developing a concentration in Transaction Law for the MBA program.
• Muskie School of Public Service (University of Southern Maine)
- Developing a dual degree in MPPM/MBA.
- Developing a dual degree in MPH/MBA.
- Developing dual degree in MSW/MBA.
• University of Maine at Farmington
- Developing a concentration in Outdoor Sports Management for the MBA program.
• University of Maine at Presque Isle (UMPI)
- Developing a 4 +1 program for UMPI Business undergraduates to join the MBA
program.
• University of Maine
- Developing a concentration in Forestry Business for the MBA program.
- Developing a concentration in Aquaculture for the MBA program.
- Working with the Foster Center for Student Innovation to develop a concentration
in Innovation for the MBA program.
• University of Southern Maine
- Developing a concentration in Food Studies for the MBA program.
In addition, MBS is working on a variety of MBA concentrations that will likely include
Analytics, Finance, Marketing, and Healthcare Management. And within the next two years,
MBS foresees launching an M.S. in Accounting and an M.S. in Analytics.
MBS has developed a 5-year budget analysis for the Graduate School of Business outlining
projected growth in enrollments and revenue. The university believes innovative curriculum
enhancements, planned partnerships, and the addition of new graduate programs for the
MBA (as described above) will be significant drivers of enrollment growth. The Graduate
School of Business is projected to be self-sustaining at the end of fiscal year 2023. See the
enrollment and revenue analysis below:
Graduate School of Business enrollment and revenue analysis
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The Office of Human Resources (serving UMaine and UMM) recruits, trains, develops, incentivizes,
and retains employees committed to our student-centered mission. Partnering with all
departments via a business partner model, HR helps employees throughout the organization align
individual and unit goals with institutional goals. 
In fall 2017, UMaine employed 2,720 employees (2,131 full-time and 589 part-time), including
505 full-time faculty and 305 adjunct faculty. UMaine also employs approximately 600 graduate
students and 2,500 undergraduate students. The University of Maine System has six collective
bargaining agreements, covering a majority of employees; the agreements apply to the UMaine
and UMM workforces. Nonrepresented employees are provided resources and advocacy through
the University Supervisors/Confidential Employees Advisory Council and HR. Terms of employment
are made available to faculty and staff in their individual contracts. All terms of employment are
also included in employee offer letters. Grievance procedures are set in collective bargaining
agreements, and nonrepresented employees can file grievances through HR. 
Requirements to qualify for tenure-track faculty positions and other staff positions are outlined on
the HR website. All policies regarding human resources and labor relations are also available on
the HR site. UMaine strives to remain competitive in compensation for faculty, staff, and
administrators. Our baseline salaries are not as high as some peer institutions, but we offer robust
benefits as part of total compensation packages. All full-time regular and part-time regular
employees working at least half time are eligible for benefits, including health care, educational
opportunities, veteran benefits, paid leave, disability benefits, family leave, dependent tuition,
retirement, and an Employee Loan Fund, among others. 
Benefits, which can be managed through a convenient online portal, have a positive impact on
employee retention, and physical and financial well-being. UMaine’s Intellectual Property policy
also helps attract and retain talent. The Office of Innovation and Economic Development facilitates
technology transfer and the commercialization of inventions produced at UMaine. Researchers
retain ownership of their intellectual property and revenue is shared between UMaine and the
researcher.
All faculty and staff are evaluated according to the provisions of their collective bargaining
agreements. Faculty and staff are encouraged to continue developing professionally through
participation in trainings, conferences, and networking events.
Appraisal
Since our 2009 review, UMaine has experienced restructuring as some former campus services
have been centralized within the University of Maine System (UMS). Some former UMaine
employees are now UMS employees. UMaine still benefits from the work they do, but those
employees are no longer counted in UMaine’s employee FTE total. Some centralized staff now
work in UMS Centers of Excellence, such as labor relations, recruiting and talent acquisition,
learning and organizational development, compensation and data analytics, Equal Opportunity,
benefits administration, project management, and communications. 
UMaine has met or exceeded some targets for recruitment, retention, and advancement of women
faculty in STEM fields; fostering changes in workplace policies and campus climates; increasing
job satisfaction among women STEM faculty; and serving more than 80% of UMaine faculty
through voluntary participation in at least one event sponsored by the Rising Tide Center.
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II. Financial resources
Description
UMaine and its financial resources are guided in part by a 2016 Board of Trustees strategic
outcomes document:
The University of Maine System is an integrated system of distinct campuses, centers, and
other facilities operating in concert to provide high-quality educational undergraduate
and graduate opportunities that are accessible, affordable, and relevant to the needs of
Maine students, businesses, and communities. It drives economic development by
conducting world-class research, commercializing valuable ideas, and partnering
successfully with businesses and industries throughout Maine and beyond. It is the state’s
most engaged and responsive institution working on behalf of all Maine citizens,
communities, and institutions. It is Maine’s most important public asset.
The BOT approved a Unified Budget Implementation Plan in September 2016. That plan
identified five financial areas for (ongoing) collaboration among UMS institutions: a) tuition
and fees, b) state allocation model, c) institutional aid/waivers, d) reserves, and e) capital
project funding. 
“Unified budget” does not signal the unifying of resources, but rather the alignment of
financial policies and procedures across UMS institutions. The goal of the unified budget
work is to enhance transparency, ensure appropriate fiscal controls, and make possible
comprehensive, Systemwide collaboration. Fiscal administrative functions have been
integrated and managed as a single, geographically distributed unit, reducing redundancies
and ensuring that every corner of the UMS benefits from expertise and efficiency achieved
through true cooperation and scale. UMaine’s fiscal policies are linked to a full complement
of UMS policies, reports, and procedures. Additionally, UMS has created a Unified Budget
Timeline for the fiscal year. The timeline entails enrollment updates, census updates, forecasts
presented to the BOT, and budget planning deadlines. 
As of fall 2018, the shared Chief Business Officer for UMaine and UMM reports jointly to the
UMaine President and to the UMS Vice Chancellor for Finance and Administration. UMaine’s
Budget Office comprises a Director of Budget and Business Services, a Senior Budget Analyst,
and an Accounting Specialist. Each UMaine college and major functional area also has
financial staff who report in those areas, and work closely with the Budget Office to prepare
the annual budget and other campus-based financial reporting requirements, as needed. 
Appraisal 
Revenue from tuition and fees
For six years (FY2012 through FY2017), the Board of Trustees held constant the in-state
tuition rate of all UMS institutions. Over the past 10 years, net tuition and fee revenue
became a higher percentage of overall operating revenues, as indicated in UMaine’s audited
Statements of Revenues, Expenses, and Changes in Net Assets. At the same time, due to
regional and state demographic projections, UMaine increased its recruitment of out-of-state
undergraduate degree-seeking students. The fall 2018 first-year class profile was 54% 
in-state and 46% out-of-state. Despite the decline of in-state students and the period of






In FY2017, the last year of flat in-state tuition, the noncapital state appropriation was
raised to equal the amount that would have been secured through an increase in tuition in
that year. (For the purpose of financial statements, state appropriations are considered
nonoperating revenues.) It should be noted that noncapital state appropriations include an
amount for the Maine Economic Improvement Fund. The state of Maine makes
contributions to UMaine through state appropriations. The following tables show
adjustments in both noncapital and capital state appropriations that were made during the
time period indicated:
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Commitment to instruction, research, and public service 
The Finance Survey Summary Page of the most recent IPEDS data submission for the year
ending June 30, 2018 shows that the UMaine expends two-thirds of its total resources in
support of instruction, research and public service: 
UMaine budget planning
UMaine’s leadership team has consistently made budget decisions to control expenses and
increase the university’s financial health during challenging economic times. Such decisions
have enabled UMaine to increase its primary reserve ratio. The primary reserve ratio
provides a snapshot of financial strength and flexibility by indicating how long the
institution could function using its expendable net position (both unrestricted and
restricted, excluding net position restricted for capital investments) without relying on
additional net position generated by operations. This ratio is calculated as follows:
Over the past 10 years, UMaine has maintained a ratio equal to or greater than both the
benchmark value and UMS several times. The significant reduction in UMaine’s expendable
net position pursuant to the implementation of Governmental Accounting Standards Board
(GASB) Statement No. 75 resulted in UMaine’s FY2017 primary reserve ratio falling below
the industry benchmark of .40x for the first time since FY2011. UMaine’s FY2018 ratio of
0.31x is slightly improved from the FY2017 restated ratio of .30x and provides the




Adoption of new accounting standards
As required by generally accepted accounting principles, in FY2018 UMS adopted GASB
Statement No. 75 (Accounting and Financial Reporting for Postemployment Benefits Other
than Pensions) pursuant to its post-employment health plan; UMS and each of its
institutions restated their FY2017 financial statements to reflect the retroactive application
of the accounting change. The overall impact on UMaine’s FY2017 financial statements
was a $41.5 million decrease in the previously reported FY2017 beginning of year
expendable net position, and a corresponding increase in noncurrent liabilities as UMaine
recognized its share of the funding obligation related to the $102 million unfunded
actuarial accrued liability recorded by UMS as of July 1, 2016.  There was no impact on
UMaine’s previously reported FY2017 revenues and expenses.
As noted above, the unified budget process has developed sufficiently over the past three
years to provide a Unified Budget Timeline for UMS. The process not only provides for a set
budget development focus, but also includes an emphasis on enrollment projections and
student census data gathering, as well as a requirement for three current-year financial
forecasts, and a multiyear financial analysis (MYFA) projection for both enrollment and
budget needs.
A budget planning team meets regularly across the fiscal year to address current and
projected budgetary issues (see also Standard Two). The team comprises the President, the
Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost, the Vice President for Research
and Dean of the Graduate School, the Chief Business Officer, and the Chief of Staff. At
various times during the academic year, the head of the Finance and Institutional Planning
Committee of the Faculty Senate joins the group. At least three times during the year, the
committee engages the campus in broad discussions. The community is notified of these
meetings and encouraged to attend. The budget team works with the Vice President for
Enrollment Management and the Office of Institutional Research and Assessment to refine
enrollment and retention numbers.
In 2016, UMaine established a Gift Processing and Advancement Services Agreement with
the University of Maine Foundation for processing receipts, acknowledging all gifts to
UMaine, and fundraising services. This was accomplished by transferring university personnel
who had performed these functions, along with operational budgets, to the Foundation. The
arrangement provides one “giving” mechanism and is less cumbersome for potential donors.
Audited financial statements for UMaine as of June 30, 2018 reflect an institution whose
financial condition has improved since the last NECHE accreditation review in 2009. At the
end of fiscal year 2018, total net position of $433.1 million exceeded total liabilities of
$132.5 million. Endowment assets held by UMS for UMaine equal $79.6 million, with 
$221 million also held by the University of Maine Foundation, for a total of $300.6 million.
UMaine’s financial health, as published in the Report on Core Financial Ratios and
Composite Financial Index, is evaluated through the use of industry benchmarks and ratios.
The four ratios UMaine used to develop our Composite Financial Index (CFI) are the
Primary Reserve Ratio, the Return on Net Position, the Net Operating Revenues Ratio, and
the Viability Ratio. 
UMM financial resources and planning
Financial oversight for the UMM campus became the responsibility of the UMaine
President and the Chief Business Officer on July 1, 2017 (FY2018).  
In FY2018, UMaine was seeking a new President — a nearly year-long process — and
UMM was seeking a new Head of Campus. With the new UMM reporting structure in its
implementation stage, no major changes involving academic and support programs,
enrollment, or finances were made, although UMaine provided substantial assistance to
UMM in areas such as budgeting, admissions, and administration of student financial aid.
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In the current fiscal year (FY2019), with essential reporting structures secured, emphasis has
been placed on safeguarding UMM’s financial future through a) increased focus on UMM’s
academic programs and their relationship to the UMaine campus and its programs; b)
reversing UMM’s declining enrollment; and c) consolidating nonacademic support programs
and positions at UMM to capture efficiencies and corresponding salary savings.
Given enrollment declines, a balanced UMM operating educational and general (E&G)
budget is not projected for FY2020. UMaine will direct UMaine reserves as a loan to UMM
to be repaid in three years. Anticipated gains related to academic program decisions, and
securing a solid enrollment plan for UMM, in addition to strong collaborative efforts and
oversight with UMaine, will create a fiscally sound future for UMM.
UMM will receive $3.051 million of a $49 million infrastructure bond approved by Maine
voters in November 2018. These funds will be used to repair and renovate academic
buildings and residence halls.
The FY2018 Core Financial Ratios and Composite Financial Index reports for UMaine and
UMM, which contain data from prior years, can be found in the electronic workroom.
III. Information, physical, and technological resources
Description
Information technology 
Information Technologies (US:IT) is a UMS central service providing technology-based
services and support for UMaine and UMM faculty, staff, and students. As UMaine’s central
technology support agency, US:IT partners with a UMaine IT Strategic Council (ITSC)
comprising faculty, staff, administrators, and US:IT personnel. US:IT works with its UMaine
and UMaine campus partners to develop sound policy for the management of technology;
address the needs of academic, administrative, and research users of technology; and




US:IT supports strategic planning, operations and provision of collaborative leadership at
the campus IT level to set priorities; oversee initiation and implementation of technology
projects; and support academic, research, and administrative operations. US:IT also
provides an array of services, infrastructure, and expertise to the Maine School and Library
Network, Maine Department of Education, and Maine state government. 
UMaine and UMM library resources
UMaine’s Raymond H. Fogler Library and UMM’s Merrill Library support UMaine and UMM
academic and research programs by providing efficient and effective access to the
information and library resources needed to meet teaching, research, and public service
goals. Fogler Library is the state of Maine’s official Science, Technology, and Business
library, the Tri-State Regional Depository for federal documents, and a Patent and
Trademark Resource Center. 
Fogler Library is a comprehensive central library; there are no officially supported
departmental libraries on campus. Fogler Library also manages the Darling Marine Center
library in Walpole, Maine. Fogler Library is led by its Dean, who reports to the Executive
Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost, and is managed through department
heads in Circulation, Collection Services, Regional Federal Documents and Interlibrary Loan,
Reference and Information Literacy, Special Collections, Financial, Public Relations, and
Technical Services. Merrill Library reports to the Head of Campus and is managed through
the library director. Fogler Library partners with US:IT to support computing infrastructure
and help desk functions. Fogler also partners with the Writing Center and the Tutor
Program by providing space for those units to meet their students. It also provides space
for the Office of Major Scholarships (see also Standard Five).  
Fogler Library and Merrill Library develop and maintain collections in appropriate formats
to support their respective campuses’ academic programs and research. Fogler is the
largest library in Maine with approximately 1.2 million volumes, 2.4 million government
publications, 1.67 million microforms, more than 379 online databases, 3,430 journal
subscriptions, 850,047 e-books, and access to more than 117,000 e-serials. The libraries
participate in resource sharing with other UMS libraries and with Maine State Library. This
has increased the ability to offer databases to users that would otherwise be unaffordable.
The collection of databases provided by state funding is available to the university
community. 
Fogler and Merrill libraries are in a consortium that includes the other UMS libraries,
Bangor Public Library, the Maine State Library, and the Maine State Law and Legislative
Research Library. Fogler Library helps support, and is a member of, Maine InfoNet Board,
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which manages the integrated library systems for many of the libraries in the state. Fogler
Library also participates in the Larger Libraries Group, which includes the University of
Southern Maine, Portland Public Library, Bangor Public Library, the University of New
England, the Maine State Library, Bates College, Bowdoin College, and Colby College. 
Fogler Library provides a welcoming physical environment conducive to individual and group
study. It is open 102.5 hours per week during the academic year, and during finals weeks
closes at 2:30 a.m. Merrill Library is open 79 hours per week during the semester, with
additional hours during finals. Fogler has more than 1,180 seats available, from group
seating to individual carrels. Library staff continually assesses and upgrades the seating and
various environments in the library to provide for both individual and group study. Each year,
there are changes in seating or stack arrangements to make the building as welcoming as
possible.  
The electronic environment provides 24/7 access to course and subject guides, and 
e-resources. Equipment such as digital cameras and recorders are available for loan, as are
about 30 laptop computers. Reference staff are available during most building hours by chat,
email, text, or in person. Merrill Library also loans similar equipment, and a librarian is
available to answer reference questions in a variety of formats during all open hours. Fogler
Library is also home to a Media Lab where students can access software such as Adobe
Design Premium CS5, Microsoft Office, Microsoft Expression, Sound Forge Audio Studio 10.0
(digital audio recording/editing software), Adobe LiveCycle ES2, Adobe Design Premium CS5,
EPSON Scan, Adobe Premiere Pro CS4 (video editing software), ABBYY PDF Transformer 1.0,
among others. 
Fogler Library employs 52 staff, including 18 professional librarians, four non-MLS
professionals, and 30 library support staff.  Students are employed in all of the library
departments. One part-time support staff member works at the Darling Marine Center. The
non-MLS professionals are an archivist, a financial manager, a public relations manager, and
a circulation manager. There has been a decrease in the number of library staff since 2009
due, in part, to a reorganization that removed two staff from the library and in part to
internal reorganizations. 
Both Fogler and Merrill libraries work to support distance education by providing online
access to resources, course, and subject guides. Fogler also works to support distance
education by providing online access to resources, course and subject guides, and chat and
text communication with librarians. Merrill Library also supports all academic programs and
develops and maintains collections in appropriate formats for undergraduates. The most
recent information literacy reports for Fogler Library and Merrill Library can be found in the
electronic workroom.
UMaine physical assets and infrastructure
UMaine consists of a primary campus in Orono, as well as six farms, two research facilities
and 13 leased facilities throughout the state. UMaine as a whole encompasses 368 buildings
totaling 4,848,674 gross square feet. The 211 buildings located on the primary campus
include 4,420,580 gross square feet, or 91.2% of UMaine’s total square footage. UMaine’s
asset portfolio is valued at $890,593,024 with the primary (Orono) campus making up 92.0%
of the total value or $719,345,582. Contents are valued at $290,793,834 in total with
$279,452,874 or 96.1% of the value found in the primary campus buildings. UMaine provides
all necessary support services (e.g. utilities, infrastructure, IT and operational services), for
approximately 1,173 research labs and support spaces consisting of approximately 547,237
square feet. Support for the operation of UMaine campus is provided by Facilities
Management following industry best practices and all regulatory requirements.
The Office of Sustainability supports UMaine constituents in efforts to reduce the institution’s
environmental footprint. UMaine strives to ensure that all new construction on the campus is
built to the equivalent of LEED Silver standards or higher. We currently have five LEED




60% green-certified products. Since 2007, UMaine has diverted 48% of campus waste from
landfills and has reduced water use by 20%. All campus grounds are managed organically
using compost generated on-site from Dining Services kitchen waste, and over 20% of
Dining Services food purchases are locally sourced.
UMM physical assets and infrastructure
The University of Maine Machias (UMM) consists of a primary campus in Machias,
comprising 10 buildings totaling approximately 266,000 gross square feet located on a
footprint of 243.9 acres. UMM’s building asset portfolio is valued at $71,086,101. Support
for the operation of the Machias campus is provided by Facilities Management following
industry best practices and all regulatory requirements.
Appraisal
In 2015, a State of IT report presented to the BOT outlined several capital investment
projects designed to enhance IT infrastructure, delivery systems, and improved services in
support of the One University initiative. The Board of Trustees fully endorsed the initiatives
presented and authorized $20 million in bond investments to support modernization of
classroom technology, rebuilding wireless infrastructure, and improvements in MaineStreet.
UMaine received $3.3 million to upgrade wireless infrastructure in 34 buildings. The 2012
UMaine IT Strategic Plan included establishing a campus IT governance structure and
establishing residence hall wireless service. Both objectives were met.
Fogler Library and Merrill Library direct their resources to support the educational mission,
research, and service programs of UMaine and UMM. Fogler’s acquisition budget is more
than $6 million per year. Merrill Library’s acquisition budget and collections are much
smaller, but are adequate for an undergraduate library that serves, supports, and extends
the curriculum of a small liberal arts university. In response to the needs of their respective
users, each library works to make most of its collections available 24/7, as outlined above.
Fogler’s operating budget of more than $3 million per year supports the staff, furnishings,
and equipment for the needs of the university community.  Both libraries have input on the
budget process to ensure appropriate funding to support collection acquisitions and
appropriate staffing to advance the educational objectives of the campuses.
UMaine has taken important steps to improve the quality of buildings across campus
within budget constraints. Pathway 5 (Restoring the Dream: Renewing Pride and
Stewardship of Place) of the university’s 2012–17 Blue Sky strategic plan identified a
central goal of restoring and sustaining UMaine’s physical and technology infrastructure to
ensure a vibrant place of learning and discovery. In 2012, UMaine partnered with Sightlines
LLC to perform an integrated facilities plan (IFP) for the Orono campus. The IFP created a
comprehensive facilities condition assessment and identification of campus building needs,
and the assignment of preliminary budgetary values for renewal costs. The completed IFP
includes 80% of the total campus square footage of both Education and General (E&G)
facilities and Auxiliary facilities on campus. 
In early 2013, UMaine also partnered with Sightlines to perform a classroom assessment
study. The study complemented the campus IFP study and provided an additional layer of
detail focused on the technology and indoor environmental quality needs of campus
classrooms. 
In 2014, UMaine created a comprehensive Space Planning and Management Policy to
ensure best space management practices, and to support a UMS initiative to reduce square
footage and increase space use rates and net asset values. (The policy is now out of date in
some areas; it will be revised in summer 2019 by the Senior Associate Provost and Facilities
Management staff.) Also in 2014, UMaine engaged Malcolm L. Collins, AIA, NCARB, LEED
AP (Maine Licensed Architect and Historical Architect), to renew the campus Tier 1 Historic
District Restoration Plan by creating design guidelines for each Tier 1 building. The
guidelines incorporate prospective general uses for space in buildings, and inventory the
optimum purpose and use of each building. 
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Projection
Human Resources 
UMaine’s and UMM’s next strategic plan, as emerging from the current Strategic Vision
work being led by President Ferrini-Mundy and Provost Hecker, will shape HR initiatives
and areas of emphasis over the next several years. The strategic areas now under
discussion — Fostering Learner Success, Creating and Innovating for Maine and Beyond,
and Growing and Stewarding Partnerships — will demand new human resources to ensure
success of the initiatives. UMaine and UMM will continue to partner with UMS leaders on
an HR model that best serves the needs of our students, faculty and staff. 
Financial resources 
Though well-positioned financially as we move forward, UMaine is mindful that we must
continue to develop and refine face-to-face and online academic programs attracting
qualified undergraduate and graduate students, including adult and nontraditional
learners. With continued decline in the numbers of state and regional high school
graduates, outreach to out-of-state and international students is also increasingly
important. 
Net tuition and fees continue to be UMaine’s primary revenue driver. As noted above, the
new methodology applied to the allocation of new state appropriation funding should not
result in UMaine losing ground in its share of that appropriation. As short-term and long-
term budget planning continues through the collaborative work of Budget and Business
Services, the Chief Business Officer, the Provost, the President, the BOT, and campus
constituents, decisions will continue to be made collaboratively at UMaine and across UMS
to realign resources in support of campus and Board of Trustees priorities. 
NECHE has asked us to address our progress on meeting the goals of the “Primary
Partnership,” and ensuring UMM’s financial stability. UMaine now supports UMM
enrollment management functions, including recruitment and marketing; web content and
management; and all facets of student financial aid. Academic collaborations, including
those projected to meet local or statewide workforce needs (e.g. engineering, nursing
education) are at various stages of development. In addition, UMaine Provost Hecker and
UMM Head of Campus Egan have agreed in principle to a dual reporting line for UMM’s
Student Records officer (Associate Registrar). We expect that the Associate Registrar will
report jointly to the Head of Campus and to UMaine’s Registrar by May 2019, in a
reporting structure governed by an MOU. This alignment will bring additional records
management resources and course-scheduling resources to UMM and its students. 
UMM Head of Campus Egan is working with President Ferrini-Mundy and the UMaine
budget team on a plan for fiscal stability and accountability. The plan will entail UMM
identifying a path to independent fiscal health through a combination of undergraduate
(domestic and international) enrollment growth, online enrollment growth, targeted
research and programmatic partnerships with UMaine and other research institutions,
participation in collaborative (multicampus) degree programs, and related measures. The
plan will be completed in spring 2019 and implemented beginning with the new fiscal year
(July 1, 2019).
Informational, physical, and technological resources
Work is underway on a comprehensive strategic planning process for US:IT. It is expected
that the plan will provide a three- to five-year road map aimed at enhancing the
technology and information support services the division provides to UMaine and UMM,
along with other UMS campuses. In 2019, a significant focus of US:IT is the upgrade of our
PeopleSoft Campus Solutions system from version 9.0 to 9.2. Testing will take place
throughout spring 2019, with an anticipated launch in June. The upgrade will improve
accessibility, attractiveness, and some functional elements.
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Description
UMaine shares measures of student learning and the student experience to celebrate success,
identify gaps, and, above all, improve learning outcomes for our students. Multiple offices share
responsibility for the collection and distribution of data on student outcomes and success,
including the Office of Institutional Research and Assessment (OIRA), Enrollment Management,
and the Office of Student Financial Aid. At UMM, assessment is a joint responsibility with faculty
under the leadership of the Head of Campus. Collaboration between UMM and offices and
academic units at UMaine has increased since UMM became a regional campus of UMaine; we
expect this to be true of assessment-related work also, particularly as academic collaborations
also increase. 
Assessment of student learning at UMaine
The assessment of student learning was identified as an area of focus in the Commission’s
response to UMaine’s 2009 self-study. Specifically, the Commission noted: “Learning outcomes
assessment needs to be emphasized among other aspects of planning and evaluation and a
more robust toolkit of student success criteria needs to be developed. In a context of a decision
not to use the Voluntary System of Accountability, UMaine needs a plan for how to communicate
student learning successes for public accountability.” That response also noted: “The General
Education Program may not be meeting institutional needs. Assessment of this program is less
well developed than assessment of the undergraduate curriculum in general.”  
UMaine has directly addressed these concerns. First, we incorporated them in Pathway Four of
our Blue Sky Strategic Plan, prioritizing campuswide programmatic assessment founded on a
cycle of review. Second and relatedly, we grew institutional capacity by forming an Assessment
Advisory Board in 2014, and by advancing strategic assessment initiatives (e.g. the Provost’s
Forum on Foundational Competencies in 2014; participating in the Multi-State Collaborative to
Advance Quality Student Learning since 2015). These commitments drew faculty from each
college into assessment work, trainings, and discussions, and gave rise to an environment in
which assessment is discussed substantively and taken seriously. 
Crucially, we have achieved our Pathway Four goal of implementing a system of assessment for
individual programs. We have also established a system for assessing our General Education
curriculum (see the University Assessment Plan of 2014, and the Faculty Motion on the
Assessment of General Education in 2017). Related initiatives include identifying software for
tracking and housing program and General Education assessment data, and an expansion of
assessment activity to include the Graduate School. Since 2014 in particular, the combination of
assessment staffing, programming, oversight, faculty training and buy-in, and implementation
has produced an active and growing culture of effective assessment at UMaine. 
With support from the Office of Institutional Research and Assessment, assessment plans
campuswide have been written or revised to articulate student learning outcomes and to
identify, collect, and evaluate artifactual evidence of student learning. Initial work on program
assessment used a reporting template patterned on the E1a and E1b reporting forms, enhanced
by embedding additional information about the process used for assessment and the impacts
observed. Used by a majority of programs, the template asks units to report learning outcomes,
data (evidence), how the data/evidence was collected and by whom, and what changes and
impacts have been made. Additionally, we have begun collection of information required for the
E1b series for disclosure on the OIRA website. 
Assessment of student learning at UMM
At UMM, learning outcomes for every program are approved by program faculty. Ten academic
program areas have developed a process for assessing student learning outcomes. The
individualized Bachelor of College Studies and B.A in Interdisciplinary Studies feature student
plans approved such that the courses a student takes match the individualized learning
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The depth, effectiveness, and continuity of UMM assessment activity varies across
programs. Annual reports on assessment emphasize the ways each program is collecting
and compiling assessment data to inform the curriculum, teaching, and other program
elements. The report includes a summary of next steps for a program’s approach to
assessment, and its plan for fulfilling them.
Student retention, time-to-degree, and graduation
UMaine’s approach to improving student retention, graduation, and time-to-degree are
central features of the 2014 Provost’s Action Plan for Retention and Graduation and the
Think 30 initiative (see also Standard Two). To assess progress on these initiatives, UMaine
tracks retention and graduation rates at the institution and program level, and assesses the
credit hour progress of student cohorts. UMaine also participates in the Student
Achievement Measure Project (SAM), which collects retention and graduation rate
information on first-time, full-time, transfer, and part-time students. 
Appraisal
Program assessment
The UMaine Faculty Senate mission statement reads: “Our education goal is to help
students develop their creative abilities, communication and critical thinking skills, and
understanding of traditions in ethics and rationality within the arts, sciences, and
professions.”  To these ends, as noted above, UMaine has implemented several structures
to support the assessment of student learning. For example, the Assessment Advisory Board
meets regularly to provide guidance on the university’s assessment plan, requirements for
program assessment reporting, and the design of the General Education assessment
program. Input from faculty and administrators comprising the Board guides the
formulation of program and General Education assessment, and helps to ensure that units
collect and use actionable data as part of a campuswide culture of assessment.  
Examples of assessment plans are available in the program assessment reports document
library and in two examples of “recommendations and next steps” from assessment
reports below.  
Every year, the undergraduate committee looks at the outcome assessments for HTY
498 and discusses at length what is working and what is not. In order to improve
assessment scores, i.e. improve the ability of our majors to write, discuss, revise and
organize and produce a major paper, it was suggested [that we] implement two new
required courses which will teach them essential skills earlier in their college career.
HTY 130 is a required course which was first offered in spring 2016. HTY 311 became a
requirement in fall 2015.  Both courses employ self-assessments. The undergraduate
committee looks annually at the results. The dataset for these courses is still too small
to determine the impact of these changes. We plan on collecting data for two years and
then implementing a rubric similar to the one we currently use to assess our students




Students are meeting the benchmarks across all the competencies.  However, we have
been working to increase student outcomes for several competencies: Engage in
research informed practice/practice informed research (currently 80% of students meet
the benchmark) and Practice evaluation (currently 75% of students meet the
benchmark). Research and evaluation are usually the most difficult areas of the
curriculum for MSW students.  Our research faculty continue to work on curriculum
changes. This is an ongoing process. It will also be helpful when our full-time research
faculty are up to full strength (we lost one assistant professor but have a new assistant
professor starting in Sept. 2017). In the meantime, many of the research sections are
taught by part-time faculty. (School of Social Work)
UMaine communicates the results of its assessment process through several coordinated
avenues. First, Deans and Associate Deans are provided a quarterly update on the status of
programs in their unit through a comprehensive Program Assessment Dashboard. The
dashboard shows the state of completion of each program, with ratings for the inclusion of
measurable learning objectives, a stated plan for implementation, reporting of current
assessment results, and a plan for how results will be used. Administrators can review the
status of units and identify any gaps. Second, copies of three-year program reports and
feedback are also shared with Deans and Associate Deans. Finally, programs are
encouraged to share their plans on their departmental websites. All program assessment
plans are also posted on the Office Institutional Research and Assessment website. 
Programs are encouraged to examine post-graduation outcomes, such as job placement
patterns through graduate (and employer) surveys. For example, the School of Forest
Resources has conducted focus groups with top employers of their graduates. These
sessions yielded data about the most effective program elements, as well as gaps requiring
attention. Similarly, Education and Human Development regularly assesses the
effectiveness of its graduates through surveys of Maine principals and superintendents. The
college’s Director of Field Experience uses data from the surveys to inform future student
placements for Teacher Candidacy. 
UMaine has implemented assessment management in cooperation with TaskStream/TK20.
Two systems have been developed. The first, Learning Achievement Tools, is used by some
units (e.g. Education and Human Development) to manage portfolio assessment data. The
second, Assessment Management System, is a campuswide solution housing program and
General Education assessment data. UMaine is inviting vendor presentations in spring
2019 as move to adopt a single system for campuswide assessment data needs. This
system and its resources will be shared with UMM. 
UMaine General Education
The Undergraduate Program Curriculum Committee reviews all proposals for new and
revised courses. The committee has specific requirements for the design of General
Education courses that ensure these courses a) are adequately aligned to the General
Education area and b) include substantial assessment of student learning outcomes related
to that area. 
Prior to fall 2016, UMaine had no agreed-upon mechanism for evaluating General
Education outcomes, although other processes (e.g. accreditation review) did prompt
evaluation and revision of certain courses. To close this gap, a General Education
subcommittee of Faculty Senate’s Academic Affairs Committee developed a method of
assessing General Education course alignment and student outcomes entailing a cycle of
review using customized versions of the AAC&U VALUE Rubrics developed by faculty
working groups, and used to examine samples of student work taken from regularly
offered General Education courses. 
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The process uses a sampling approach in which 25 General Education courses with specific
learning outcomes are randomly sampled each semester. Student assignments from these
courses are randomly selected and de-identified, and the assignments are distributed to
faculty scorers, who attend a half-day scoring and professional development training
session. 
During the session, faculty discuss the General Education outcome and score the samples.
Each year, the General Education Subcommittee of the Faculty Senate will review the
results from the group scoring session to identify areas of strength, and need in student
achievement to determine the extent to which assignments and courses are aligned with
the stated goals of a given General Education area, and make recommendations to faculty
teaching courses in that area. As of spring 2019, one General Education outcome (Western
Cultural Tradition) has been evaluated; data will be reported by May 2019. The remaining
eight areas are to be assessed over the next four years.  
UMM General Education
We have partial evidence of UMM curricula’s effectiveness at facilitating student
achievement of learning outcomes. However, UMM’s assessment culture has been growing.
UMM’s General Education curriculum has a defined set of learning outcomes, crafted by
faculty before the 2010 revision of the core curriculum. Using a faculty-approved rubric, a
subset of General Education learning outcomes is assessed through a required final project
in Environmental Liberal Arts 342, a course analogous to a capstone. Prior to teaching the
course, all ELA 342 instructors participate in a workshop to normalize use of the rubric. As
instructors grade final projects, they also assess them using the rubric, and submit the
results to UMM’s Program Review and Evaluation Committee. Results are compiled and
periodically reviewed as UMM evaluates student performance in a subset of learning
outcomes. This rubric-based assessment was tested for the first time in May 2014, and data




In addition to quantitative data, UMM has collected qualitative survey data. In fall 2016, a
survey on the Environmental Liberal Arts section of the curriculum was sent to all junior
and senior students. Responses showed mixed opinions about the curriculum. Similarly, in
spring 2018, faculty were surveyed about their perceptions of the General Education
curriculum. These data will be used as the General Education curriculum is reviewed over
the next two years by faculty with input from the Head of Campus.
Evaluation of co-curricular learning
UMaine also assesses student attainment of co-curricular learning outcomes, including
formal and informal learning experiences, internships, digital badges, and first-year student
experiences. For example, UMaine’s Engaged Black Bear digital badging initiative offers
students a set of “learning pathways” entailing three levels of badges and corresponding
learning objectives, including recognizing and verifying student engagement experiences
on campus, at work, and in the community; providing evidence of 21st century skill
development; giving students a competitive edge when seeking internships, employment,
graduate school, and other workforce development opportunities; guiding students in
becoming leaders, prepared employees, active citizens, and lifelong learners; and increasing
college access and student success by building a pipeline to UMaine. 
UMM’s student programming group, the Student Activities Involvement and Leadership
(SAIL), provides opportunities for students to engage in the college experience in a way
that promotes leadership development and strengthens retention.The organization has
several stated learning outcomes. The assessment of outcomes to date has been informal.
Retention and graduation
As seen in the table below, UMaine’s first-year retention rates have ranged from 75% to
81%, four-year graduation rates from 33% to 40%, and six-year graduation rates from
55% to 60%. 
Retention and graduation rates by cohort
Cohort            Cohort              First-year           4-year                 5-year                6-year 
                      Size                  retention            graduation         graduation         graduation 
                                               rate                    rate                    rate                    rate
Fall 17             2,254               78%
Fall 16             2,192               75%
Fall 15             2,012               76%
Fall 14             2,021               76%                   40%
Fall 13             2,120               77%                   38%                   54%
Fall 12             1,919               81%                   40%                   57%                   60%
Fall 11             1,735               76%                   38%                   55%                   58%
Fall 10             1,717               78%                   36%                   55%                   59%
Fall 09             1,654               79%                   33%                   52%                   55%
Fall 08             1,936               79%                   37%                   56%                   60%
Fall 07             1,817               76%                   36%                   51%                   56%
OIRA also tracks the success of targeted populations, such as PELL recipients, STEM majors,
minority status students, and out-of-state students. The figure below shows the most recent
retention and graduation rates for these populations. UMaine also monitors the percentage
of students who go on to graduate at other institutions: 70% of our 2012 first-time full-
time cohort graduated from UMaine or another institution within six years, and 72% of our
transfer, full-time students did so.
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At the graduate level, the first- to second-year retention rate for the most recent three
cohorts ranged from 84% to 86% for master’s students and 91% to 95% for doctoral
students. Average time to degree for master’s students who graduated in 2014–2015
through 2017–2018 was 2.6 years; for doctoral students it was 5.4 years.
At UMM, the Head of Campus annually provides each program a profile of official
headcount, retention, number of degrees, graduate responses, and faculty information. The
data are split between on-campus and distance students for the programs delivered
through both modalities. This allows for programs to set and monitor retention rates and
track the number of students in the program. 
More recently, UMM implemented EAB Student Success Collaborative software. The
software allows programs to use data on student success rates, such as overall retention
rates and success rates of courses, to identify bottlenecks or barriers to success. For
example, the Biology program recently changed the prerequisite of the second-semester
course (BIO 118 or 119) to a course grade of C or higher in its first-semester course (BIO
117). This change was made when data showed that no student had graduated from the





UMaine’s Think 30 results are encouraging. The table below shows the credit-taking behavior of
first-time full-time students who a) attempted credits in both fall and spring of their first year, and
b) returned the following fall (the most relevant group for assessing the impact of Think 30).
Following the introduction of Think 30, the percentage of returning first-time, full-time students
who earned 15 or more credits in their fall semester increased 15 percentage points, from 52% for
the fall 2014 cohort to 67% for the fall 2017 cohort. 
An even larger increase was seen in spring semester: a 22-point increase from 58% to 80%. The
percentage who had attempted 30 or more credits by the beginning of their second year increased
from 66% to 82%. Notable gains were also seen in the percentage of students earning 30 or more
credits across the calendar year. By the beginning of the second year, the percentage of returning
first-time, full-time students who had earned 30 or more credits during their first year increased 12
percentage points, from 50% for the fall 2014 cohort to 62% for the fall 2017 cohort. With prior
credits accounted for (e.g. AP credit, summer credits preceding the first fall semester), 74% of the
returning 2017 cohort had earned 30 or more credits by the beginning of the second year, 9
percentage points higher than that of the fall 2014 cohort.
Credits attempted and earned: Returning first-time, full-time students
Cohort   Cohort size    % attempted   % attempted   % attempted    % earned       % earned        % earned 
                                  30+ credits      winter             summer            15+ credits    30+ credits     30+ credits 
                                  first year          courses            courses             first fall          first yeara        by beginning
                                                                                                                                                      of second yr.
                                                                                                                                                     (inclusive)b
2014      1,528            66%                —                    17%                 52%               50%               65%
2015      1,510            68%                7%                  19%                 53%               51%               68%
2016      1,614            79%                7%                  18%                 63%               60%               71%
2017      1,745            82%                9%                  17%                 67%               62%               74%
Note:
aCredits earned in fall, spring, or the subsequent summer; excludes credits earned in the preceding summer, and test or
transfer credits earned in high school.
bCredits earned by beginning of second year, including those earned in the preceding summer, and test or transfer credits
earned in high school.
Think 30 has had a tangible impact on credit-taking behavior at all undergraduate levels. The
figure below shows the percentage of all degree-seeking undergraduates taking 15 or more
credits, broken down by class level. There has been consistent growth at all levels, though
particularly for first-years and sophomores, which have shown increases of 23% and 19%,
respectively.  
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First-year student success courses
All academic colleges at both campuses now provide a first-year seminar to orient students
to their field of study, to UMaine, and to college life. For example, beginning in fall 2015,
Liberal Arts and Sciences (CLAS) offered LAS 150 (Success in College), a first-year seminar
course for CLAS students whose major does not already offer a required first-year seminar.
LAS 150 is a one-credit course taught once a week for 50 minutes. Instructors include
advisors in the CLAS Advising and Student Services Center, and professional staff who have
a student affairs and/or student services background. At UMM, all programs have a first-
year seminar embedded in the program.
Post-graduation data
The Life After UMaine Survey provides useful insights into the activity of our graduates.
Seventy-seven percent of respondents to the 2014-2015 Life After UMaine survey reported
full-time employment. The majority of employed respondents indicated they were very well
(42%) or moderately well (49%) prepared for their job. Those attending graduate school
indicated even higher levels of preparation, with half (50%) reporting they were very well
or moderately well (38.2%) prepared. There were substantial differences by college in the
proportion of students attending graduate school. While just 5% of Engineering graduates
went on to graduate study, nearly 31% of Natural Science, Forestry, and Agriculture (NSFA)
students did so. Similarly, there were differences among colleges in the percentage of
students finding full-time employment after graduation. For example, students in NSFA
were least likely to be employed full time (68%), but the most likely to attend graduate
school (31%). Engineers (90%) and Business graduates (91%) were most likely to be
employed and least likely to attend graduate school full time (5% and 7%, respectively).
Overall, very few graduates (4%) were unemployed.
Evaluation of student success
UMaine uses a wide range of direct and indirect measures of student success that informs
academic planning and student supports. In addition to direct measures of student learning
conducted as part of program and General Education assessment, the university gathers
attitudinal data (e.g. climate surveys, the American College Health Survey).  
UMaine and UMM also examine indirect measures of student success and engagement,
such as the National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE). In the most recent NSSE
administration (2017), student responses at UMaine indicated strong experiences with the
senior capstone and interaction with faculty on undergraduate research, but deficits remain
in students’ opportunities to interact with persons of a different race or ethnicity.
Responding students rate the university’s
emphasis on hosting events related to
important social, economic, and political
issues lower than do students attending
other New England Public institutions.  
UMaine’s highest and lowest ratings by
seniors relative to other New England
public institutions are shown in the figure
below. UMM’s highest-rated areas are
quality of interactions with faculty and
number of High Impact Practices. Results
of survey instruments like NSSE are
typically shared with campus staff and
offices with responsibility for student
success, and with the broader campus
community, to inform planning, goal




National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE) Student Responses
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Using assessment data to improve student learning 
As noted above, the majority of UMaine programs have assessment plans in place. We
continue to promote expanded use of assessment data to improve programs. Two units
have done this exceptionally well: the Maine Business School and the School of Marine
Sciences. The Maine Business School collected assessment data over a two-year period and
used it to drive program changes, such as providing more practice for creative problem-
solving, and spending more time addressing global perspectives on business-related issues.
The School of Marine Sciences has spent the last two years collecting data, and faculty are
discussing potential curriculum changes to improve student learning outcomes. Marine
Sciences has also worked closely with its college (Natural Sciences, Forestry, and
Agriculture); the Center for Innovation in Teaching and Learning; US:IT and Facilities
Management: and Academic Affairs, to improve classrooms integral to the unit’s
curriculum, course delivery (including online and videoconference), and statewide outreach.
Projection
Program and General Education assessment
UMaine has made significant progress in implementing program assessment. Markers of
success include plan completion and use of assessment data to refine curriculum, course
sequences, and learning outcomes to match the needs of students in post-graduation
settings. In UMaine’s cycle of program review, the following units, among others, are on
track to use their assessment processes to inform curricula and improve student learning
outcomes: the Bachelor of University Studies, Communication and Journalism, Sociology,
Psychology, English, Computer Science, Art, and Biology.
As noted above, UMaine efforts for General Education assessment are ongoing. The
faculty-led creation of a multi-year plan for the category-by-category review of General
Education learning outcomes was a critical first step; it was followed by the Faculty
Senate’s support of a May 2018 faculty-led examination of the first category under review.
UMaine General Education work remaining includes refinement of the assessment process;
review of current General Education course offerings; analysis of the types of learning
activities associated with these courses; and, as guided by our faculty, a comprehensive
review of the design of the General Education program itself. Data from our 2018 General
Education pilot assessment are being analyzed and will be reported in spring 2019.
Student retention, time-to-degree, and graduation
UMaine’s efforts to increase the number of credit hours taken by students per calendar
year, thereby reducing time-to-degree and total debt, are succeeding. As noted above, the
Think 30 campaign, operationalized in part by Winter Session and Summer University
credit-taking, has increased the number of students earning 15 credits per semester and 30
credits per year. We believe this activity will result in improved graduation rates, and more
students graduating on time. Given these outcomes, continuing our efforts will be critical in
supporting student success. Similarly, increased investments in college-based advising
appear to be having a positive effect. It will be critical to collect ongoing data on the kinds
of advising/learning supports students use to understand the continuing impact of those
strategies. 
Finally, as described in Standard Two and earlier in this standard, UMaine launched a
broad-scale First-Year Student Success Initiative in fall 2018. Improved retention among
first-year students will be a main indicator of success as the initiative is assessed. Our goal
is to increase first- to second-year retention by 5% over the next three to five years, and
sustain that improvement.
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UMaine and UMM continuously monitor and uphold standards of honesty, integrity, and ethics in
our dealings with internal and external stakeholders. Both campuses have accepted the
Statement of Governance of Colleges and Universities, Statement of Professional Ethics, and
Statement of Principles on Academic Freedom published by the American Association of
University Professors (AAUP). Elements of the last document are found in the collective
bargaining agreement between UMS and the Associated Faculties of the Universities of Maine
(AFUM). UMaine and UMM are open and transparent in our communications with NECHE in
complying with the Commission’s standards, policies, requirements of affiliation, and requests.
Rights and responsibilities, and policies pursuant to student conduct are detailed in the Student
Code of Conduct and Student Handbook. These are easily accessible, updated annually, and fairly
administered. In addition, UMaine follows written policies and procedures governing
administrative treatment of students as outlined in the undergraduate catalog, graduate catalog,
Student Handbook, and Student Code of Conduct. Fairness and truthfulness regarding professional
treatment of staff are outlined in the various collective bargaining agreements. UMS  policy
supports a grievance process for represented and nonrepresented employees. These policies and
standards are widely distributed and shared with members of the UMaine and UMM communities.
Faculty and staff seeking protection of, and licensing for, inventions, technologies, processes,
software, trademarks, or other intellectual property are supported and guided by area experts.
Additionally, UMaine’s Office of Research Compliance guides the campus in ethical research, and
responds appropriately to cases of research misconduct. 
UMaine’s Policies and Procedures for Financial Disclosures and Conflicts of Interest in
Extramurally Sponsored Activities apply to all employees and students serving as investigators on
proposals submitted to external sponsors. As described in UMaine Conflicts of Interest Training
Requirements, the policy applies equally to UMaine investigators and investigators at other UMS
campuses who wish to submit through, or collaborate with, UMaine. 
The Office of Equal Opportunity (OEO) develops and maintains UMaine’s Affirmative Action Plan,
and updates goals for women and minorities. The Office of Human Resources approves all job
announcements and recruiting strategies for professional and faculty searches, including
requirements to advertise in ways that promote a diverse pool of candidates. UMM’s HR Partner
does the same for the Machias campus. OEO staff are available to advise search committees
throughout the search process. 
UMaine’s Faculty Senate administers a Committee on Program Creation, Review and
Reorganization (PCRRC), encouraging broad consultation on the establishment of new programs
and administrative structures. The committee’s work affirms the university’s commitment to
shared governance, academic freedom, affirmative action, and accountability.
UMaine and UMM employ a formal process for performance evaluations of all faculty and staff. A
peer review committee evaluates nontenured faculty members each year until the award of
tenure. This review takes into account integrity in research, teaching, and service. Tenured faculty
members go through a post-tenure review process every four years. 
UMaine and UMM regard student privacy as essential. The Family Educational Rights and Privacy
Act of 1974 (FERPA) protects the privacy of students. Under FERPA, students have the right to
inspect and review their educational records, and have the right to challenge records when they
are inaccurate, misleading, or otherwise in violation of privacy rights. UMaine’s Office of Student
Records, and UMM’s Associate Registrar, are key resources for oversight and management of
records retention and student information privacy. Additional excerpts from institutional policies
related to community integrity can be found in the electronic workroom. 
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Appraisal
Instances of research misconduct undergo a confidential, robust review. Research
misconduct at UMaine is rare. Policies pertaining to misconduct are informally reviewed
and assessed as they are implemented. UMaine abides by all federal policy concerning
research misconduct, and an annual federal report is prepared and submitted each April.
Nondiscrimination, equal opportunity, grievance, harassment, and
accommodation policies
The majority of UMaine’s institutional policies on nondiscrimination and equitable
treatment of all members of the university are available online through the Office of Equal
Opportunity. UMS policies on human resources and equal opportunity are available on
UMaine sites or in UMS printed policies and procedures. UMaine and UMM are responsible
for implementing these policies and educating the university community about them. We
take this charge seriously. 
Human Resources’ mission statement affirms its obligations to administer a fair, respectful
work culture, one that recognizes and rewards the contributions and value of all
employees, and which complies with all employment policies, best practices, and laws.
Grievance and complaint procedures are detailed and widely disseminated. Policy and
educational material on harassment and disability accommodation are distributed to
students, faculty, and staff on a routine basis, electronically and in paper format. All policies
are periodically assessed and, if needed, adjusted by the Student Accessibility Services
Director and the Equal Opportunities Director. 
Diversity and inclusivity 
In 2018, UMaine’s Vice President for Student Life and Dean of Students prepared a
comprehensive report outlining UMaine statistics on diversity and inclusion; partners and
initiatives aimed at creating a more diverse and inclusive environment; and an action plan
for achieving key goals, including communicating clearly and affirmatively our commitment
to diversity; valuing diversity as an essential component of the curriculum; and increasing
the percentage of undergraduate and graduate students of color.  
UMaine has made a firm commitment to gender orientation diversity in its support of its
lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender community. LGBTQ Services and the Rainbow
Resource Center are committed to building an inclusive campus community that does not
merely tolerate, but respects and honors all members of the university community. The
Center is a safe, supportive environment for all students, staff, faculty, and alumni. It
provides educational opportunities, information, and advocacy services. 
UMM faculty and staff have worked closely with student organizations to provide an open
and affirming presence, backed by concrete supports for LGBTQ students through
sponsorship of, and participation in, regular events and programming on gender issues.
UMM also recently reconstituted its Diversity Committee to address campus concerns
actively and skillfully. 
In April 2017, LGBTQ Services surveyed student attitudes toward the LGBTQ community.
The survey found that 84% of the nearly 1,200 UMaine students polled reported
welcoming attitudes toward the lesbian, gay, bisexual, and queer community, and that 78%
of the surveyed students reported welcoming attitudes toward the transgender community.
Recruitment of African-American faculty members and students remains a constant
challenge at UMaine and UMM. UMaine has a substantial Disabilities Studies program,
with graduate and undergraduate offerings and faculty engaged in active research, as well
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as several programs addressing women and Native American issues. In 2016, UMaine’s
Native American Studies Program and Wabanaki Center elected to colocate on campus in
order to cooperate more closely and better serve UMaine’s Native American populations.
This decision resulted in an NSF-funded project designed to facilitate cooperation between
UMaine researchers and tribe members to promote the entry of Wabanaki youth into STEM
fields. UMaine is proud of its scholarship program and related supports for Native
American students.
Integrity of the educational mission
UMaine advances its educational mission through its departments, schools, research
centers, and institutes. Their activity includes teaching and advising, research and
conferences, institutes, and workshops. UMaine’s Conference and Institutes staff assist
units in the organization and delivery of academic and research programming. Examples
can be found on the Conferences and Institutes website.  
To ensure integrity, UMaine and UMM employ numerous internal and external
administrative checks and balances. The BOT, the UMaine and UMM Boards of Visitors, the
Chancellor, and UMS staff are strong external monitors of protocols and practices on our
campuses. President Ferrini-Mundy and her leadership team, including the Provost, other
vice presidents, UMM Head of Campus, Deans, Senior Associate Provost, Associate Provost,
and Assistant Provost, provide internal administrative checks and balances. UMaine’s
Faculty Senate, with standing committees on Finance and Institutional Planning; Academic
Affairs; Research and Scholarship; University Environment; and Program Creation, Review,
and Reorganization, among others, is another form of internal oversight independent of the
administration. These entities, and some parallel bodies at UMM, provide oversight of
UMaine and UMM structures and functions, and help to ensure that our work is carried out
with care and integrity. 
II. Transparency
Description
UMaine and UMM are public universities committed to accountability and transparency in
fulfilling their statewide and regional obligations, and their responsibilities to their
constituents. Transparency is at the heart of UMaine’s multifaceted, multiplatform
communication efforts led by the Division of Marketing and Communications, which is
responsible for presenting UMaine’s story to internal and external audiences. The division is
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a central hub of UMaine news and information, and manages the institutional brand. Its
Policies and Procedures help guide information dissemination by establishing lines of
responsibility for, and the standard of, UMaine’s branding, marketing and communication
efforts. UMaine is now collaborating and coordinating with UMM on institutional
messaging.
Internal communications 
In 2012, improved marketing and communications was identified as a priority in the Blue
Sky strategic plan. Since then, the unit’s Policies and Procedures have guided the university
in its marketing and communications activities. They are designed to enhance UMaine’s
image and message through a stronger, more defined relationship between Marketing and
Communications and an evolving network of UMaine communicators distributed among
the academic colleges, research centers, and vice presidents’ staffs. Their intent is to ensure
high-quality internal and external messages consistent with our mission, institutional
identity (branding), positioning, and strategic priorities. They include:
●  Maximize opportunities to enhance visibility or stories.
● Ensure all information is consistent with design and editorial standards.
● Provide central resources to assist all UMaine and UMM divisions, colleges,
departments, and programs.
●  Integrate efforts between Marketing and Communications and other communicators
to optimize creativity in design and message, as well as to improve information flow,
ensuring compliance.
● Ensure UMaine and UMM are efficiently leveraging marketing and advertising
investments at all levels and in all areas.
● Make information flow most efficiently.
•  Reduce miscommunication.
Resources in editorial, media, creative, and web communications
In Marketing and Communications, all four primary areas — News Services, Visual Media,
Creative Services and Digital Communications — are coordinated and collaborative.
Members of the News Services and Visual Media teams communicate and promote news
and information on academic research, scholarship, and creative achievement; the
undergraduate and graduate student experience; and teaching and outreach efforts..
Editorial staff offer media relations coordination, including linking media representatives to
university expertise, and helping campus constituents effectively promote events and
achievements. Primary platforms for UMaine communication include the UMaine News
website, UMaine Today magazine, UMaine calendar and social media pages. 
UMaine and UMM comply with all applicable federal and state laws regarding the
retention and release of public information, and personal and/or educational records of all
current employees and students. Freedom of Information Act and/or Maine Freedom of
Access Act requests are directed to the UMaine FOIA/FOAA officer in the Office of the
President; Marketing and Communications provides support for those requests. UMM
directs those inquiries to the Public Relations Office or to the Associate Registrar,
depending on the nature of the request.  
The Digital Communications team is responsible for the quality and effectiveness of
UMaine’s website — umaine.edu — UMaine’s principal marketing channel. In the 2016–
2017 academic year, the umaine.edu website was visited over 4.8 million times, with more
than 11 million pages viewed. 
The UMaine website underwent a significant redesign in 2014–2015, and the improved site
was launched in fall 2015. In 2017, the U.S. General Services Administration Access Board’s
updated requirements used WCAG 2.0 to adapt existing 508 standards to reflect newer
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Post-launch, Digital Communications adopted a proactive approach to web accessibility
guidance. Team members offer weekly training for all students, faculty, and staff who work
with umaine.edu websites, and web accessibility is an integral part of that training. All new
websites are reviewed for quality assurance, and web accessibility of content must be
compliant for a website to be launched. In 2017, UMS adopted a web governance tool
(Monsido) that UMaine uses to identify issues that may hinder accessibility. This tool
actively monitors UMaine web content and identifies accessibility issues arising from
ongoing content creation for existing sites. 
Web access and transparency 
UMM’s website was also significantly redesigned to be more outward facing in 2014–
2015. Subsequent work, including hiring a part-time webmaster in IT to ensure that the
site was more user-friendly, included correct information for all departments, and is
updated regularly. In fall 2018, UMM’s site came under the direct oversight of UMaine’s
web manager. 
UMaine’s academic colleges and UMaineOnline offer current and prospective students
detailed academic information. Each has its own website. For ease of navigation,
Admissions and the UMaine homepage provide access to these sites. 
The umaine.edu template provides top-level navigation on Admissions, Campus Life,
Academics, Research, and general UMaine information. Also part of the template
navigation is a Quicklinks dropdown menu featuring an A to Z Directory, UMaine Map,
UMaine Calendar, UMaine Portal, Faculty and Staff Resources, Student Resources,
Emergency Information and UMaine Police. Further, the UMaine Student Consumer
Information exists to direct students to all current information on student policies, financial
aid, loan information, health and safety, and student outcomes. UMM’s website is similarly
designed with dropdown menus. 
UMaine’s policies and reports online include the Student Handbook, which outlines
processes for conduct; the annual Clery security and fire safety report; audited statements
of UMaine’s Office of Budget and Business Services; the university’s grades and grading
policy; accreditation, NC-SARA and other Office of Institutional Research Assessment
resources; UMaine employment processes, including those for hiring students; and
processes for considering complaints and appeals. Office of Institutional Research and
Assessment also collects, maintains and analyzes university data.
UMaine’s online undergraduate and graduate catalogs are updated annually and archived,
as is UMM’s undergraduate catalog.   
Content for academic fact sheets used by UMaine Admissions is compiled in collaboration
with colleges, schools, departments, divisions, and programs to ensure quality, accuracy,
and consistency. Information about UMaine academic programs, learning outcomes,
student success, and achievements of community members is imparted centrally on the
UMaine news website and by the colleges and schools. Examples of college news sources
include the College of Education and Human Development; College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences; College of Engineering; College of Natural Sciences, Forestry, and Agriculture;
Maine Business School; Honors College; and the Division of Lifelong Learning. 
UMM also provides online versions of the Student Handbook, Clery reports, and Faculty
Handbook. UMM Admissions information, and all academic policies and procedures  are
also publicly available, as are job postings and application information. 
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Appraisal
As the state’s flagship university, UMaine recognizes the importance of transparency in
fulfilling its mission. To ensure success, our communication efforts across multiple
platforms emphasize, and are constantly informed by, best practices, quality assurance,
accessibility policies and procedures, and constituent needs.  
UMaine has been transparent regarding incidents of sexual harassment, mistreatment of
personnel, and financial impropriety. After investigations are complete, all appropriate
details about such incidents are publicly disclosed. 
UMaine’s and UMM’s commitment to transparency are unwavering. Continued awareness
of, and adherence to, marketing and communications policies and procedures will help
ensure the most effective institutional communication efforts possible. 
III. Public disclosure 
Description 
Marketing and Communications has general responsibilities for public disclosure of
information. Other UMaine administrative units, such as Student Records, Budget and
Business Services, Institutional Research and Assessment, Equal Opportunity, Public Safety
(particularly with regard to Clery Act compliance), Student Life, and Athletics are
responsible for various aspects of our interface with members of the public seeking
information about our programs, activities, and mission. Increasingly, these units work
together to ensure consistent, coordinated message delivery that presents an accurate
portrayal of UMaine.  
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Changes in communications practices, accelerating over the past decade more quickly than
at any other time in UMaine’s history, have brought new opportunities. In response to the
needs of those who seek information about us, we are increasingly reliant on electronic
means of communication. This goes beyond the critical need for an accessible, highly
functional and attractive website to include contemporary ways of relaying information,
such as podcasting, social networking mechanisms, blogging and the timely delivery of
email messages. 
In this context, it is critical that UMaine communicators continue to recognize that Maine
does not have universal broadband internet access, and that some UMaine constituents,
especially those in rural areas, have dial-up connections or no web access. Given these
considerations, UMaine’s communications professionals continue to produce high-quality
materials of a more traditional nature, such as magazines, viewbooks, television and radio
commercials, and newsletters. Our approach to public disclosure incorporates several
communications strategies and takes into account the high level of statewide interest news
organizations have in UMaine.  
In preparation for our spring 2019 NECHE review, a statewide notice for public comment
on the self-study was published in November 2018 in newspapers throughout Maine, and
on the UMaine and UMM websites. 
Appraisal 
UMaine’s online undergraduate and graduate catalogs and UMM’s undergraduate catalog
describe the obligations and responsibilities of students, faculty, and staff. The catalogs
contain information about objectives, expected educational outcomes, public status,
admissions and transfer requirements and procedures, student fees, charges, refunds,
student conduct rules and regulations (also found in the Student Conduct Code),
procedures for student appeals and complaints (also found in the Student Conduct Code),
withdrawals, academic programming, courses, educational opportunities, academic
policies, and degree completion requirements.  
UMaine’s and UMM’s websites are another primary source of information for students,
prospective students, and parents. UMaine’s homepage and the Office of Admissions and
Graduate School websites provide content ranging from stories about the UMaine student
experience, and the breadth and depth of the state’s flagship, to details about scholarships
and admissions criteria. Admissions information is provided for undergraduate, transfer,
international, lifelong learning and graduate students, and student veterans. The UMaine
viewbook is online, as are resources for admitted students, parents and families, and
guidance counselors. UMM’s website contains similar information for prospective and
continuing students, and their families.  
Information about faculty is located in the catalog and on departmental websites (which
can be accessed through the university website), as is information about administrative
officers and the Board of Visitors. Information about UMaine’s Hutchinson Center, Darling
Marine Center, other research facilities, and Cooperative Extension are also available
through the university website. Information about UMM faculty, programs, and
administrators can be found on its website.   
Information about the UMaine student body, campus settings, support services, and
opportunities for students can be found under the Campus Life heading on the university
website, specifically tabs labeled Division of Student Life and Student Consumer
Information. More detailed information is available from the Office of Institutional
Research and Assessment. Institutional goals for student’s education are also located on
the OIRA website.  
Student Financial Aid offers numerous online resources for current and prospective
students, and parents, including costs at UMaine, financial literacy information, and a net
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price calculator. Debt upon graduation is available in the Common Data Set. Cohort default
and loan repayment rates are available on the Office of Student Financial Aid website.  
UMaine’s statement of accreditation is located on the OIRA site.  
Projection 
Communications with students 
Effective communication with internal and external constituents is a constant goal and
challenge. UMaine is currently focused on ensuring the successful adoption of its early-
alert and student advising resource, Navigate, in the 2019–2020 academic year (see also
Standard Six). The student-facing Navigate app may provide a single, shared medium
through which the university communicates with its undergraduate and, potentially,
graduate student populations. Managing the sources, volume, content, and timing of those
communications will be a challenge.  
In spring 2019, Academic Affairs and Student Affairs began informal discussions about the
use of Navigate for shared, campuswide student communications. We expect to form a
joint working group — partnering with our current Navigate implementation team — to
establish a protocol and workflow for those communications. 
The faculty handbooks 
The UMaine Faculty Handbook has been a work in progress for several years. Although
faculty-related policies and procedures can be found in other documents or on web pages,
an updated, single-reference source would be a welcome development. UMM’s Faculty
Handbook was recently updated, but should be annually reviewed for accuracy.  
Assurances of the integrity, transparency, and public disclosure of an institution of higher
learning cannot reside solely with one person, office, committee, or branch of the
organization. To ensure institutional honesty, responsibility must be structurally embedded
in its various components, both internal and external. UMaine and UMM possess such
interdependent and balanced structures, and thereby continually safeguard their integrity
and transparency.
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Appendix
COMMISSION ON INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION
NEW ENGLAND ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES
3 Burlington Woods, Suite 100, Burlington, MA 01803–4514
Voice:  (781) 425 7785  •   Fax: (781) 425 1001  •  Web: cihe.neasc.org
AFFIRMATION OF COMPLIANCE WITH FEDERAL REGULATIONS RELATING TO TITLE IV
Periodically, member institutions are asked to affirm their compliance with federal requirements relating to Title IV program
participation, including relevant requirements of the Higher Education Opportunity Act.
1. Credit Hour: Federal regulation defines a credit hour as an amount of work represented in intended learning outcomes and verified by
evidence of student achievement that is an institutional established equivalence that reasonably approximates not less than: (1) One hour of
classroom or direct faculty instruction and a minimum of two hours of out of class student work each week for approximately fifteen weeks for one
semester or trimester hour of credit, or ten to twelve weeks for one quarter hour of credit, or the equivalent amount of work over a different
amount of time; or (2) At least an equivalent amount of work as required in paragraph (1) of this definition for other academic activities as
established by the institution including laboratory work, internships, practica, studio work, and other academic work leading to the award of credit
hours. (CIHE Policy 111. See also Standards for Accreditation 4.34.)
URL:  umaine.edu/provost/policies
          umaine.edu/wintersession/policy-on-the-definition-of-a-credit-hour
           umaine.edu/graduate/students/enrollment-information
           umaine.edu/stuaid/resources/credithour
           catalog.umaine.edu/content.php?catoid=73&navoid=2564
           catalog.umaine.edu/content.php?catoid=76&navoid=2757&hl=%22Credit+Hour%22&returnto=search
Print Publications: N/A
Self-Study/Interim Report Page Reference: 37
2. Credit Transfer Policies. The institution’s policy on transfer of credit is publicly disclosed through its website and other relevant publications.
The institution includes a statement of its criteria for transfer of credit earned at another institution of higher education along with a list of
institutions with which it has articulation agreements. (CIHE Policy 95. See also Standards for Accreditation 4.38, 4.39 and 9.19.)
URL:   catalog.umaine.edu/content.php?catoid=73&navoid=2568
           maine.edu/transfer-students/transfer-course-equivalencies
           machias.edu/academics/academics/registrars-office/transfer-policies
Print Publications: N/A
Self-Study/Interim Report Page Reference: 36,38
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3. Student Complaints. “Policies on student rights and responsibilities, including grievance procedures, are clearly stated, well publicized and
readily available, and fairly and consistently administered.” (Standards for Accreditation 5.18, 9.8, and 9.19.)
URL: umaine.edu/eo/complaintsandconcerns
       machias.edu/campus-life/equity-inclusion
Print Publications: N/A
Self-Study/Interim Report Page Reference: 48–49, 93
4. Distance and Correspondence Education: Verification of Student Identity: If the institution offers distance education or correspondence
education, it has processes in place to establish that the student who registers in a distance education or correspondence education course or
program is the same student who participates in and completes the program and receives the academic credit. . . .The institution protects student
privacy and notifies students at the time of registration or enrollment of any projected additional student charges associated with the verification of 
student identity. (CIHE Policy 95. See also Standards for Accreditation 4.48.)
Method(s) used for verification: online.umaine.edu/online-student-verification
machias.edu/academics/distance-degree-programs
Self-study/Interim Report Page Reference: 38–39
5. FOR COMPREHENSIVE EVALUATIONS ONLY: Public Notification of an Evaluation Visit and Opportunity for Public Comment: The
institution has made an appropriate and timely effort to notify the public of an upcoming comprehensive evaluation and to solicit comments. 
(CIHE Policy 77.)
URL: umaine.edu/eo/accreditation
       machias.edu/accreditation
Print Publications:
       Machias Valley News Observer
       Bangor Daily News
       Kennebec Journal
       Lewiston Sun Journal
       Penobscot Times
       Portland Press Herald
       Star herald
Self-Study/Interim Report Page Reference: 93
The undersigned affirms that University of Maine meets the above federal requirements relating to Title IV program participation,
including those enumerated above.
Chief Executive Officer: Date:
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Tuition and fees 4,489$          4,819$          (330)$        -6.85%
Residence and dining fees: 1,534            1,904            (370)          -19.43%
Less: scholarship allowances: (2,693)           (2,807)           114           -4.06%
   Net student fees 3,331            3,916            (585)          -14.94%
Federal, state, and private grants and contracts 2,357            2,339            18             0.77%
Recovery of indirect costs 85                 61                 24             39.34%
Educational sales and service 345               354               (9)              -2.54%
Other auxiliary enterprises 5                   17                 (12)            -70.59%
Interest income on loans 9                   5                   4               80.00%
   Total Operating Revenues 6,132            6,691            (559)          -8.35%
OPERATING EXPENSES
Instruction 3,348            3,272            76             2.32%
Research 706               514               192           37.35%
Public service 59                 50                 9               18.00%
Academic support 1,201            1,195            6               0.50%
Student services 1,669            1,638            31             1.89%
Institutional support 980               1,350            (370)          -27.41%
Operation and maintenance of plant 1,473            1,743            (270)          -15.49%
Depreciation and amortization 743               715               28             3.92%
Student aid 804               838               (34)            -4.06%
Auxiliary 1,353            1,426            (73)            -5.12%
   Total Operating Expenses 12,336          12,741          (405)          -3.18%
   Operating Income (Loss) (6,204)           (6,050)           (154)          2.55%
NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSE)
Noncapital State of Maine appropriations 6,022            5,181            841           16.23%
Gifts currently expendable 74                 26                 48             184.62%
Endowment income distributed for operations 82                 82                 -                0.00%
Investment income 9                   3                   6               200.00%
Interest expense (154)              (125)              (29)            23.20%
Noncapital transfers (to) from system/other campuses 105               1,033            (928)          -89.84%
   Net Nonoperating Revenue (Expense) 6,138            6,201            (63)            -1.02%
   Income Before Other Changes in Net Position (66)                151               (217)          -143.71%
Layout Name:UMS_YESRECNP_CC_101217
($ in thousands)
For the Years Ended June 30, 2018 and 2017
Statements of Revenues, Expenses, and Changes in Net Position
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Cash and cash equivalents 2,666$          2,236$          430$       19.23%
Operating investments -                    -                    -                         -          
Accounts, grants and pledges receivable, net 774                 887                 (113)        -12.74%
Inventories and prepaid expenses 2                   -                    2             0.00%
Notes and leases receivable, net -                  -                  -                         -          
Internal loans to campuses -                  -                  -                         -          
Total Current Assets 3,442            3,124            318         10.18%
Noncurrent Assets
Deposits with bond trustees 208                 1,074             (866)        -80.63%
Accounts, grants and pledges receivable, net -                  -                  -                         -          
Notes and leases receivable, net 339                 389                 (50)          -12.85%
Endowment investments 2,512            2,445            67           2.74%
Capital assets, net 14,029          13,890          139         1.00%
Split interest agreements -                    -                    -                         -          
Internal loans to campuses -                  -                  -                         -          
Campus funding commitment -                    -                    -                         -          
Total Noncurrent Assets 17,088          17,799          (711)        -3.99%
TOTAL ASSETS 20,529          20,923          (394)        -1.88%
DEFERRED OUTFLOWS OF RESOURCES (1)                  (1)                  -              0.00%
TOTAL ASSETS AND DEFERRED OUTFLOWS 20,529$        20,922$        (393)$      -1.88%
LIABILITIES
Current Liabilities
Accounts payable 298$             186$             112$       60.22%
Unearned revenue and deposits 244               227               17           7.49%
Accrued liabilities - current portion 64                 58                 6             10.34%
Funds held for others - current portion 114               112               2             1.79%
Long-term debt - current portion 416               426               (10)          -2.35%
Loans from University Services - current portion 40                 40                 -              0.00%
Total Current Liabilities 1,176            1,048            128         12.21%
Noncurrent Liabilities
Accrued liabilities 3                   10                 (7)            -70.00%
Funds held for others -                    -                    -                         -          
Long-term debt 4,724            5,101            (377)        -7.39%
Loans from University Services 122               162               (40)          -24.69%
Funding obligation 1,434            1,434            -              0.00%
Government advances refundable 366               398               (32)          -8.04%
Total Noncurrent Liabilities 6,647            7,104            (457)        -6.43%
TOTAL LIABILITIES 7,823            8,152            (329)        -4.04%
DEFERRED INFLOWS OF RESOURCES 152               171               (19)          -11.11%
NET POSITION
Net investment in capital assets 9,562            9,101            461         5.07%
Restricted:
Nonexpendable 1,818            1,828            (10)          -0.55%
Expendable 1,360            1,067            293         27.46%
Unrestricted (187)              603               (790)        -131.01%
Commitments and contingencies
TOTAL NET POSITION 12,554          12,599          (45)          -0.36%
TOTAL LIABILITIES, DEFERRED INFLOWS AND NET POSITION 20,529$        20,922$        (393)$      -1.88%
Note:  The above totals have not been adjusted for rounding.
Univ of Maine at Machias
Statements of Net Position
As of June 30, 2018 and 2017
($ in thousands)
Note:  FY17 has been restated for the implementation of GASB Statement No. 75, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Postemployment Benefits Other Than Pensions, and 
GASB Statement No. 81, Irrevocable Split-Interest Agreements .
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Cash and cash equivalents 84,951$        82,491$        2,460$    2.98%
Operating investments -                    -                    -              -                
Accounts, grants and pledges receivable, net 22,652           21,689           963         4.44%
Inventories and prepaid expenses 2,948            2,754            194         7.04%
Notes and leases receivable, net -                  -                  -              -                
Internal loans to campuses -                  -                  -              -                
Total Current Assets 110,550        106,933        3,617      3.38%
Noncurrent Assets
Deposits with bond trustees 898                 2,405             (1,507)     -62.66%
Accounts, grants and pledges receivable, net 212                 2,744             (2,532)     -92.27%
Notes and leases receivable, net 21,572           21,731           (159)        -0.73%
Endowment investments 79,630          76,881          2,749      3.58%
Capital assets, net 350,082        349,970        112         0.03%
Split interest agreements 1,673            1,602            71           4.43%
Internal loans to campuses -                  -                  -              -                
Campus funding commitment -                    -                    -              -                
Total Noncurrent Assets 454,067        455,334        (1,267)     -0.28%
TOTAL ASSETS 564,617        562,267        2,350      0.42%
DEFERRED OUTFLOWS OF RESOURCES 2,602            2,771            (169)        -6.10%
TOTAL ASSETS AND DEFERRED OUTFLOWS 567,219$      565,039$      2,180$    0.39%
LIABILITIES
Current Liabilities
Accounts payable 6,583$          8,003$          (1,420)$   -17.74%
Unearned revenue and deposits 3,577            3,752            (175)        -4.66%
Accrued liabilities - current portion 967               965               2             0.21%
Funds held for others - current portion 62                 65                 (3)            -4.62%
Long-term debt - current portion 5,565            5,719            (154)        -2.69%
Loans from University Services - current portion -                    -                    -              -                
Total Current Liabilities 16,754          18,503          (1,749)     -9.45%
Noncurrent Liabilities
Accrued liabilities 1                   31                 (30)          -96.77%
Funds held for others -                    -                    -              -                
Long-term debt 61,625          67,581          (5,956)     -8.81%
Loans from University Services -                    -                    -              -                
Funding obligation 41,488          41,488          -              0.00%
Government advances refundable 12,582          12,539          43           0.34%
Total Noncurrent Liabilities 115,696        121,640        (5,944)     -4.89%
TOTAL LIABILITIES 132,450        140,143        (7,693)     -5.49%
DEFERRED INFLOWS OF RESOURCES 1,673            1,602            71           4.43%
NET POSITION
Net investment in capital assets 286,105        281,598        4,507      1.60%
Restricted:
Nonexpendable 31,816          31,258          558         1.79%
Expendable 67,976          67,507          469         0.69%
Unrestricted 47,198          42,931          4,267      9.94%
Commitments and contingencies
TOTAL NET POSITION 433,095        423,294        9,801      2.32%
TOTAL LIABILITIES, DEFERRED INFLOWS AND NET POSITION 567,219$      565,039$      2,180$    0.39%
Note:  The above totals have not been adjusted for rounding.
University of Maine
Statements of Net Position
As of June 30, 2018 and 2017
($ in thousands)
Note:  FY17 has been restated for the implementation of GASB Statement No. 75, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Postemployment Benefits Other Than Pensions, and 








Tuition and fees 164,666$      151,223$      13,443$    8.89%
Residence and dining fees: 39,279          37,645          1,634        4.34%
Less: scholarship allowances: (59,568)         (52,627)         (6,941)       13.19%
   Net student fees 144,377        136,241        8,136        5.97%
Federal, state, and private grants and contracts 64,116          63,302          814           1.29%
Recovery of indirect costs 8,172            8,070            102           1.26%
Educational sales and service 22,899          23,330          (431)          -1.85%
Other auxiliary enterprises 12,789          13,274          (485)          -3.65%
Interest income on loans 384               342               42             12.28%
   Total Operating Revenues 252,738        244,559        8,179        3.34%
OPERATING EXPENSES
Instruction 80,383          77,842          2,541        3.26%
Research 65,861          63,603          2,258        3.55%
Public service 32,677          34,300          (1,623)       -4.73%
Academic support 33,159          31,994          1,165        3.64%
Student services 24,975          23,506          1,469        6.25%
Institutional support 31,653          31,372          281           0.90%
Operation and maintenance of plant 25,934          26,371          (437)          -1.66%
Depreciation and amortization 20,597          19,909          688           3.46%
Student aid 12,201          10,779          1,422        13.19%
Auxiliary 40,135          39,368          767           1.95%
   Total Operating Expenses 367,574        359,044        8,530        2.38%
   Operating Income (Loss) (114,837)       (114,486)       (351)          0.31%
NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSE)
Noncapital State of Maine appropriations 98,051          97,527          524           0.54%
Gifts currently expendable 11,139          9,939            1,200        12.07%
Endowment income distributed for operations 3,356            3,407            (51)            -1.50%
Investment income 309               115               194           168.70%
Interest expense (1,923)           (2,158)           235           -10.89%
Noncapital transfers (to) from system/other campuses 2,607            2,027            580           28.61%
   Net Nonoperating Revenue (Expense) 113,540        110,858        2,682        2.42%
   Income Before Other Changes in Net Position (1,297)           (3,628)           2,331        -64.25%
($ in thousands)
For the Years Ended June 30, 2018 and 2017
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Honors College Mission Statement
Maine Business School Mission Statement
Primary Partnership Communication with Commission
Residential Education and Commuter Life Division Mission
Statement
Student Life Mission Statement
UMM Catalog
UMM Strategic Plan
University of Maine Machias Mission Statement
University of Maine Mission Statement
Standard Two
2014 Action Plan for Retention and Graduation
2015 Strategic Plan for the UMM
Academic Program Review Folder-UMM
Admissions
Analyses of Nonmatriculating Admitted Freshmen
Benchmark Comparisons
Blue Sky Strategic Plan
Branding Activities
Campus Master Plan
Clery Annual Security and Fire Safety Report
College of Liberal Arts Strategic Plan
Communication and Sciences Disorders Program Review
Communication Sciences and Disorders Mission and Strategic
Plan
Counseling Center Program Review
Dean’s Annual Reports
Defining Tomorrow (next strategic vision)
Degrees Conferred
Development Plan




First Year Success Initiative
Five-year Financial Analysis
Fogler Library Annual Report
FY20 Budget Plan
Life After UMaine
Information Technology Strategic Plan
Internal Faculty Reports
International Affairs Program Review
National Council of University Research Administrators (NCURA)
Report
National Study of Student Engagement-Select Data
New Student Survey
Nonreturning Students from Fall 2016 Cohort
Office of Innovation and Economic Development Annual Report
Office of Institutional Research and Assessment
Office of Sustainability Annual Report
Online Programs
Paint and Polish Classroom Modernization
Program Data Profiles — UMM
Program Review
Program Review Content — UMM
Program Review Schedule
Program Review Schedule — UMM
Program Review Summaries — UMM
Provost’s Annual Report
Retention and Graduation Rates
Rising Tide Center
Rising Tide Center Faculty Data
School of Forest Resources Program Review
Signature and Emerging Areas of Excellence
Sociology Program Review
Student Achievement Measure (SAM)
Student Credit Hours
Student Life Annual Report
Student Wellness Resource Center Program Review
Think 30-Average Debt Levels






University of Maine Self Study, 2009–2019
Standard Three
Academic Affairs Faculty Forum-Dec. 6, 2017
Academic Faculty Forums
Associated Faculties of the University of Maine (AFUM)
Board of Trustees (BOT) Executive Committee Meeting Minutes
Board of Trustees Bylaws
Board of Trustees Faculty Representative
Board of Trustees Policies
Board of Visitors (BOV) Executive Committee
BOT Academic & Student Affairs Committee Meeting Minutes
BOT Audit Committee Meeting Minutes
BOT Finance/Facilities/Technology Committee Meeting Minutes
BOT Human Resources Committee Meeting Minutes
BOT Investment Committee Meeting Minutes
BOT Presidential Search Committees
BOT Subcommittee for Nomination of Officers
BOT Subcommittee for Chancellor Services
BOV Nominating/Governance Committee
Campus Planning Committee
Charter of the University of Maine System
College Bylaws
Committees of the Administration
Cultural Affairs Committee
Declaration of Strategic Priorities to Address Critical State Needs
Dual Direct Reporting Relationship for Chief Business Officer
Faculty Senate Meeting Minutes
Faculty Senate
Faculty Senate Committees
Faculty Senate Committees Meeting Minutes
Faculty Senate Constitution
Faculty Senate Meeting — April 6, 2016
Faculty Senate Meeting — Nov. 16, 2016
Faculty Senate Policies and Procedures Manual
Faculty Senate Vote on Maine Business School Reorganization
General Student Senate
Graduate School of Business Cooperating Agreement and
Operating Guidelines
Pulp and Paper Foundation
Retention and Student Success Committee
SAVRP Committee
State of Maine Charter — Degree Granting Status
Tenure and Appointment Criteria
UMaine and UMM Organizational Charts
UMaine Committees of the Administration
UMaine Graduate Student Government
UMaine Graduate Student Government Meeting Minutes
UMaine Mission Statement
UMaine Policy Manual - Section 204.1  —  President’s
Evaluation Process
UMaine Policy on Shared Governance
UMaine Student Government
UMM Board of Visitors
UMM Committee — Academic Affairs
UMM Committee — Curriculum
UMM Committee — Professional Relations
UMM Committee — Program Review and Evaluation
UMM Student Senate
UMS Board of Trustees
UMS Board of Trustees Membership
UMS Chancellor
UMS Representative to the Maine Public Broadcasting Corp.
UMS Statement of Shared Governance
UMS Universities
Undergraduate Program Curriculum Committee








Association of American Colleges and Universities VALUE Rubrics
Bachelor of University Studies
Board of Trustees Meeting — November 2018
Bridge Year
Campus-based 4+1 Programs
Center for Undergraduate Research
CLAS Pathway of the BUS
Credit Hour Policy
Degree and Graduation Requirements
Degree Progress Report
Double Up




Graduate School Degree Programs
Graduate School of Biomedical Science and Engineering
Graduate School Policies and Regulations
Honors College
Office of Community Standards, Rights, and Responsibilities
Office of Student Records
Office on International Programs
Online Student Verification
Online Transfer Tools
Prior Learning Assessment - Credit for Prior Learning
Procedures for Transfer of Academic Credit
Program Review- Overview of the Process
D3
Electronic Workroom Documents








UMaine Faculty Senate General Education Committee
UMaine Graduate School’s Mission
UMaine Information Literacy Report
UMaine Majors and Minors
UMaine Online
UMaine Program Fact Sheets
UMaine Required Syllabus Information
UMaine Transfer Agreements
UMaineGOLD
UMM Academic Integrity Policy
UMM Articulation Agreements
UMM Course Syllabus Outline
UMM Curriculum Change Flow Chart
UMM Definition of a Credit Hour
UMM Early College Students
UMM Information Literacy Report
UMM Majors and Programs
UMM Office of the Registrar
UMM Program Review
UMM University Catalog
UMS Policy on Academic Program Review
UMS Report — High School Student Enrollment in UMS Early
College Programs
Undergraduate Catalog
Undergraduate Program Curriculum Committee
Standard Five
2017 Clery Report
About University of Maine
About University of Maine Machias
Admissions — Application Information
Alcohol and Drug Education Programs
Barbara Higgins Bodwell ‘45 Center for Service and Volunteerism
Bias Response Team
Campus Activities and Student Engagement
Campus Recreation
Career Center
Community Standards, Rights, and Responsibilities Initiative
Commuter and Non-Traditional Students Program
Diversity and Inclusion Plan
Division of Student Life Internal Assessment Process
Maine Bound Program
National Association of Student Personnel Administrators
Standards of Practice
Student Average SAT Score
Student Code of Conduct
Student Handbook







Advisory Committee for Cooperative Forestry Research
American Association of University Professors’ Annual Report on
the Economic Status of the Profession (2017/18)
Center for Innovation in Teaching and Learning (CITL)
CLAS Advising and Student Services Center
Classroom Paint and Polish Projects
Clement and Linda McGillicuddy Humanities Center Faculty
Grant Program
College of Education and Human Development Advising Center
Comparative Study of Gender Differences in Perceptions of
Faculty Work-Life, 2011 & 2015
Cooperative Extension 4–H STEM Ambassadors
Faculty Professional Development on Active Learning Classroom
Use




Graduate School of Biomedical Science and Engineering External
Advisory Board
Information Technology Upgrades
Innovation Engineering Minor (Foster Center for Student
Innovation)
Innovation in Assessment Grant Program




NEA’s Higher Education Advocate May 2017 Publication
Office of Major Scholarships
Part-Time Faculty Association Contract
Peer Educator Program
Program Assessment Reporting Template
Research in STEM Education (RiSE) Center
Research Reinvestment Fund
Rising Tide Center
Rising Tide Leadership Grants
D4
University of Maine Self Study, 2009–2019
Semester by the Sea
Student Submissions per year for Major Scholarships
TeachLivE
Think 30 Analysis Results
UMaine Accredited Programs






Undergraduate Research Collaboratives Program
University of Maine System Advisory Groups
Virtual Environment Multimodal Interaction Laboratory (VEMI)
Vision and Change Report
Standard Seven
2015 State of IT Report
Acceptable Use Policies
Fogler Library Annual Report
FY2018 Core Financial Ratios and Composite Financial Index
Report — UMaine
FY2018 Core Financial Ratios and Composite Financial Index
Report — UMM
Handbook for University Supervisors and Confidential Employees
Information Literacy Reports
Intellectual Property Policy
Merrill Library Annual Report
Privacy Policy
Requirements to Qualify for Tenure-Track
UMaine’s Statements of Revenues, Expenses, and Changes in
Net Assets
UMM FERPA & Privacy Disclosure
UMM Financial Statements
UMS Policies, Reports, and Procedures
UMS Security Policies
Unified Budget TImeline




Customized AAC&U VALUE Rubrics
Faculty Motion on General Education
Faculty Senate Mission Statement
Maine Business School Assessment Report
Multi-State Collaborative to Advance Quality Student Learning




Provost’s Action Plan for Retention and Graduation
Provost’s Forum on Foundational Competencies
Requirements for General Education
Requirements for Program Assessment Reporting
School of Marine Sciences Assessment Plan





Academic Appeal Procedures — UMM
Academic Fact Sheets
Academic Honesty Policy — UMM
Academic Honesty Policy — UMaine
Academic Standards and Policies — UMM
Academic Support Services — UMM
Accessibility of University Programs, Services, and Facilities —
Administrative Practice Letter





Audited Financial Statements — UMaine
Audited Financial Statements — UMM
Board of Visitors (BOV) — UMaine
BOT Ethics Code and Conflict of Interest Policy
Campus Activities
Clerical, Office, Laboratory and Technical Unit Staff (C.O.L.T.)
COLT Agreement
Common Data Set 16/17 — UMM
Conflict of Interest Policy — UMS
Costs at UMaine — Student Financial Aid
Degree/Graduation Requirements
Disability Accommodation Policies
Distance Degree Programs — UMM
Diversity & AA Statement —  UMM
Diversity and Inclusion Report
Division of Marketing and Communication
Division of Marketing and Communication Policies and
Procedures
Employment — UMM
Equal Opportunity Complaint Procedure
Excerpts from Institutional Policies Related to Community
Integrity
Faculty and Staff Resources




FERPA & Privacy Disclosure — UMM
FERPA Policy
Financial Adjustments — Tuition, Fees, and Room & Board —
Administrative Practice Letter
Financial Disclosures and Conflicts of Interest in Extramurally
Sponsored Activities Policies and Procedures
Free Speech, Academic Freedom, and Civility Policy
Full Time Faculty — List
General Education Transfer Block
General Equal Opportunity Policy — UMS
Grades and Grading Policy
Grading Policy — UMM
Graduate Catalog
Harassment Policies
Human Subject Research Policy
Institutional Authority on Political Matters Policy — UMS
Intellectual Property Rights — UMS
Labor Relations Policy — UMS
Majors and Programs — UMM
Net Price Calculator
Nondiscrimination Policies
Office of Equal Opportunity
Office of Equal Opportunity Complaints
PATFA Agreement
Planning an Assessment — UMM
President’s Cabinet
Prior Learning Assessment — UMM
Procurement Standards of Conduct — Administrative Practice
Letter
Professional Staff Association Agreement
Program Review and Assessment — UMM
Responsible Conduct of Research Policy
Retention and Graduation Rates
Sexual Harassment Policy
Staff and Faculty — UMM
Statement of Accreditation
Statement of Governance of Colleges and Universities
Statement of Principles on Academic Freedom
Statement of Professional Ethics
Statewide Notice for Public Comment on NECHE Draft
Student Athlete Handbook — UMM
Student Code of Conduct
Student Conduct Code — UMM
Student Consumer Information
Student Employment






Student Resources —  Additional
Student Support Services
Title IX Policy
Transfer Credit Procedures and Policies
Tuition and Fees — UMM
UMaine Academic Programs
UMaine Admissions
UMaine Common Data Sets
UMaine Conferences and Institutes





UMaine Social Media Pages
UMaine Withdrawal Procedure













UMS Policies on Human Resources and Equal Opportunity
UMS Service & Maintenance Unit Agreement
Undergraduate Catalog
University of Maine System Nondiscrimination Policy
The University of Maine is an EEO/AA employer, and does not discriminate on the grounds of race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation,
transgender status, gender expression, national origin, citizenship status, age, disability, genetic information or veteran’s status in
employment, education, and all other programs and activities. The following person has been designated to handle inquiries regarding
nondiscrimination policies: Sarah E. Harebo, Director of Equal Opportunity, 101 North Stevens Hall, University of Maine, Orono, ME
04469-5754, 207.581.1226, TTY 711 (Maine Relay System).
